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Pointed
It is
bored.

Money is
who hasn’t

lonely

everything

to

Self-love prevents

woman

day ami there was a constant
visitors, not only of persons from
other places, but parents and friends of the
Belfast pupils. The first to attract
attention
was sand-moulding, in which
Miss Carter's
class formed a physical map of North America, aud the smaller pupils of the Brick
school one of Europe. Paper models for
square,
triangular aud oblong shapes,
flower forms, etc., were shown
by Miss
Carter’s school. Miss Wiggin had au exhibit of the pictures she uses in tea
hing
geography. The kindergarten school taught
by Miss Weeks was represented by work of
the scholars and by appliances used in the
work.
Very creditable arithmetic work
was shown by the
pupils of Misses Mason
and Bird, and the work in history,
language
and
geography was excellent. Every
were

be

the poor fellow

cent.

a

some

loving more than once.
Withering looks will

ative

than to

not

people from
make

a

talk-

dry up.

A thorn in the flesh is
than two on the bush.

more

trouble-

some

The average man seems to think that
others expect too much of him.

scholar in Miss Bird's

sclu.nl had something
exhibition, and in tli«- language wor'\
essays were written -m “Old Glory" and
illustrated by pictures v»f flag*. The color
work by Miss Walton's scholars showed a
good understanding of the various shapes
and colors, and Miss Roberts had a similar
display. From Miss Piper's school were exhibits of mounting in nature work, aud

will never become a lost art until all the men and women have been
buried.
A

girl seldom objects

to a young man
from under her very

nose.
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A large hennery, the
University of Maine,
destroyed by fire May 18th.
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which is total, as there was
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enough

specimens of drawing

very creditable to children so young. Miss Tilton s pupils had
free-hand outline map drawing—some of the
maps colored—also paper cutting aud mounting for drawing. The showing of free-hand
drawing by the scholars of the Brick school,
and the maps by the White school, with
mounting and color work, were hue. Mrs.
Hall's exhibit was the work of her school in
language and nature studies. The. Head of
the Tide school was represented by type
solids in drawings by the primary grades.
Poor’s Mills school had writing and arithmetic papers and the Union school traced maps.
Color cards and number work were shown
by Miss Wadsworth's scholars. Miss Lord’s
and Mr. Ellis' classes had specimens >f map
drawing, language and history work.
While The work taken singly or as a whole
was very credit,aide to both teachers ami

News in Brief.

A refugee from Cardenas, just at Key West
tells of the great destruction dune in the city
by shells from the U. S. warships in the reeent bombardment.
There are now at Tampa and vicinity 25,000 regulars and volunteers, ail
ready to
move into Cuba. Gen. Sliafter
says they can
be got away in two or three days, but he
does not expect orders to go until the two
fleets have met.
( apt. A. F. Pillsbury, formerly of Rockland, has been assigned to the command of
the

Pacific mail steamer
is to
leav«San

which
week

to

carry

one

City

of

Sidney,

Francisco this
thousand U. S. troops to

Manila, Philippine Islands.

A special despatch to London from Barthe explosion of a lamp in
.Liston L. Harris, a mem- badoes, dated Friday, says: “The American
battleship Oregon arrived here yesterday, all
ciiior class of the Orono high well.
She took on board 200 tons of eoai and
enlisted as a private in com- sailed
to-day. Her destination is not known.’’
Norway, was brought to PortMajor and Inspector General Russell B.
lii on a habeas corpus proceedHarrison of the volunteers, and Assistant
r claiming that the
boy is Adjutant General James G Blaine, May 21st,
military age. The young soldier t“ok their oaths ul office at tile War Departhearing before Judge Webb, ment. It is said that Mr. Blaine has been asrd Mates court, and liis dis- signed to the staff of Gen. Merritt, m which
til e company w as ordered_ j '•use lie will accompany that officer to the
iiid in the river near North I Philippines.
.a>t wo i. was identitied as that I
China is taking exceptional interest in the
Hawthorne, i>t Veazie, who present war Tln-re is a great unanimity of
inon home six weeks ago_ ! teeling on the part of leading Chinese, Britciiiaal meeting ot the Maine ish ami American residents. All seem to
>"ciaiion will be held in Port- unite m the belief that it is a holy war—a
war of humanity.
China’s attitude is \ oiced
.The New Age says that
by the North China Daily News, which ediis settled on the Hon. John
torially speaks of McKinley in the highest
igusta as the next member of terms. “His course
throughout the dispute
i's council, the choice falling with Spain has been calm, temperate, and
;nty.Frank M. i I owes, of iiiguifieil, sa\s the News, “lie has borne
who has been the leader of himself as a Chief Magistrate should."
;s in this Mate, lias been
The news evt tit of the day, May 21st, at
apd master of the First Regiment the Navy Department, was the despatch of
the order to tiic Monterey to proceed to Maium11 crs. Mr. Howe is about
id and has been playing in nila to reinforce Admiral Dewey s squadron.
he was ]g' years old.
For The Monterey is a tower of strength in herself. and her addition to Admiral Dewey's
lie was cornet soloistjof the
force, together with the despatch of thoudune Hand at Togus.The
sands .if troops to Manila, is ample evidence
lal meeting of the New Kng- that, the administration has assumed no half».* Medical Association will he
hearted attitude towards the Philippine quesortland, May 2-V27.Booth tion and is determined to take no chances of
Hurricane Island Granite Com- dispossession until such time as the L'nited
States itself has arranged for the disposition
c
bought the quarry of the of the islands.
The Monterey is probably
Granite Go., located about a
the most formidable monitor in the
Waldoboro village.
Granite yet she combines with the enormous world,
offentarry was used largely in the sive and defensive qualities of the Monitor
House extension, and it is type, a seaworthiness that is almost pbenoinhat granite from this quarry inal.
a new government
building in
The Hon. Melvin P. Frank
Obituary.
be the candidate of the Demo:
for governor this year, but
Miss Alice M., only daughter of Charles C.
h
Madigan of Houlton is and Mary A. Foss of Jackson, died recently
ready to step into the breach.
mi Lewiston shoe factories have of lung trouble caused by the measles. She
rush orders’? for about 75,000 joined the F. B. church of East Jackson at
the age of ten years and lived a devoted.
hoes for the government.
merry war on dow n at Rock- Christian life. She was an active member of
*
telephone business. A local the Christian Endeavor Society and a zealis started in
there, and the old ous worker in the cause of temperance, a
has put the rate for business
member of George E. Brackett Lodge of
--1 a year, with one for the subGood Templars. In her sickness she said
residence free.
we must take everything to God in prayer.
Gladstone died at 5 a. m. ! The funeral was held April 23d at her
!
William Ewart Gladstone, M. father's
residence, Rev. David Brackett
was the fourth son of Sir John
officiating, assisted by Rev. F. S. Dolloft.
a
Bart., well known merchant
There was a profusion of flowers, including
">!. and was born there Dec. 20,
was
educated at Eton and a floral pillow from the C. E. S., a bouquet
<rch. Oxford, and was gradua- of Easter lillies from J. H. Gordon, and seva double first class, in 1831.
from Good Templars
eral bouquets
and
lection to parliament in Decem- other friends.
ms life and work have been a
history of Great Britain and
Funeral services over the remains of Mrs.
The steamer Butler at San Eliza J. Eaton were held
yesterday afterfrom
May 10th,
Unalaska, brings noon at her late home, 29 Marlboro street,
Rev. Dr. Whittaker, of
the Bellingham
;ng advices from that section,
of May <i:
The bark Harry church officiating. There were a large number of friends present, and also representaSan Francisco, chartered by the
'1 Alaska Transportation com- tives from the Odd Ladies, Daugnters of
Women’s Relief Corps, and Ladies'
Malta,
ved at Dutch Harbor, May (5.
Aid Society of the Bellingham church, of
Morse’s passengers are parties which bodies the deceased was a member.
tors from Boston, New York,
A memorial poem by Mrs. A. L. Lincoln was
and
other eastern cities. read. The interment was at Garden cemeboats being constructed in tery.
[Chelsea, Mass., Evening Record,
for the Yukon river trade and May 20.
Mrs. Eaton's age was 55 years, 11 mouths
an*
employed in the work.
'rrill of Boston, who has for and 0 days. She leaves a husband, Geo, W.
third of a century beeu cou- ! Eaton, and one son, Irvin H. Eaton. Rockthe New York Life Insurance land
papers please copy.
o \
years as a general agent, j
icsting article in the Insurance
Mr. Israel Jones died at t.Lie home of his
s
experience as a solicitor of
m *.
in it he shows thefalibil- daughter,Mrs John W. Nash, 82 Miller street,
edical examiner by citing the ! yesterday morning at the age of 8(1 years, 2
an
who recently died at the ( months and 11) days. The funeral will be
who many years before had : held at Mrs. Nash’s to-morrow, Friday, afterted as a poor risk.
A clergy- I noon, at 2 o’clock.
A fuller notice of Mr*
fitly celebrated his ‘JOtli birth- i Jones will be published next week.
as given such a bad record by
al examiner 30 years ago that
The remains of Elmer Russell, a former
ati<»n w as not sent to the home
were brought here for
V $750,000 fire occurred May 18th Newport young man,
burial Monday.
Mr. Russell has many
>ro. Mass.
Several of the largest friends here who will learn of his death with
factories were destroyed_It costs deep regret. A little over two weeks ago the
remains of his father, Charles, were brought
ay to run a battleship when the
not fired.The United States here for interment. Mr. Russell lived here
as an
eourt has decided that the con- many years and wrill be remembered
kind neighbor and indussider the oleomargarine laws in energetic man,
trious citizen. The family have the sympaUia and New Hampshire are inthy of this community in their great bereave1
is
holding the laws unconstitu- ment. [Newport Cor. Pittsfield Advertiser.
as
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‘iin'oton Whispering. At directhe President, the Secretary of
‘i;T the
following to Ambassador
P'tli: “Through appropriate
l<ls
express to Mr. Gladstone’s
-he
y
sympathy and sorrow of the
1!
an
people at the passing away in
,
‘ss °f
years and fullness of honors of
!
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lints
sense
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form
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ngt
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and

color

me,d

tl

cutting and

by

j

mounting pictures from newspapers, seed ;
catalogues, etc. Those more advanced drew i
the forms and applied tlie colors, the, work !
ranging from the crude outline to the finished map. But perhaps the most noticeable

change

is

in

writing.

A

large proportion

the work of the schools is

done in

of

writing

and the quality of the penmauship enters
into the work in all lines.
Arithmetic,

geography and history carry with them lesin language,aud these with the language

sons

lessons proper

are

made

to

serve also

vertical

system. Sell *lars w h » began
writing is tlieii first attempts write j
well from the start, and these of the h glu
j
grades who changed from the slant t< the j
vertical showed a better hand after a
•ry J
vertical

few weeks'

practice
FORENOON

SESMON.

The day meetings of the Association vs> re ;
held in the High school r< mi. The morning session was opened at 10 /clock with
prayer by Rev. (4. G. Winslow of Belfast.
address of we!< >111
was given
by Rev. Geo. S Mills of the Belfast School
Committee. The High school chorus then
Song."
saug “The Venetian Boatman's
Miss Julia M. Talbot of Boston ga\" an inAn earnest

interesting talk on “Vertical
Writing," showing the advantages of the
vertical system, the methods of teaching,
structive and

1

Prof. A. F. Richardson of Cistiue Noran address 1 n “Calisthenics1
It vas a -dear
in the Common Schools."
presentation of the benefits to be derived
from physical exercises for the young, and
tpe scientific way of adapting such exercises
to our common schools.
State Superintendent W. W. Stetson announced that he was obliged to leave the
city by the next train and he therefore asked all who had any questions of school law
mal school gave

present them. Several such questions
asked and answered.
At 12 o'clock the meeting adjourned for
dinner, which vras served in Memona. Hall.
An ample and appetizing spread was set before the guests, an* after all wrere fed there
were taken up of unbroken food more than
the traditional seven baskets full.
AFTERN O >N SESSION.

The afternoon session was opened at 2
After reading the
o’clock for business.
records the committee on nominations refollows.

President, Francis S. Brick, Belfast
For Vice Presidents, John W. Farrar,
Searsmout; Mrs. Anna Stephenson, FreeFor

dom.
For
For

Secretary, Miss Grace A. Lord, Belfast
Treasurer, Miss Grace E. Walton, Bel-

fast.

Executive
Freedom;
If. E

Ellis.

Committee, Frank Thurston,
Lena Sprowl, Winterport;

Miss

Belfast.

The

report was accepted, hut Mr. Brick declined a re-election and H. E. Ellis was
elected President in
his stead.
Miss
Mary H. Mason of Belfast was elected
a member of the
Executive Committee in
place of Mr. Ellis.
Voted to hold the next meeting at Winterport, the date to be fixed by the Executive
Committee.
A song was then given
by the High school
chorus, under the direction of Mrs. E. S.
Pitcher, with Miss Cleora Haney as accompanist. “Farewell to the Forest,” by Men-

delssohn.

Prof. A. L. Lane of Coburn Classical Institute, gave a very interesting lecture on
/
“How to Study Plants.” He spoke of the
Phillip Gross, the oldest inhabitant of
Bucksport, died May 1.8, at the home of his plant growth as a cir61e—from seed to seed—
daughter, Mrs. Lyman Stevens, at the ad- and followed the development from the forvanced age of nearly 91 years. Another
mation of the seed in the fall to the seed of
daughter, Mrs. William Clements, survives..
Mr. Gross was one of the best known citi^ the matured plant which grew therefrom.
zens of the town and was highly respected,
Emery White of Belfast sang a solo, “The
his industry and honesty being proverbial.
Carrier Dove.”
The funeral was held Friday, and the interPrincipal W. J. Corthell of Farmington
ment was in Evergreen cemetery.

Day.

PERSONAL.

*

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Samuel Morse is visiting friends in
Rockland.

Miss Mabel Paul is
Camden.

visiting friends

j

in

Asa A. Howes was in Boston last week
Everett Worthing and family of Augusta
on business.
Memorial Day.
are visiting at E. L. Smith’s.
On Memorial Day the Grand Army of the
|
A. Cutter Sibley returned
Mrs. John A. Mace of Brunswick is visitSaturday from a
Republic presents to the world the evidence business
trip to Boston.
of our devotion to our comrades, our love
ing her daughter, Mrs. Ambrose J. Morrison.
for our country and our gratitude to AlMiss Abbv M. Caldwell arrived home from
Charles J. Read arrived yesterday from
mighty God for the blessings we enjoy.
The Grammar school chorus then sang
On this day the Nation honors the memory South Berwick last week.
Gloucester, Mass., where he spent the winter.
Mrs. N. M. Mathews went to Massachutetts
“Twilight Star,” by Barnby, after which Mr. of the men who, through divine guidance,
Mrs. Viola Lee of Bangor is visiting her
were instrumental in
preserving the Nation
John H. Dunton of Belfast gave a talk on and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Jackson of Bel
securing to us as a people the blessings, last Thursday for a short visit.
He
divides the of liberty and national
“Teaching Arithmetic.”
mont.
unity.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
Thompson spent SunIt is enjoined upon every Post
work into four parts: to give the idea of
that, in ac- day with friends in
Frank Wagner ami family left yesterday
cordance
with the custom now tirmlv esBucksport.
numbers: the expression of numbers; the
tablished throughout the Order,
for Colorado, on account of Mr. Wagner’s
Mias Elizabeth A. Kelley left
that‘they
Thursday
processes involved; and the application of
attend divine service on the
Sunday preced- for a visit of a few weeks in
health.
Boston.
the processes. He gave a clear statement of ing Memorial Day.
All ex-soldiers and sailors not members of
Mrs. E. E. Pendleton arrived yesterday
Miss Josie Wiggin of
the best, methods, according to liis experiis
Bangor
visiting
the Post, who served in the war of the Refrom Boston to visit friends in Belfast and
ence, of teaching the various lines.
bellion, are invited to unite with us in the j her brother, Mr. Frank R. Wiggin.
Islesboro.
The following resolutions of thanks were ceremonies of the day.
Mrs. John Joues returned home Saturday
On Sunday, May 29th, all comrades will
j from a visit in Rockland and
Charles E. Field aud family arrived yesterpassed:
assemble in uniform in Memorial Hall at
vicinity.
Whereas the present session of Waldo
day from Middletown, Ct.. to live on their
9.30 sharp form and march to the Unitarian
P. Coney of the Rockland Star'
Robert
has
been
a
Association
County Teachers
church to attend the morning service, where
farm in Belmont.
visited friends in Bedfast, last
great success both from an educational and
Saturday.
the memorial sermon will be preached bv
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Harris atids,. L »uis
pleasure.able standpoint, and whereas the at- Rev. ,J. M. Leighton.
Bird
went, to Bucksport from RockTyler
tendance has been most gratifying,
The comrades of the Union Veterans
arrived Tuesday evening from New York to
land last Saturday to string electric wires.
Resolved, That our thanks be extended to Union, ladies of the Relief
Corps, Ladies'
spend the summer.
tin members of the Executive Committee Aid
Wm. 11. Knight of Lincolnville has been
Society and Sons of Veterans, are invitfor tin 1 excel.ent management in securing
ed to attend divine service. The K. of V
Mrs.
Warren H&nseom and child
of
an
inland tish and game warden.
so much talent, and especially to Superinappointed
will act as escort.
Thomaston arrived yesterday to visit her
tendent Brick for bis untiring zeal in bringCharles
B.
Haztdtine
and
Elmer
A.
ORDER
SherOF
PARADE MEMORIAL DAY.
fatlie., ('apt. Daviw E. Bird.
ing together so many instructors at this time.
man
went to Monmouth Monday, fishResolved, That a vote of thanks be exSquad of Police.
S. A
arrived
Capt. S. M. Milliken,
tended to the people of Belfast, the teachers
City Marshal, W H. Sanborn.
ing.
home Monday even ng for a furlough .>! a
Marshal of the day, Samuel Gurnev.
and pupils of the High school, for their
Dr.
H.
E.
Knowltou
of
in
so
Aids—Col. Small, Major Howes.‘
Cambridgepor,, week, before going t the front.
providing
generosity and courtesy
Belfast Band,
Mass., visited relatives in Belfast the past,
amply and daintily for our material welMiss S. M. Partridge, who lias been serifare.
Roundy leader.
week.
Sons of Veterans,
ously ill, was at The Journal otthv Monday
Resolved, That a vote of thanks be exMrs. Helen A. Carter has arrived home i for the lirst time in two
tended. to Mrs Pitcher, the chorus, and to
Capt. Hobbs.
weeks, and will s n>n
Mr. White, for the excellent musical proTlios. H. Marshall Post,
from Lowell, Mass., where she spent the
be able to resume her duties.
W. H. Clifford, Commander.
gramme we have enjoyed; to Prof. Oortliell
winter.
for his masterly effort on the subject of U.
School Cadets,
Miss Elbe Bridges cf Watertown, Mass.,
S History ; to Prof. Dunton for his valuable
Mrs. Thollias Carter returned to Malden,
Major Wilson Ellis
and Mrs. Charles Bridges who have made a
suggestions on number work for children
High School.
Mass,, last Thursday after a short stay in two weeks’ visit at Sumner Bridges',returned
and to Prof. Lane for his exhaustive analyCapt. Fred Poor.
Belfast.
sis of the plant: and
Lower Grammar and Intermediate,
home to Penobscot Monday.
Resolved, That we stay to hear him this
Capt. Allen Curtis.
Mrs. Crippin of the Gordon Training
John George Bourinot, clerk of the I’aua*
Canton Pallas, I. O. O. F.,
evening.
School of Boston is a guest of Mrs. Helen dian House of
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
Capt. I. T. Clough,
Commons, known to m my of
he placed upon our records and copies of the
A. Carter.
Co. 2, Uniformed Rank, K. of P.
our readers by his historical writings, has
same be sent to the Republican Journal and
Capt. F. H. Welch.
Charles Stephenson has moved from Sears- been Knighted by Queen Victoria in recogBelfast Age, for publication.
Chap, and Orator of Day.
nition of his valuable contributions to Camont to the Bean farm on the shore road in
Disabled Comrades in Carriages.
Wilfred S. Lord,
City Government,
East Belfast.
nadian literature.
Blanche Moody,
Citizens
in
Carriages.
Katherine Nickerson.
Miss Cora Mixer of Penobscot visited her
L>r. Chas. H. Hunter, Professor of Theory
Parade
will
form
on
Church
street
at
1.30
The question box drew out many intereston Bridge street.
sharp,
right
Line brother, Frank G. Mixer, Monday and went and Practice of Medicine of the University
resting
ing points in relation to school work.
of march up Church to High, down High to
to Camden for a visit.
of Minnesota, was in town this week on his
Before adjournment Mr. Brick invited
Church, up Church to Grove, up Grove to
return west from a visit to bis old home in
Mrs. William Arnold and child have been
the visitors to take supper at Memorial Congress, up Congress to Main, up Main to
Cemetery, where services will be held. visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Perrin Pittsbeld, paying a short, visit to an old pupil
Hall.
Line of march resumed, down Main street
—Dr. John Stevens of this city.
Freeman, in Camden.
to Congress, over Congress to Miller, down
EVENING SESSION.
Miller
to
over
Cedar
to
down
Mrs.
Cedar,
James
of
Mrs. E. P. Frost gave a solo, “Angel Land”
Pearl,
Lincolnville left
Mahoney
Pearl to Church, up Church to Memorial
here by steamer last. Tliursdav to visit her
The Penobscot River Torpedoes.
by Pinsuti, to open the evening session. She Hall, where parade will he dismissed.
son in Melrose, Mass.
was followed by the
At 7.30 P. M. sharp, the Post will assemquartette, “O, Thou
is of
World So Fair,” by Abt. The members of ble iu Memorial Hall and march to the
By courtesy of Capt. L \V C«.
Thaddeus Pierce, who has been spending
Opera House, where an apprepriate pro- the winter in
The
the quartette were Mrs. Frost, Mrs Pitcher,
Lowell, arrived in Belfast steamer Castine a repres» m v.
gram will be rendered. The oration will be
Journal had the privilege
; ih-.--._- ever
Mr. Pitcher, Mr. White, with Miss Kingsdelivered by Rev. (.. G. Winslow.
Tuesday to spend the summer.
Let all flags hoisted be displayed at half
the torpedo fields of Bucksport mmw*
bury as accompanist. Mrs. Pitcher then
Hon. Wm. C. Marshall left Monday for
mast.
Saturday. The steamer hail a busy day.
sang “The Better Land” by Cowen.
two weeks, to attend meetings of the State
Per order,
In the absence' of Prof. Stetson the evenmaking 12(i miles between 7 o'clock a v. and
W. H. Clifford, Comujander.
Assessors in Oxford and Franklin Counties.
M. C. Dilworth, Adjutant.
midnight. She left West Bnmksville in the
ing lecture was by Prof. A. L. Lane on “The
Fred G. Carter spent Sunday with his
ORDER OF EXERCISES AT OPERA HOUSE.
Year as a Ring.”
He referred to the year
morning and took passengers from that
family in this city. Mr. Carter :s a com- place, from Castine, and from Hewes' !’■ inf
1. Reading of General Orders by Adj’t.
and its work by the symbol of a ring—conin
the
and
Courier
BanWing
oimv,
2.
Festival of the Dead by Commander, j positor
tinuous—ilthough he thought perhaps a
^Ryder's Cove and the Lime Kiln in Islesgor.
boro. There were
3.
Music by Belfast Baud.
passengers on the exspiral would be better, as there is continueiirsion. After leaving taiis party at Belfast
Dr. A. C. EUinm-v n«i, who broke one of
4.
Obedience is a Soldier’s First duty, by I
ous
advancement. The talk was devoted
the steamer went to Cast aie, from wle-nee
his legs by slipping mi an icy crossing durprincipally to a consideration of the study of Commander.
5.
Roll of Honor, by Adj't.
ing the winter, has so far recovered as to be she took the Normal School ase ba! uim
botany which in its illustrations admirably
• ».
and a party of friends, to the number f lid
able to ride out.
Music by Belfast Band.
agreed with work in all lines of progression.
all told, to Bucksport. The mine m-hN w. re
7.
Prayer.
After the lecture an informal reception
A. H. A. Groesebuer of Watertown,Mass.,
x.
found to be located in Bucksport. nan >\v
a
Oration by Rev. G. G. Winslow.
w is
was in town the first of the week,
given, at which ice cream .uni cake were
making
short distance below Bucksport
i, ig<
9.
imi
Singing by Quartette.
sowed and an hour or more profitably
arrangements for his summer stay at the
10.
Music by Belfast Band.
The
directly under the guns of Forr Kn
s
"io in sociability. The day’s exercises closSouth Shore, North port.
11.
is indit it» 1
“America,” by audience.
ed with a dance.
Clifton M. Gray of Belfast, who is to grad- place
12.
i rBenediction,
flags on the shores, and ste no r-<
uate from Mciulvi;
p.t., Tlu ologi al School
-\ o n
::
ed to stop their wlrneis am.
The
Committees
on
Local
Industries.
following
Cemeteries,
in June,has won Vjoq in prizes and a scholarConcerning
I tie ''asfiie
through. As file tide fav.
etc., were appointed at tie- last meeting of ship m Harvard Divinity School.
o Bu-.Ahdrifted through. Leaving t Im par'
Post:
The Belfast Printing Go. lias added two
Judge Fogler was one of the judges in a port the steal
Oak Grove C-metery—-Comrades Nash,
fir a- Gordon presses to its plant—a half and j
took home her Isles horo, Cast in an I 1
debate at Lewiston the other night between
Thomas and Patterson.
an eighth medium.
v i lie passengers, alter which slm w.-i
io
Edward
the
Little
school
of
Auburn
high
Morri! 1—Comrade Mears.
Mayor & White have adopted a formula for
and the Latin school of Lewiston.
Bucksport for her base ba. i xoihmiihm
Head of the Tide—William II. Beckwith.
Their ginger ale that is used in the manufacAt Castine the signs »u t in
a.
g sumCity Point—Comrade McCarty.
The Rockland Star says it is understood
ture of the best I rish ginger ale.
It is nona. I.t
mer business arc mark* d.
The steam
East Sidt—Comrade Daniel II. Strout.
that H. M. Lord who was recently appointal- oholie.the oil being extracted by magnesia
W
on
Princess, the iphtha iaun •!. Mat
Smart Cemetery—Comrade Bowen.
ed by President McKinley as an assistant
instead of by alcohol.
sernumerous sailing yachts are ready n
On Evergreen—Comrades Piper, Hadley,
will
of
the
the
army
acceptposipaymaster
Leander Staples returned home from Iios- Bowen and Smart.
vice, and many of the cottages are u up < d.
tion. The pay is >2,sou.
The hotel at Fort Point als -mowed s.gn- of
tonjlast Saturday. His halters are meeting
On Teams—Comrade A. E. Clark.
with a ready sale and are handled at wholeThe ladies of Belfast are respectfully asked
occupancy.
Miss Florida McKeeu has given her second
sale by the saddlery and hardware firm of
'J'lm rep »rt, that the lign'-lim s.-s imng Unto send flowers to Memorial Hall, Saturday
pupils’ recital of her class in mus <• in WalHill & Hill, 90 Federal street Boston. and
t
()a the
Monday forenoon where a committee of tham, Mass. The recital is highly spoken of coast are not lighted is mo n
While in Boston Mr. Staples made a large
the Woman’s Relief Corps will he in attendby the critics of Waltham, and tin program passage the Castine came within sight of
sale of halters to Jordan, Marsh & Co., and ance. It is hoped that the donations of shows a choice selection of high class music. Negro Island. Camden; G Ikey’s Harbor.
cne to a large auction stable in the city.
I flowers for the‘occassion|will be generous, as
Islesboro; Eagle Island; I>i-e Head, CasD. Dyer, one of Winterport's progressive !
were
tine, and Fort Point, a I of whir
The clothing factory of Thompson & Fos- I the Post intends to remember the heroes of
was
in
Belfast
citizens,
Friday, attending
ter is now fully located in its new quarters
the Maine this Memorial Day.
lighted as usual.
convention.
On
the
we
teachers’
7th
the
page
SON’S OF VETERANS GENERAL ORDER.
n the Dana Sarsaparilla building, and the
Owing to some delays at, the landings the
print an article on the use of manure, con- steamer did not arrive at
Bucksport ;nt:l S
work has increased materially. The output
The following order has been issued by
tributed by Mr. Dyer to the Turf, Farm and
but the engineer in charge A the
o’clock,
has more than doubled with less than double
W.
S.
Hobbs of the Sous of Veterans: Home.
Capt.
mines, who was on the. wharf, gave permistoe help, for the reason that the work can
Headquarters A. E. Clark Camp,
State Superintendent W. W. Stetson arsion for the boat to return, but, cautioned the
No. 43, Sons of Veterans, Divisbe handled at so mnch better advantage. As
last
rived here
Thursday and went to Gas- captain to bo extremely careful, as serious
ion of Maine, U. S. A.
)
the hands work by the piece the pay of each
Camp Order, No. 1. The officers and tine to visit the Normal School. He return- results might arise from the propeller when
is materially increased. The stock comes brothers of this
are
to
camp
hereby required
ed here Friday and attended the forenoon
The propeller
in motion hitting a torpedo.
meet at their hall on Sunday, May 29th, at
into the factory at the rear door in the base9 30 a. he, preparatory to acting as an escort session of the Waldo County Teachers’ Aswould doubtless be broken if im more serious
ment, a short distance from the elevator, by to
Thomas II. Marshall Post, G. A. R., and sociation.
consequences resulted. The -urges and t ugs
which it is taken to the second floor, where
attending Memorial service by Rev. J. M.
which were engaged in laying the torpedoes
at
the
the machines are located.
Unitarian
church
also
that
G.
M.
Harris
has
arrived
in
It is unloaded
Boston
from
Leighton
;
were at the wharf in Bucksport whet: the
all members assemble at camp headquarters
from The elevator into the cutting room, of
his trip to the South Sea Islands, where he
on Monday May 30th, at 12 o’clock, for the
steamer made her landing. They had on
which it makes a complete circuit, coming in
went for the government and brought back
purpose of doing escort duty for the parade
deck, besides several coils of wire, two torto the cemetery where Memorial Day exerin the web as received from the factory and
$50,(XX) worth of specimens of foreign flora.
cises will be given.
Brothers will also meet He is expected in Augusta this week to pedoes, which very much resembled the
finishing as the goods fully cut and ready at 7
p. m., Monday evening, for escorting the
ordinary can buoys used in harbors. Twenfor the sewing machines.
is
then
taken
Grand Army from Memorial hall to the visit his brother, Dr. W. H. Harris.
#lt
ty-one torpedoes had been planted and two
through to the manufaeturiug room, where Opera House. Per Order,
The season is over at the Hot Springs, more then remained to be
W. S. Hobbs, Captain.
placed. At night
it passes from one machine to another in roU. G. Hussey, First Serg’t.
Arkansas, and Chas. O. Clark is now at the range flags were replaced by bright
Official,
tation until the garment is complete.
The
The following committees have been ap- Hotel Belvidere, St. Louis, Mo. He sends lights. The mine field was passed without
packing department is along the centre of
pointed from the Sens of Veterans:
regards to old friends here, and is ready to the steamer so much as rubbing her bottom
the cutting room and the cases of packed
Decorations—Brothers Roberts, Colcord come home and fight the Spaniards should against a torpedo, and the return trip to Casgoods are landed at the elevator at the same
and Packard.
they make their appearance in this quarter.
tine and Belfast was made without further
place that the cases of cloth and ^Qaterial
Entertainment—Brothers Hussey, Clifford
incident. Slit* arrived in Belfast just before
were taken off.
There is no lost motion or
W.
Geo.
wife
and
Chase,
daughter
Capt.
and Dickey.
midnight, in time tu start on a fishing exand
of
forward
backward
are
from
Callao
C.’s
unnecessary going
parents,
visiting Capt.
Entertainment will he given all visiting
cursion to Swan’s Island.
the goods from start to finish. The power
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. S. Chase of this city.
brothers who are in town attending the exThe large steamers of tin- Boston N’ Banat present consists of two electric motors,
Capt. Chase has been engaged in tlie guano
ercises.
gor line stop their wheels when crossing the
one 5-horse power and one 2-horse.
They
business in South America, and this is his
is favorable, but,
are
belted to separate main shafts, and
first visit to his native place for eight years. mine fields when the tide
A Sketch of Montville.
are, obliged to keep them moving under one
thus economize power when the smaller one
Ephraim A. Pitcher, who is not only the bell when going against the current. The M.
is not needed. There are now 45 hands in
A Montville correspondent of the Rockoldest man in Belfast, hut was born in bidM. goes around Verona and up through
the shop and the output is 500 dozen
land Opinion writes as follows: “This town
fast and has always lived here, was in the the bridge when the tide is against her. A
overalls or jumpers per week.
has an area of 20,000 acres. The surface is
city Saturday. He was !»2 years old the 22d movement is on foot to have the m ne> rebroken by ledges, hills and mountains. The of March and is smart and active.
He is
moved from a narrow channel, which local
Transfers in Keal Estate.
elevations having names on the county map
living with his daughter, Mrs, Fred A. Gri Din. pilots will know, in order not to impede the
are Otis hill and Hogback mountain.
NotThe following transfers in real estate
navigation of the river.
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Fletcher of this city
withstanding the broken condition of the
were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
surface, there is good grazing and tillage on have received a letter from their
youngest
Yachts and Boats.
Deeds for the week ending May 25, 1898: hill, slope and valley. The town has several son, Fred L.
Fletcher, of Boston, stating
villages—Montville, or McFarland’s Corner;
H F. Belches, Winterport, to J. C. L. Carlethat
he
had
is
in
Northwest
and
South
Montville.
enlisted
and
a
Centre,
regiment of
ton, do.; land in Winterport. Chas. G. Bryer, The first settlement in this town was made regulars stationed at Fort Warren, Boston
The naphtha launch Matic \V owned by
Winterport, to Amelia V. Bryer, do.; land in 1778-9, by a Mr. Stannard, who moved harbor. He is in Battery 0., 2nd Artillery. Dr. Grindle of New York, whose sniniue
away in a few years, and the Rev. James
and buildings in Winteport. Alfred Ridley,
home is in Castine, was in port Saturday.
Davis, a Presbyterian minister, originally
Hartwell Baker arrived here by steamer
Stockton Springs, to K. B. Crockett, et al.,
from Massachusetts. The Davis family beElbridge S. Pitcher launched his new
Ellsworth; land and buildings in Stockton came so numerous that the plantation gain- City of Bangor last Saturday morning to row-boat last week and on her trial
trip
ed the name of Davistown, which it retained visit his old home, which lie has not seen beSprings. Michael Chase, Brooks, to A. B. until its
took a load of lumber to his cottage at the
incorporation. Timothy Barrett, a
Stantial, do.; land in Brooks. David Brack- a native of Concord, Mass., also took up his fore for twenty years. Mr. Baker is a native
Battery.
ett, Jackson, to Geo. L. Hall, Brooks; land residence here early in the history of the of Unity, a brother of the late Capt. Charles
town, and maintained the life of a hermit Baker of this city. For several years past
Thomas D. Barr has launched his sloop
and buildings in Jackson. Geo. L. Hall, to
until about 1844, and died three years later
He has substituted a stub
David Brackett; land and buildings in at an advanced
he has been in Cuba, and his friends here yacht Ethel.
On
age.
February 18,1807,
Brooks.
the town of Montville was incorporated. It did not know whether he was living or dead. mast for the fully rigged lowermast and
was the home of the late Hon. and Rev. EbHe left Havana by the last steamer that topmast, with cross trees, topmast backstays
Edward Bellamy Dead.
enezer Knowlton, who represented this disbrought out American citizens before the etc., which the boat formerly carried.
trict in Congress, 1855 7.
Mr. Chauncey A.
Springfield. May 22.—Edward Bellamy,
C. E. Brown of Pulpit Harbor has begun
Swift, now 81 years of age, has resided in blockade was declared. He first learned of
author of “Looking Backwards,” “Equal- this
town 30 years, and says it is an excelhis brother’s death from Capt. Fred Gilmore
work on a cat-boat for Howard Sargent of
ity,” etc., died at his home in Chicopee lent location for
farmers; very few poor peo- at Port
Falls, at an early hour this morning.
Tampa. Many will remember him Boston, to lie finished the middle of June.
ple reside here.”
as the man who painted the. Methodist spire
She is to be 28 feet in length, 18 feet water
A bath with Cosmo Burtermilk
Any fool can distinguish between vices several years ago and stood upon its apex, line and 1) feet wide. This makes 12 conSoap, exquisitely scented, is soothing and beneficial. and virtues, but it takes a wise man to act 153 feet above the ground, while H. L. Kil- tracts Mr. Brown has received for boats of
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.
according to his understanding.
various kinds since November l, ’i»7.
gore took his photograph.
■.
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etc.

ported,

United States

■

in

spelling and w riting. » dm ,1111101 faii to be
impressed with the improvement in the general writing throughout the schc-is undei
the

on

1

to

changed methods of.teaching
improvements made along many j

the

talk

1

>8^

1

visitors in the
and

a

History. He gave his views and experience
in teaching that branch and on the benefits
to be derived from a knowledge not only of
our own history, but that of other countries.
He believes in interesting pupils by awakening enthusiasm in them, hut finds it impossible to make any progress by the use of
many of the text books used for the study of
history.

stream of

Paragraphs.

better to be

County Teachers’ Association.

The annual meeting of the Waldo
County
Teachers' Association was held in
Belfast
Friday, May 20th. The weather was hue and
there was a large attendance of
superintendents, teachers, pupils and others interested
in education, from all
parts of the county
On arriving in town
many of the visitors
went first to the school rooms
on the common to see the exhibits of
work by the puof
the
pils
various grades, and all were well
repaid for the time thus spent. The rooms

action, the fact that
the attorney
general of the United States, had expressed the opinion that to hold the office
would be incompatible with bis duties as
a U. S. Senator.The Secretary of the
treasury has sent a telegram to all the
collectors of customs directing them to
refuse to issue clearance papers to all the
vessels intending to sail for ports in the
West Indies.
This action is taken to cut
off any possibility of Spain’s obtaining
supplies through trickery. The message
also called for a full description, owners,
etc., of vessels applying. Thus it will be
possible to catch Spanish sympathizers.
his

''I'iruary. Waldo County Teach1
<mcerninp Local Industries..
Estate. ..Memorial Day...A
c...Personal...Tlu- Penobscot
achts ami Boats.
PAGE 2.

Waldo

legal authorities, including

—

ME PAPER for Maine Seafar-

I

jl is

BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

in

of the most notable figures in modern

statesmanship.Senator Sewell formally
resigned his appointment as a Major
General in the army May 19th. He gave as

MAY 26, 18!

Women and Work.

BY LADY

COOK,

in

former paper liow the supof women workers far exceeds the de-

piv

saw

a

excess

out

England

of females over males
and Wales

was

through718,000; in’91

Equine Jealousy.

To the Editor of The Journal: We
will try and supplement “The Early History of Searsport” from the pen of our

cal economists and

friend Mathews with some notes of

901,000, being

an

increase

sociologists? Nay, may
not politicians and moralists read, mark,
learn, and carefully digest them? Is the

j

The Early History of Searsport.

in ten years of 183,000.
Do these facts
afford no food for reflection to our politi-

it had risen to

nee TENNESSEE C. CLAFLIN.

No. 2.
We

the

mand for their services, owing to the limupon them through male

own

the

regarding the early military history
town.
It lias been our pleasure
and

with

of
to

number of the

meet

in

old citizens of Searsport who were born
within the period covering the last quarter of the eighteenth century, and the

watch-making,

he

mobbed for bis

converse

a

paratively decreasing men, or shall women
| be permitted to support themselves iu any old saying that a “Prophet is not without
occupation for which they are competent? honor,” etc., seems to be verified in the
These are the questions which must be fact that these men, whom w-e were accusabandoned. When the Kidderminster man- decided—and quickly, too—iu favour of tomed to meet almost daily, bore quite an
ufacturers of velvet placed women at sexual equality or the abolition of sex important part in the military history of
their looms, the carpet weavers struck to privileges, unless we are blindly deter- the town.
Their services, either in the
was

pains. When a Paris firm of printers attempted t<* employ women-compositors,
the men opposed it, and the project was

manifest their
bour.
tion

j
j

disapproval of female lapotteries, the opposi-

And in the
of the

men

mined to increase the demoralization of

militia

or

and the consequent deterioration of our race.
Even India, in some

sacrifice

on

our women

to the employment of
of years, and the

tions

seem

regular army called for a
their part, that later generaWe
to not fully appreciate.

respects, is more liberal than England, for believe there was but one known resident
whole strength of the Trades Union was we have just read that a lady had been of the town who served in the war of the
have it,
exercised “to prevent women from
using admitted to practice iu one of its Law Revolution. Joseph Gordon, we
served in the Continental army, and lived
the baud-rest, which was of the
as a Barrister, and to tlie
Courts
genera
greatest
service in producing both
rapidity and surprise, she pleaded as well and exhibitl to a ripe old age, and is buried in the
precision of work." Girls employed in ed as much legal acumen and forensic Gordon cemetery. Of those who served
in the 1812-15 war, Stephen Foote, John
London as jewel burnishers were able to eloquence as any of her bewigged brethCurtis and Jonathan Smart, served in the
earn three and
ren.
sixpence a day, aud
women was

the

struggle

gave

highest satisfaction to their employers.
Yet all were unwillingly dismissed

the

the jealous opposition of the
same

Mullia.ll remarks, “If we compare the
total number of persons for all occupations in 18S1 with that in 1851, we find an

through

men

in the

establishment.

These are

increase of 25 per cent, in the men, and
57 per cent, in the women,” and we have

few examples out of hundreds which have militated against the
extension ot female employment, and we
need tu
enumerate moie.
Uneducated
median),

and

s

alike show

a

n

the

every reason to believe that the difference
for "01 will he found to be still greater.
We have shown in
the

University Fellows have
one
animosity to women

workers

a

workers
The

previous article that
manly equal the men

natural

consequence is

that the occupations open to
with
candidates

sharing their crafts

or
academical honBoth classes may profess to admire
chivair\ o. the abstract, but hey
evidently
: *d no it- .-h for it in to-.
oncrete. Both

women

ovenloLv*

our."

Scores

|

obtain

of thousands

employment

of

women

for

are

work.

those who

can

miserably “sweatfortunate are usually

are

in the
uck"o * 1 v for justice and fair ed,” while tly? more
}day. hut t wmiid seem that too often underpaid. Is there no remedy foi all
the.\ m.\r. these pi i vilem*> for themselves this'.' It would seem that in polygamous
‘»nl\.
1: i
will let, e thine of them for countries only are women really cared for,

j.nn

Foote

regular

and

Smart

army.
bulb present at the battle of Plattsburg,
when, aftei McDonough’s victory, the
British

beat

were

hasty retreat. Sept. 4,
1814, Governor Strong of Massachusetts,
issued a proclamation calling out all the
militia.

a

Maine

Massachusetts.

was

then

Under

a

this

province
call

of

there

raised in tlie then town of Prospect,
'which included North Searsport, the villwas

age and Stockton,

three

companies of

a company of horse or dragoons, and two companies of infantry—
for the purpose of repelling a probable

troops—one

invasion.

The

British

were

possession of Castine, and

were

then

A

Because

His

IIawakden, May

John Mason, a man of some
and if monogamy and subjection of the ; expeditions.
previous knowledge of warfare, was made
sex are to continue
together, it may be captain of the cavalry
N"rthides.", since 1vt;. the uumbei of I
Jonacompany.
| that to _ive woman “her proper sphere,” than Dow was
svoincn wi'ikos has
captain of one of the inrelatively increased, ; we she 1 i have to revert to the
polygamous
aud theii spheres of labour liase been enfantry companies, while Phineas Pendlehabits ot our British ancestors.
Is this
larged aiu. multiplied. l-'or, after all, the
ton captained the other.
These compan; the aim of our pretentious moralists?
Is
eon.is. •'i
ies were formed in different parts of the
justice, though slow, is eternal
w hither
this
the
free
Protestantism,
Bible,
ano
e.- ssne
We may not always note ;
town.
The dividing line between Prostree trade, free labour,
and free delie: step.- ;ii the ?inn*, any more than we j
pect and Belfast was at the mill brook or
are
to
land
us?
so.
bauehery,
Perhaps
j
see tin
grinding march of the glacier, but. Who can tell? If women must continue Merrill’s mill, so-called. John Mason
a:
mu.' that she is
moving with t" be degraded, better that it should be in and his men were mostly from the north
of the town; Jonathan Dow's com'-treat••itatuiof advance, and crushhe harem of one man to whom she can part
was mostly from the village
* •••'le;
i..
ing i‘
that imjicde hei pro- be virtuous and
pany
portion,
true, and by whom she
]•, t ij. ::.oi;ds. as in
gress.
geology, a will be comfortably provided with reason while the company of Phineas Pendleton
was from
the easterly part, including
y«-le is otto n required o make important able
requirements, than that she should
what is now the Harbor and Stockton
changes palpable.
starve in a lonely garret or pace the streets
This increasingly
extending sphere of with a fallen sisterhood. And possibly Springs. We remember very well the
h hour lor women is
not, however, an un- before the coming of the next ’00, the story as related by Jonathan (Duke)
windows of Mayfair and Belgravia and Stuart describing an incident in iiis milimixed luessing. Many of their
occupaother w ealthy quarters, will be less transtions are noxious to an extreme
degree, parent than now, and voluptuous women tary experience at this time. Smart was
one of a picket
and even where they are not
guard, posted at the bill,
of
rare beauty will be seen
absolutely
furtively glancunhealthy, the long hours demanded from ing upon the elite world, until the ex- just beyond the Isaac Carver mansion.
ample thus set by rank and fashion become One stormy night two horsemen were
glowing mils and child-bearing
women, universal.
seen riding toward them at
and the duel rules to which so
quite a smart
many have
;o
are
gallop. At the proper time Smart chalThe Volunteer.
highly prejudicial to health
ami temper.
Some of the “genteel”
lenged them, bringing them to a halt, and
o'cupatious are not exempt from these He's a careless sort of feller, an' lie’s lank, made them dismount. The strangers failan' loose, an' grim.
to satisfy Smart and his comrades iu
drawbacks.
Mi Charles Booth, in his j If lie's sot on eatin’ some
one, why there’s ing
no a-stoppin' him ;
Life am! Labour of the
answer to questions, aroused the
suspicions
People,” says: He's a willin’
to be jollied, or he’ll match
of the guard, who made them prisoners
•Theiong hours worked in the drapery
you for the drinks.
<
lie keeps his brain a-workin' au' hedon't and took them before the
trade. .unbilled with
Commanding
prolonged standing, But
say all be thinkshave a
very detrimental effect upon You kin call him what you want to, an’ lie’ll General, whose headquarters were at the
old Mossman house, torn down a few
take it as it goes,'
drapers assistants, causing auaemi, and
a
general deterioration of health which But ll yon down his country, you’re a-tramp- years ago. They were submitted to an
in’ on Lis toes.
renders them ar
examination by the general, who after
easy prey to indigestion
He’s Irish an lie’s German, with a drop or
released them.
The next mornu'lisupation, aud Kindred maladies.
of
parleying
two
Dutch
;
The
He’s English, Scotch, or Indian—he ain’t ing, however, the
■short time allowed foi
imlenity of the two
meals, and the
a-earin’ much :
speedily acquired habit of “bolting” There’s part- of him is Freucliy, with a drop strangers was discovered, through some
or two of Swede—
their food, so as to make
papers they had managed to conceal for
the most of the
But he's solid for lus Uncle an’ Old Glory is
allotted minutes, tend in the same
the time in an outhouse, and which provhis creed
direction.
lie ain't ilghtin' for his K aiser or his dear old ed them to be two British officers who
The results ,re most
noticeable
Blarney stone,
...
women, and especially those But just monkey with his Eagle an’ you’ll had made a tour through our Hues, maksee him change his tone.
«.bora little or no' opporing sketches and drawings showing the
'Unless a girl I,as He might not have a grandpa, hut his blood number and position of om troops. This
is good an' pure,
1 1
x
i ionally
strong constitution, the ! He .tii slice as straight with millions as he act of the general was severly condemned
-X. essive strain
so,,; tells on her
by Smart, who to his dying day declared
can when he is poor;
health
and thus It
happens that many have to He’s as !ovai m old ’Fris-. as he is at Bunker inm a traitor. Another was .Mi. Jacob
Hill,
have au. trade, whist
others give up for | An' he i | never sleep a mouthful w bile there’s Ellis, who was a corporal, and had charge
a Iiua
of the picket posted at the mill brook,
yet a Don to kill—
ou:y to he again invalided
soon
He ain’t stampin’ ’round for trouble, hut he's
altei they return to
where he was stationed for some time.
hell-bent
alter
shop life."
Spain
j For she killed a million
n was not long
Spaniards by a- We are not informed as to the length of
aga that the horrors of
bl< win’ up the Maine.
his service.
the
The record makes him missmatch.making industry were exposed
Here’s lin k to him, God bless him, an' we ing or not
tlu dail-v
when his company was
present
1'apers through which, as J
know lie’s sure to win,
was alleged, the
teeth, jaws, and hones ! He's two hundred thousand solid, long, an’ mustered out. .Silas Putnam, we believe,
<d young women and
was in the
short, an’ fat an’ thin ;
regular service, and was sta
girls employed were j He ain’t
got no time for music, cept it’s
tinned at points aloug the coast.
He was
destm; Cd by the fumes of the ingredients. j
"Dixie” or "Hurray,”
Me have no hesitation in
For lie’s longin' for the tightin’, longin’ for discharged in the winter of 1815, with
saying that it is I|
it, right an’day—
the h j.imlen
duty of every civilized I They can't hold him hack no longer, or 1 e three other comrades, who marched from
Machias to Castine, where they were
won’t do what he’s bid,
government to protect those who
are comSo good-by, old boy. remember now, an’ do
pelled to labour tor their
hospitably received and cared for at the
as Dewey did.
bread, and to
provide that in every occupation the
[James Syme Hastings in the Washington house of Mr. Ellis, father of the late
best
Amos H. Ellis, when Amos was a little
safeguards that science can devise, with Times.
the minimum of risk
boy. The sufferings from cold, wet aud
to health,
or
and
Lite.
life,
Song
hmb, si,all he rigidly enforced. Nor
hunger of these men, as related by
woul J this governmental
“Uncle Silas,” was of the severest kind.
BY REV. CHVS. HENRY WELLS.
interference with
free labour he
Their stopping place was where night
Once a little child lay pining
incompatible with the ideas
On a dreary bed of pain ;
of liberty which we
overtook them.
The farmer’s house in
have repeatedly enunFor the sun had not been shining
those days was a free hostelry for any
ciated, particularly where women
Since the falling of the rain.
are
But a robin midst the flowers
concerned.
For while
traveler, especially so to a returning solthey are denied
In the orchard sung his lay,
the suffrage or
dier from the war.
In a later number I
And
the moaning, dreary hours
any other privilege of
Soon were changed to shining day.
will endeavor to give a list of the officers
citizenship, they are unable to protect
and men who composed these companies,
Once a child of God was sinning
themselves, and the first duty of any and
In a city far from friends ;
many of the descendeuts of whom are still
every government is to offer
Young and fair and just beginning
protection
to the feeble ami
citizens of the town.
E. B.' Bili.ixos.
On the course that downward tends.
helpless.
But a song from memory’s treasure,
!S'> far as we are
12th.
Lynn,
May
aware no
Sung by mother long ago,
complete diTurned him from his low-horn pleasure,
gest of the census of «)] has
yet been
Waldo County Crops.
Saved him, kept him white as snow.
made, except that for London
by Mr.
Once a child of God lay dying
1
liarles 1!<mth. From this we
Condition of grass fields, very good; no
iiud that
At the setting of the sun ;
two hundred and
winter-killing. Clover wintered excepOid and lonely, death defying,
sixty thousand persons
all
her
duties done.
tionally well. Season a few days earlier
Waiting,
are
employed in the Metropolis in conAnd a song, the .sweet old story,
in most sections. Acreage of grain, 108
nection with “Dress.”
Of these ninety
Sung by seraphs’ voices fair,
per cent; condition of fruit trees, 140 per
to
Changed earth-gloom
thousand are males, and one hundred and
heaven-glory,
cent; condition of plum trees and other
Bore her smiling over There.
small fruits, 110 per cent.
Local market
seventy thousand females, “very many
[The Universalist Leader,
prices; hay, 1897, $10, 1898, $7.50; pota01
them
young
girls.”
Eighty-two
toes, 1897, 84 cents, 1898, 85 cents; cream,
A Fighting Family.
thousand of the whole were heads of fam1897, 18 cents, 1898, 20 cents; apples,
and
1897, 35 cents, 1898, $1.07; poultry, 1897,
ilies,
thirty thousand of these were
Mrs. Iiobley D. Evans, the wife of 10
cents, 1898, 10 cents; eggs, 1897, 11
women,
lu the “preparation or sale of
has
a
“Fighting Bob,” probably
larger cents, 1898, 10 cents; butter, 1897, 18
food and drink,” the males were
in
interest
the
fortunes
of
the
cents, 1S98, 18 cents; cows, 1897, $34,
111,415, personal
and the females
any other individual in the 1898, $40; sheep, 1897, $2.50, 1898, $3.50;
only 27,019. Heads of navy than
Her husband commands
States.
United
families numbered seventy-six
1897, 15 cents, 1898, 19 cents.
thousand, the battleship Iowa; her brother, Capt. wool,
[Board of Agriculture Bulletin.
of whom 8,500 were females.
Among the C. H. Taylor, commands the Indiana; her
“Healers and Clerks” the
Mr. Wiggins was so worked up over
disparity be- son, Frank T. Evans, is a midshipman on
the Massachusetts, and her son-in-law, C. the news from Manila last week that he
tween the sexes is, of
course, still greater:
C. March, is an ensign on the New York; spent four hours trying to locate the
Males 33,175, females 9,054.
Neverthe- her two daughters, Mrs. March and Miss
Philippine Islands on his wife’s Bazar patless, “more than half of those returned Virginia Evans, and her niece, Miss Hattie tern, under the impression that he had a
have
volunteered
for
trained
as general
Taylor,
map of the Pacific Ocean before him.
shop-keepers are females, as
army nurses and are now taking a course [Harper’s Bazar.
are also
nearly one-tliird of the street of
instruction at the hospital at Hampton.
sellers.”
Dorothy and Marjory were out with
The Executive Committee of the Maine their
It would be tedious in a paper such as
nurse, when they met a negro man,
has
to
State
Firemen’s
Association
voted
and Marjory said.
this to go much farther through mere
hold the next annual meeting and muster
“Oh, see! there goes a nigger!’’
statistics.
Enough has been written to at Bath, Aug. 3 and 4. Six hundred dol“Why, Marjory!” exclaimed Dorothy,
show that women engage in multifarious lars will be given in prizes, the contests
“you must not say ‘nigger.’ It’s dreadthe
same
last
with
as.at
year’s meet,
ful rude. You should say‘coon.’”
occupations, and, in many of them, in being
[Harthe addition of a $100 prize contest for
per’s Bazar.
Mulhall
repredominating numbers.
hand engines.
marks on the Census of ’91, that “the
C ASTORIA
“It was almost a miracle. Burdock Blocd
surplus female population keeps rising
Bean the
>»The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bitters cured me of a terrible breaking out
In the last, the females
every decade.”
all over the body. I am very grateful.”
numbered 514 to every 480 males. In '81 Miss Julia Filbridge, West Conwell, Conn.
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Republican State Convention

DUST

WASHING

POWDER.

WILL BE HELD IN
city hall, auousta,

June 28,

Tuesday,

1898,

AT 11 O’CLOCK. A. M„
for the purpose of nominating a candidate
for Governor to be supported at the September election, aud transacting any other business that may properly come before it.
The voters of Maine, without regard to
past political differences, who are in favor of !
sustaining President McKinley aud his administration in tlie conduct of the war with
Spain; who are in favor of sustaining the
present wise and economical administration
of our State affairs, are cordially invited to
join with the Republicans in choosing delegates to this convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows.
Each city, town aud plantation will
be entitled to one delegate, aud for each 75
votes cast for the. Republican candidate for
Governor in 1896, an additional delegate,
ami for a fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75
votes, a further additional delegate. Vacancies in the delegation of any city, town or
plantation can only be filled by a resident of
the county in which the vacancy exists.
The State committee will be in session in
the city council rooms of City Hall, at 9
o’clock on the morning of the convention, for
the purpose of receiving the credentials of
delegates. Delegates, in order to be eligible
to participate in the convention, mast be
elected subsequent to the date of the call for

is never
pleasant work. The way to have cleani'.p
well done, and to get through it
quickly wi:i
spending much strength, is to use

f

Then the cleaning things are laid aside early in the
day, and
the housewife has time for more pleasant
things/
Largest package—greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
St. Louis.
New York.
i Chicago.
Boston.
Philadelphia

WORMS IN CHILDREN.

Hundreds of children have

Convention.
J. H. MANLEY, Chairman.

Its

TRUE’S
efficacy in

has

BYRON BOYD, Secretary
Augusta, Me., April 25. 1898.
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ELIXIR

Pin Worm

such troubles—and likewise for
been equalled.
It Iiiih been
> vfgeuiDie unu iiurmit'ss.

Dr»«i«forlt.
••

r>-.

all stomach troubles of adults
household reined' for
rrice .‘d cents.
\>u y>ur

a

•>

«•

i,

WAR™ SP All

you

,

but their parents doctor them fori

worms,

nearly everything else. The best Worm Remedy made, and likewise!
the best Remedy lor all the complaints of children such as Feverishness, Costiveness, Indigestion, Sour Stomach, etc. is’

this convention.
Per order, Republican State

haven’t
any

Gladstone is Dead.

lauding

at points along the bay and river, making
havoc among the farms in their foraging

Reliable War Nm

Mr. Gladstone

died at f> o’clock this morning.

IN THE CREA r

Gladstone is dead.

:

—

Offended

in

<

women.

Horse

Deeply
Mistress Noticed Another.
In a boarding stable in New York there
is a horse whose name is Tatters, says the
Observer of that city. He is the pet of
Mrs. D., who owns and drives him.
She
always gives him an apple or carrot before starting on a drive and another on
returning, the latter being given after the
bridle has been removed, and he has
learned to wait patiently for the dainty
until that time.
On the same floor of the stable is Mr.
B.’s horse Phil.
Mrs. D. used frequently
to give an apple to
Plql after giving one
to Tatters.
The latter would manifest
displeasure at this in a mild way, but his
demonstrations never went beyond the
shaking of his head and the laying back
of his ears.
But one evening while Tatters, who
had just come in, was waiting for the removal of his bridle,. Phil, who was ahead
of him, was the recipient of an apple
from Mrs. D.’shand as she stood talking
to Mr. B.
A moment later the groom had removed
Tatters’ bridle, and at once his mistress
offered him an apple. He turned his head
away and refused to touch the fruit. Mrs.
1). followed him into his stall and tried
to coax him, but he began munching his
hay and would not look at her.
Then Mr. B., and after him the groom,
tried to induce Tatters to take the apple,
but to no purpose; he was hurt because
his mistress had given an apple to Phil
before giving one to him, and he would
not forgive her affront.
His owner’s feelings were much like
those of the horse, and she left the stable
with tears in her eyes. Before starting
out the next day she had a friend give a
carrot instead of an apple to Tatters, in
the hope that if lie had forgotten the unintended affront the carrot might break
the association with the apple.
lie took the carrot eagerly.
Then he
took one from his mistress hands, and
be
she
has
never
since
then
sure
you may
given apple or carrot to another horse
while Tatters was in sight.

our

itations put

burden of the support of this great and
jealousies. When Sir John Bennett ad- ! ever-increasing body of English women to
vocated the general employment of women be thrown upon the shoulders of the com-

A

And the heart of the world is stilled at
the news.
After a. prolonged struggle for life, the
wonderful old man has gone at last, full
of years and rich in honors.
The rugged, virile, sturdy frame of
England’s great premier and Ireland’s
warm friend broke down soon after the
j fatuous Midlothian campaign, when he
| began to show the effects of Ids extreme
j age in a general feebleness of body, and
for years the health of the “grand old
I man” has been a source of uneasiness to
! his friends.
The tremendous exertions lie put forth
| in tiie Midlothian campaign told severely
| upon him, and the excessive burden of
his after political work pressed him sorc| ly beyond his strength. The nervous teui sion he went through in hat campaign,
i and since then in his manipulation of a
thousand and one parliamentary difficulties consequent upon his espousal of the
Irish cause, greatly
the
aggravated
physical and mental strain upon a man of
his advanced age.
After the Midlothian campaign he
hurried off to the Highlands with a view
of bracing his nerves, and he has gone to
and fro between II a warden and t lie continent since in the hope of finding relief
from his intense sufferings.
But all in vain.
It has only been a
question of time when the body would
give way.
Almost until the last he worked, with
almost supernatural energy, and rapidity.
He performed tasks, he formulated
plans, he made speeches, he traveled constantly, he kept up a huge correspondence, lie read all the best current literature, he wrote political and theological
essays, he outlined ministerial bills, he
conducted great campaigns, he controlled
cabinets, lie directed ministries, and yet
he found time to enjoy life.
But now Gladstone has gone.
11 is
masterful voice will he heard .10 mure,
and l.is political conflicts and ambitions have been snapped by the band of
death.
[.John Collier in the Boston
Globe.
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D. B, SOUTHWORTH & SON.

SIAM & SIBLEY CO.
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PROPRIETORS.^1

15KltS OK

CRAIN,
FEED.

TO ORDER. NIGHT OR

FURNISHED

SEEDS and

Conc hes, Hacks,

1

GROCERIES.
Importers
Dealers in the finest

<>1

Barges

or

AV

Blackboards.

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY I ILLLO.

Stilt.

quality of

__

Anthracite and

«

.

L<03.1Si

Blacksmith

Tills IS tin: tun

33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.

Wash

Day

BROOKS, MAINE,

Troubles
to art end the day you
vapor stove. You can
boil your clothes, heat your
irons and cook the dinner
without muss or confusion.
You can do anything and

He has

come

get

Remember there

his nice line >>f

SHIRT WAISTS,
WRA PEERS,

i-i

o

ru i.

»

w»

m

Sarsapari

It is up to date, a reliable medicine, and will tone you up ummral’v
i*< !
m.
are eonvincinp proof «*{ its merits
In addition to a plain •»;> I'supanba
orsi.
nerve tonic combined. !t puts your blood and nerves mi ..rdcr srives
a:
It cures Rheumatism, Stomach Kidney. I .iver and Nervous Diseases, aim an. be
lower price than any other similar medicine nt its j.ia ,r

Marcellus I Dow,
to

to

IS A PERFECT BUILDER FOR THE BLOOD AND NERVI

ltf

Would call attention

vi.\i;

Dalton’s

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

TELEPHOKE 4-y.

ok

is

no

better pill than DALTON'S for

Headache. Liter Troubles, and general familt
Dalton’s remedies have been reduced in

price to

meet

the times.

Ask >

use

n

ait-r

.,

CAPES and JACKETS.
a

fresh assortment of both

a

vapor stove,
everything
from broiling a steak to
roasting a turkey. The dirt
on a

it saves, the labor it saves,
the money it saves, makes a

VAPOR
STOVE
indispensable requisite to
household comfort.
There
is no fuel equal to stove
gasoline in point of efficiency, economy, and cleanliness.
Over 2,000,000 women are
using it to-day.

an

If your dealer does not sell Vapor
Stoves and Stove Gasoline, write to
the Standard Oil Company, New
York City.
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OKNTLKMKVS

and

SKWINh .MACHINK.
Ladies and Misses’ F( >< )TWEAR a specialty.
Agent for Waterville Steam Dye House.
Two milliners always ready for business. 2ml8

E. H.

DURGIN,

In

M.D.

Office hours until
a. in.
from I 2.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.
'1 EL HP II
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any part ol

or

at

short

FOR SALE

leading
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it so

new,
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it
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at
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coach.
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BLISS TRIl >1 I lls.

m.

tie!fust I terry
a lot of secotnl-

riayes and Ham* sses
ft rices, as they are to

varieties.,

KAULY

SOUTHWORTH &

.11OUN TAINS

H KB RONS, ETC.

FOR SALE

p.

II. C. PITCHER,
Mansfield's Itlock, Foot

Comfort and Safety

STATE OE

of

'lain

s|.,

|»<>lfast.
sti: \ >1

MAINE.

Belfast, May 11. 1898.
In the case of FRANK I ICE of Montville, in
said County, Insolvent Debtor:
notified that the said Frank
YOU are hereby
1 Luce, Insolvent Debtor as aforesaid, has
filed in said Court for said County of Waldo, petition for a discharge from all his debts provided
under the Insolvent Law of said Start* of Maine,
and for a certificate thereof; and that a hearing
upon the same is ordered to he hail at l’robate
Court Room in Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
1).
on Wednesday, the loth day of June, A.
1898, at two o’clock in the afternoon, when and
where you may atttend and show cause, if any
you have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not he granted.
Attest:— CHAS. V. HAZELTINE,
2w20
Register of said Court,

safe, sound and serviceable craft,
fully equipped for cruising. Will not be given
away, and only those willing to pay a fair price
need apply. For further particulars address
YACHT OWNER,
Jour nal Office, Belfast, Me
a

FKKTILIZKKS of the best
at low prices.
STEEL FRAME FPL VIVATOR with attchments.
PLOW SI LKY, special

prices.

PLOWS #3.75 up.
SPRING TOOTH and
DISC HARROWS #8.00

i. \.

\

H7 feet \erali, 7 1 2 fo ri• <• r.
miles per hour, steady run. Excel
ell found. Km pari i- liars inquire
lift
W.H. BRA\ Bella
urner,

COURT OF INSOLVENCY,

W ALDO SS.

A sloop yacht 24 feet over all. 8 feet beam, with
iron keel, inside lead ballast, and fully found and
fitted, is offered for sale. Will sleep four on trail
and is

supplied

SEED POTATOES,

MAINE.

Will be in He Hast every Tuesday from 1 to \
Office over .1. \Y. Fergus mX: Co., Main street.

sums,

car

Also

si.Lixirii

of Glasses and Diseases of
ihe Eye and Ear a Specialty.

SEARSPORT,

car

notice.

Fining

PILES!

I3r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and Si.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO Prop’s, Cleveland. Ohio,
for sail by R. H. Moonv.
Iy38

Mi CKWEAR.

Agent forthe WHITE ItlCVC’I.K

STATE Oi
WALDO S.S.

MAINE

COURT OF INS<>i

Belfast. May ;
/TH ARLES K. BESSEY. Assignee
lJ of TILTON A. ELLIOTT <! BCounty, having presented his tirst a
count as assignee of said estate for a

j

Ordered, That notice thereof be
weeks successively, in the Republi.
newspaper printed in Belfast, in sai-i
all persons interested may attend
Insolvency te be held at Belfast, «>n
of dune next, and show cause, it .*•>•
whv the saiil account should not be
GEO. E. dOHNS'
A true copy.
Attest:
Ciias. K. Hazhuim

1

''

and up.

All goods at low prices.
Write for what you want.
Steel Taek Puller 13e.
mail.

SUBSCRIBE EUR

by
Special

FRED ATWOOD,
4wl7

WinterportV.Me.

[

application.
FRED ATWOOD, Agt..JWinteiport,
March 24, 1898.—2ml2
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of Cuba.

for the Presidency, and should the
purchase of Cuba be attempted
during the
campaign the Democrats would certainly
make party capital out of it.
it

Aequisi-

l.lainl Considered by the C. S.
W ithin Fifty Years,
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see

land, having the right to maintain an army
thousand strong and a fleet of revenue
cutters—all to be held aud operated under
the suzerainty of Uncle Samuel.
It was a
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How different would

knows how much money and how' many
lives to be sacrificed in the present war it
would have saved the United States, had
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that time
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feared for his own safety. large, and Senator Sumner and other promwere
prompt. The filibusters inent Republicans thought it should not
*° Havana.
Lopez was not be increased. General Grant was “up”

to supp.y their orders.
Neckties
made of flag material, bands around

hats

of the national colors, napkins
imprinted with the stars and stripes;

are

are

programs, envelopes, blotting pads, menu
cards, etc.., bear the same design. Miniature Mags of various shapes are made into

knows.

The day of reckoning was nearer
Spain than perhaps she realized—or she breast-pins and scarf-pins.
AH
would have never undertaken the tragedy
day May 11th thousands of
of the ‘Maine.”
people in this city expected a repetition of the Manila victory in the waters
Fa n.vii. Bj.k.iiam Waui>.
of the Greater Antilles, but the SpanEngland and the l nited States.
ish
Meet did
not meet the powerful
of Admiral Sampson on that date,
Mr. Arnold White, the London corre- ships
spondent of Harper’s Weekly, has an en- and instead they have played a peek aergetic paragraph in the current number boo game in their Might southward, causof the W eekly on the present friendly dising our Meet <> again change its base and
position >i the English peopie. After disto get back t<• Havana as soon as possible
cussing the hostility or antipathy manifested in this crisis towards both England with the hope that Spain will give us batand tlie United States, hy France, Ger- tle there in a few
days.
many. Austria and Italy Mr. White conIt is high time for our people to under-

to

General Serrano and Marshal O’-

their revolt that Queen Isabella, in turn,
Serrano became Regent; but

unable
are

held

tinues :
“Do uot let the American public make
It England
any mistake about, the facts.
is unpopular on the Continent, it is partly because she is strong, and partly besion he said :
“Let the United States go cause she is not
only free, but the friend
and take the captive Queen of tie* \ntilles of freedom in other lands.
Amer a is
1 hope 1 shall live disliked among the despotisms f<>: the
to his ample bosom.
same reasons.
Continental
powers know
so see the day when t he golden and bloody
that the organized armed stia ngtii of the
llag of Spain shall float no more over any United States ai the end of this war. let it
territory, be it island or city, which of end when it nay. will make America a
match for the great powers, whethei in
light should be dominated by the Amerithe Pacific 01 in the Atlantic. Foreigners
can nation; when the flag of cruelty and
uba from
perceive that the rescue of
tyranny shall be replaced by that which Spanish brutality will introduce the Unidies
above
this
of
ted
into
the
circle
of
States
tin*
great: Fur.>
Capitol,—the flag
to-day
To her will fad tne disthe free." The bill was lost in the Senate peau powers.
i
of the Philippine Islands and
and never came out of the committee on position
perhaps of Morocco—sweet morsels hankand
so
ered after by Germany, by Japan, and by
Foreign Relations of the House;
ended our first formal attempt to buy France. With the direct entn of the
United States into the territoi al interCuba.
ests of the wide world her role in the
Meanwhile other influences had been drama of the next
century wi.l be a
quietly at work. Colonel E. V. Sumner, leading one. Furthermore, the policy
of Spain may be to make of the war. a sucwho w as then in Europe, w as commissioncession of slow campaigns, and thus to rened to ascertain how a movement tending
der the capture of Cuba but one incident
to the purchase of the island would be rein a long struggle. European nations,
Hon.
John
other
than Great Britain, regard the apgarded by France and Spain.
Y. Mason was then our Ministei to the proach to the shores of Spain of the great
Western influence with feelings of abhorCourt of St. Cloud; but it was considered
rence, dismay, and surprise.
They are
non
unwise to risk becoming persona
yrat-a beginning to see that while for Spain there
by pressing the American project before are two ways out of the trouble that bethe intensely pro-Spanish French premier, sets her, for the United States there is but
one.
Whatever the cost, and whatever
in case the tentative inquiry should be un- the
sacrifice, the American republic canfavorably received and result in unpleasant not stay her hand until Spain has been
diplomatic relations with the French for- driven out of her colonial empire in East
and West.
And, lastly, they know that
eign office. The answer showed that the whatever
suffering may be caused to ti e
precaution was well taken. Duke de Mor- Spaniards, aud whatever steps are taken
ney, the Emperor’s half brother, who was by the United States to insure victory,
then the ruling spirit of the French foreign and however needless the war may have
been, America will command the firm
office and greatly influenced by the Emfriendship of England. I have taken pains
press Eugenie, declared himself strenu- to discover the qualifications of the perously opposed to any attempt being made sons responsible for the principal attacks
on America that
have appeared in the
to compel Spain to yield any of her posLondon press, so far as they have c _>me
sessions either under threats or moral under
my notice. In each case I learn
pressure; and that if the United States that the writer lias visited neither Spain
persisted in her efforts to acquire Cuba, nor the States. Alien iniluences ha*e inspired utterances which no writer of true
contrary to the wishes of the Spanish
English blood coaid have penned. With
and
the
act
would
be
conCortes,
Queen
regard to the working- men and the middle
classes there is nothing to report.
The
sidered by France as unfriendly.
Then for a whole decade nothing more keenest interest is taken. Newspapers
are published several times a day. includwas heard about the purchase of Cuba. In
ing Sundays, but not a single daily paper
1868, after our civil war had been fought of influence is found to break the concenand slavery was dead, a suggestion came sus of anxious solicitude for the speedy
| from Spain herself. It was when General success of American arms.”

had to flee.

been known for years. The manufacturers
are working day and night, and >et are

be filibusters resulted iu sixty of these
passengers being shot, as all t lie world

exceptionally brilliant speaker, and his
slightly foreign accent, graceful figures
of spec ch and personal magnetism added
to the charm of his oratory.
In conclu-

Queen Isabella, returned to their native
land, and were so successful in pushing

Journal.]

Pa.,

festooned from place to place, and in every
conceivable position, can be seen our beautiful emblem of liberty and freedom.
No
such demand for the national banner has

to

When the matter came up for discussion
in the Senate, .Mi. Soule of Louisiana, led
a
lie wanted the
strong opposition
island, but not by purchase. He was an

Ponnel—the three great liberal leaders
of Spain, who had all been banished by

Hanifest

Monarch over pain. Burns, cuts, sprains,
stings. Instant relief. Dr. Thomas’ Eoletrie
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Is especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medicine ever contained so great curative power in
so small space.
They are a whole medicine

days

Dr Soto, whose
in history as the

of

immortalized

discoverer of the Mississippi river, down
to the present time on this continent over

they

cau

only be driven away forever from

the land

we

eessantly

and

by striking at them inremorselessly, on land and

love

AT.

banner of Freedom

honor to

our

noble President and

brave officers and soldiers who

are

uphold-

j ing justice and right in this international
struggle, but they must not forget the ob-

|

ject of this

for humanity as laid down
iu the declaration of Congress.

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla

than tin-

war

then, not flatter ourselves that
Spain is ready to sue for peace. After
that Spanish fleet, Admirals Sampson and
us.

Schley, and wipe it from the sea; for 1 repeat again our final victory over such a
cruel nation as Spain can only be won by
hard fighting and the loss of life and
blood.
I visited

to-day the resting place of
Benjamin Franklin, who lies buried here

;i’!M

>

:i

•<

name and
memory for
When liberty was assailed in
this land by the powerful armies of our
mother country, Franklin declared him-

this afternoon of

early

as

I stand here

summer

by

the eminent Statesman who

sleeps here,

and who devoted his long life to the advocacy of the rights of the people.
Long
will ihe

name of
Franklin live in tiie
hearts and minds of men, and long will we
remember the names of Lincoln, Sumner,
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blood remedy guaranteed to contain no
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A lesson

Professor Alvin P. Bamaby, President of
Hartsville College, at Hartsville, Ind., has
learned the method by which professional
men
or
business men, or anyone whose
duties are too much for their strength, may
their
shattered health.
repair
Graduates of the college in all parts of
the world will rejoice to learn that President
Bamaby has fully recovered from the breakdown that threatened to end his useful career.
He is a new man, mentally and physically ; energetic, enterprising, full of vitality.
He tells his own story.
“To begin at the beginning,” he said, ”1
studied too hard while at school.
“After completing the theological course
I accepted the charge of a United Brethren
Church at a small town in Kent Co., Mich.
“Diligent work and study finished the
breakdown of my constitution, which began at school.
My chief trouble was indigestion : this
with other affections, caused nervousness.
My physician sent me away for rest and
change of scene and I improved somewhat.
“Soon afterward I came to the college as
professor in physics and chemistry. My
nervous trouble returned.
“I suffered complete prostration.
“Another long course of medicines and
physicians, and I managed to get back to my
•work. I was elected president of the college
and the increased work soon told on me.
“Then followed a total collapse. I called
in several doctors but none could cure me.
“My health seemed to be permanently

Bought

/T#

for

At length, one day, Professor Bowman,
instructor in natural science, came to
me and
advised me to try Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills for Pale People. They had cured
h:m of an illness similar to my own.
“I resolved to take his ad\ -.ce.
“The first box of pills did *me good.
The second box gave great relief, such as I
had never experienced from the treatment
o any physician.
Six boxes of the pills cured me. I feel
better and stronger than lor years. I certainly recommend the medicine.”
To strengthen his testimony in the ryes
cf strangers the professor made affidavit to
i's truth before Lyman j. Scudder, a local
Notary Public.
The cure of Professor Barnafcy was effected by restoring tone to the nervous >ystym, the weakness of wlv.cn cawed his indigestion, and was the rea. n tor his breakdown. The pure, powerful vegetable ingredients of the pills supply the elen cuts
necessary to build the wasted nerve
11s,
and by purifying the blo^d, assist in the
and
cleansing
upbuilding of the entire system.
1 he almost miraculous power ot the
pills has been exhibited in thousands oi
cases like that of Professor
Burnaby, proving them to be nature’s specific for the nervous breakdown sq
common among hard
workers.
All druggists sell Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for Pale People, and count them among the
most valuable medicines that scientific research has ever revealed.
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Inventions, The Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,
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and

t f lag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and NorthN. George,
west via ail routes, for sale hy 1
<»EO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Boothbv, Gen'I Bass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, April 10. 1808.
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America’s greatest medicine is Hood's
Sarsaparilla, which curea^ when all other
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the head

member of the faculty saved him
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Speeiiic is m real blood remedy, and
obstinate, deep-seated diseases,
which other remedies have no effect
whatever upon.
It promptly readies
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grave of this great patriot I feel proud to
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to
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Professor Barnciby,
how the advice

si

the duty of the United
i States to demand, and the Government of
the
States
United
does hereby demand,
|
that the Government of Spain at once relinquish its authority and government iu
the island of Cuba and withdraw its land
and naval forces from Cuba and Cuban
waters.”

self its

u
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y
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could
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though I

mitted since the

Washington, May 18. Toruyeslii, the
Japanese minister, called on Sec. Day Grant and
Dewey, who will be neither
this afternoon to deny statements printed
to the effect that Japan protests against less respected nor less glorious in the histhe United States occupying Philippines, tory of our country.
We are making this
lie said for publication that the rumors nation the
which the world has
greatest
were entirely unfounded and all unwarever known.
Frank W. Gowen.
ranted.

Much in Little

get rid of.
There is but one way to cure it.
Tite disease is in the blood, anil all the
sprays, washes and inhaling mixtures
in the world can have no permanent
effect whatever upon it. Swift's Speeific cures Catarrh permanently, for it is
only remedy which can reach the
(Ithe
disease and force it from the blood.
Mr !> P Me A Uister. of ! iarrodsburg,
K.V-. had Catarrh for years, lie writes:
to

I.et anyone read the history of Spain and
learn m the cruelties its people have com-

Long may you wave on high,
Rally brave men from shore to shore,
For Spain must rule our seas no more.

i

Catarrh is one of tlie most obstinate
diseases, and hence the most difficult

atrocities.

which floats the banner of freedom, and

!

Catarrh.

world

then they will learn that we never can tree
Cuba from the yoke of the Spaniards by
a st ties of “peaceful” blockades; but that
i

Foul-Smelling

task in

the

their

over

The section of the press which strenuously opposed the war, having been
silenced by it, is now arguing our enjoyment of the fruits of victory,
[four flag
goes up in Manila, they say, we must haul
it down; every Spanish possession which
may become ours must be abandoned.
We do not interpret this, as a rule, as
actual hostility to the Republic,but rather
as another manifestation of the
timidity
and selfishness upon which the party of
peace at any price was originally founded.
But the opposition to the destiny of the
United States will fail, as it has failed.
Through the coming victory over Spain
there will be an increase of territory
under the Stars and Stripes,and under the
great national emblem it will stay.
[New
York Sun.

shores and the

who have tilled

indignation

name

i

no

race

Philippines
1

have

Destiny.

N. Y.

May 10, 1898.
Flags, Mags. flags, these starry emblems
are everywhere displayed in Philadelphia.
Floating from windows, suspended across
the thoroughfares, wound around posts,

The capture
Spain, with

board who

of The

President
Broke Down.

[Harper’s Weekly.

ernment.

Philadelphia.

[Correspondence
Piiu AOhiJ'iiiA,

The third time that the acquirement of
Cuba seemed imminent was in 18Tb—just
a

FltCXCISCO. Col.
NEW YORK.

Letter from

means.

quarter of
of the ship

—

\

its promoters half a million dollars—
chiefly distributed in “gratifications” at
Madrid to bring the affair so neai a successful issue.
A few months later, the

Lopez's day,
times seriously

Company
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

t«riS?lL|.t. Kv.

September 30, 1808, in the exile of Queen
Isabella swept Spain like a cyclone.
The
sale of the Island had to be dropped. The
house of cards tumbled, after having cost

Since

have been the subsequent history of that
unhappy island and of Spain—and Heaven

a

to

frightful indignities.
Uncle Samuel

tne

million dollars' worth of
buy
bonds on his island at par Heneral Brim

pared

quire the Island from Spain by friendly

bis movements had been

at-

revolt that autumn, concluded
see wliat might
happen. As

to Spanish fashion, but
faced them erect, saying that he kneeled
only to his C^d. Report says that the
bodies of tbe victims were treated to

fident that the United States would

a

and

party, according

years old—remained at
1 base of
operations. Ilearirom Lopez and knowing

Meriden made
ape iu open

p

to wait

Cuban revolt began at Yara: and that ended all attempts in the United States to ac-

j Spain was absolutely without money—and
the Spaniards had j
money the new Liberal government must
diia Honda, and marched have.
There was no use applying to any
where the insurrection
European sovereign to help maintain the

v

t<‘

sale to the Spanish nathm ami the richest
man in Cuba,
Domingo Alduma, was pre-

fifty

as

;

w

tended

shot in groups of six,
under the walls of old Fort A tares,
lie
refused to kneel with his back to the tiring

expedition and the j
kiessly given, so that
amply warned, and | Prim,

the
■

lightest

usual, it was the unexpected that happei
ed. J list when all was ready and Serrano
had Ids message written announcing the

■

amunc

Ueneral Serrano, as Regent
a Cortes that would
obey Ids
ish, and the Cubans, who iiacl in-

of Spain, had

But, notwithstanding considered the acquisition of Cuba—twice
v in front and the Paseo,
by purchase and once by conquest. Late
mem to be touching finger
in the “fifties" a bill was introduced in
•ad, congratulating each both Houses of
Congress, declaring it
■M-uce of eternal summer,
highly expedient that the key to the Anr an attractive town. You
tilles should be in possession of the United
of antiquity and histone
States, and that negotiations should forthrvades Havana, Matan- with be
opened with Spain, looking to the
id feel somehow defraudpurchase of the island, for a sum uot exh is new without being
ceeding one hundred million dollars, it
ut not youthful.
Why had been expected that the “solid south"
.ch commercial import- would
particularly favor the scheme—and
more .-trougly fortified,
why it did n »t turn out so, I do not know.
say.

scheme and the

Astors, the Vanderbilts, Marshal

hundred and six others

under

is due not only to the originality and
of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy.
As the
genuine Syrup of Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding die worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California I'm Sy rup Co. with the medical pr<dcssioii. and the satisfaction
wlii.-h dm genuine Syrup of Figs has
in
idns of families, makes
given
the name of the Company a guaranty
of the excel loin e of its remedy. It. is
‘at m a dance of all other laxatives,
a- it a m mi tin
kidneys, liver and
bevels without irritating or weakenin ■; them, and it does not gripe nor
m useate.
in order to get its beneficial
efeets. please remember the name of

simplicity

relation to the United States that
the Indian Empire Company held to Emi-

good."

shot and

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

same

loaded with chains and sent to Spain,
they were held in bitter servitude
seven months.
Poor Crittenden, a prom-

side of the town

custom-house, hospital

years, who would select a governor and
such other officers as mignt be
necessary.
The chartered company was to hold the

were

credit to any
retentions public build•

ask?

where

wharves and lined with
.•>

worn

Pierce’s

ust as

were

mills and refineries—now
water

any

was

fought for,

be

to

woman

permitted tlie death of a soldier, but was
publicly ganoted. Forty-nine of bis men

a

’prize
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can
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Pleasant Pellets cure conConstipation is the cause of
diseases.
Cure the cause and you
many
One ‘‘Pellet” is a
cure
the disease.
gentle laxative, and two a mild catharsell
tic.
them, and nothing is
Druggists

mounting

tons

prospective

Dr

business, particularly
its

more

'-v Ksummmm

f

of the island at six per cent, interest. The island was to be controlled
by a board of directors, chosen every four

stipation.

called

of peace Cardenas

:: me

a

revenues

what

—

Prescription

notion fifteen miles inmint

bosom

ness or loss of vigor and virility, her children will be weak, puny and sickly.
D:
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is the only
unfailing cure for all weakness and disease
of the delicate and important organs that
bear the brunt of maternity. It makes the-,
organs strong, healthy, vigorous, virile and
elastic. It makes the prospective tnoth--r
It robs maternitv of
strong and cheerful.
it- perils.
It insures a baby constitutionIt
is
the
invention
of n emially strong
nent and skillful specialist, who has had
in
this
thirty 'years' training
particular
branch, during which time he and his staff
of physicians have prescribed fo: ma:iv
Medicines deale;
thousands of women
sell it and an honest dcalei will not urge
upon you an inferior substitute merely for
tlu little added profit he may make the;eon
1 am the mother of a nice baby fom and a
[1
half months old." -vrites Mrs. J. li Clough
I caniv.t
2
of I.isbon. C.rafton Co S' H
give too much praise to Dr. Pierce's l-'avorite

tlie south coast, and
ion *f Sagua la Grande

on

her

a

ticular about her physical condition
If
she suffers from local weakness, nervous

the seaboard indus-

ib

and

is a boon that
Heaven intended
should be granted to every woman
Thousands fail of this because they have
neglected to look after their health in a
womanly way. The health of a woman's
babies is dependent upon her own health
during the period of prospective maternity

from
v

robust, manly

son

It

leading
Lying

a

a

incorporate

one-fourth to be paid down in gold and the
rest of the debt to be funded in a
twenty
year bond, secured by a lien upon the

cooing
baby-girl nestling in

wars
■

with

Finally

to

$100,000,000—

with its

compared

as

>wn.

decided

company,
charter like that of the Indian Empire Company, which should provide for
the .purchase of Cuba for

1

svotnlenee of The Journal.]
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Spanish Valor?
We are bearing a great deal about
Spanish honor and Spanish valor from
Spanish
statemeu and their
European admirers,
and from some of our own writers of the
press.
Frankly, we do not believe that
the Spanish people, as a people, are distinguished for courage beyond other people, and we know that their own boastings about their honor are as idle as the
boastings of the New York daily press
about its achievements.
Many of the
Spaniards are cowards, and most of them
are
treacherous. The conduct of the
commanding officer at the arsenal at
Cavite, after he had raised a flag of truce,
is characteristic of the Spaniard. Commander Lamberton, seeing the flag of
truce, went ashore to receive the surrender, when he was told that the flag of
truce meant nothing, and he was surrounded by an armed guard while he conversed with the Spanish commander.
If
the guns of the Petrel had not been trained upon the arsenal, we have no doubt
whatever that the Spaniards, having lured
the commander and his officers and men
ashore by the flag of truce, would have
That they did not mur| murdered them.
der them, and did actually and finally surrender, was due to the fact that they were
afraid to carry out their desires. Another
incident characteristic of Spaniards was
the attempt to lure the American squadron into a narrow channel on the assurance that there were no
torpedoes there.
As a matter of fact, the channel was
found to be'as full of torpedoes as the
Spaniards were of lies and treachery. It
is always better to recognize the truth,
even when the truth injures the
reputation of one's enemies.
We are fighting a
contemptible mediaval, and
bigoted
power, among whose soldiers and sailors
are many brave men, but who, as a race,
are
precisely what might be expected
front their bigotry, their cruelty, and the
venality and incompetency of their gov-

and

Boston, every day except Thursdays
at about 6 r. m.
From Bangor, Mondays and Fridays at 12 noon,
Tuesdays, Thursdays ami Saturdays at 2 r. m.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
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From

Lowest Cash Dis-
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Architect urai. Sclent ille, Fleet rleal,
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FREEDOM NOTICE.

Licensed Auctioneer.

Notice is hereby given that I have given and do
hereby give to my son, JAMKS II. fll.l.KY, his
time during the remainder of his minority, and
shall hereafter claim none of his earnings, and

p.io. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

shall pay
date.

none

of his debts contracted after this

*•—*
Waldo, Me., May 7, 1898.
MARY W. BURNS.
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naval

of all parties, we have on hand
of the biggest contracts any modern
state has undertaken.
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We have always avowed that we will,
and do, act justly; in practice, like other
states, and like mankind generally, when
we have wanted
anything very badly, we
have—at least at times—managed to see
that it was just that we should have it.
In the matter of general policy our hands
are by no means clean from
aggression.
General Grant, after retiring from public
life, maintained that the war with Mexico
was an unjust
war; a stigma which, if
true, stains our possession of California
and much other territory.
The acquisition of Louisiana was as great an outrage
upon the technical rights of Spain as the
acquisition of Hawaii would be upou the
technical rights of the fast-disappearing
aborigines; and there can be little doubt
that, although we did not go to war with
Spain to get Florida, we made things so
uncomfortable for her that she was practically forced at last to get out. It does
not follow necessarily that
any of these
actions were wrong, even if we consider
that the so-called legal rights of Mexico
and Spain were set aside by the strong
hand; for law is simply an invention of'
mankind to secure* justice, aud when justice. the natural rights of the greater
number, is prevented by ;he legal, not
the natural, rights of a few, law may be
set aside, as it is at
every election, where
large minorities of people are forced to
submit to what they consider grievous
The danger of overleaping law to
wrong.
secure what is right
may be freely admitted: but no great responsibility, such
as the use of
power always is, can be
exercised at all without some danger of
abuse.
In the annexation of Louisiana
we
infringed the letter of our own Constitution. We broke the law in order to
learl; an end eminently beneficial to the
major ity of those concerned.

OF COLONIAL
SION.

WHEN

DO

WAK-SHIPS

BECOME

OBSOLETE?

5 000 Rolls Room

Mrs. Mae Herrick of Brooks will spend the
week with her father, Mr. James Wight.

EXPAN-

Why should not Germany, whose political unity was effected near two centuries
after that of Great Britain, do wisely in
imitating a policy whereby the older State
has become an empire, that still travels
onward to a further and greater unity,
which, if realized, shall embrace in one
fold remote quarters of the world? Where
is the folly of the one conception or of the
other? The folly, if it prove such, has as
yet no demonstrable existence, save in the
imaginations of a portion of the people of
the United States, who, clinging to certain maxims of a century ago—when they
were quite applicable—or violently opposed to any active interest in matters outside our family of States, find that those
who differ from themselves are, if Americans, jingoes, and if foreigners, like the
present Emperor William and Mr. Chamberlain, fools. The virtues and the powers
of the British and German peoples may
prove unequal to their ambitions—time
alone can show; but it is a noble aim in
their rulers to seek to extend their influence, to establish their positions, and
to knit them together, in such wise that
as races they may play a mighty part in
the world’s history.
The ambition is
noble, even if it fail; if it succeed, our
posterity may take a different view of its
folly, and of our own wisdom in this generation.

NEWS.

Mr. Joseph Witherley of Belfast is
visiting
friends in town this week.

one

active service, discusses the American navy
in Harper's Magazine for June, and shows
to

NORTHPORT

statesmen

who, as our leading authority
subjects, has been recalled to

that, in order
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CAPTAIN A.

doctrine, as now understood and viewed
in the light of the Venezuela incident,
with the utterances then made by our

withstamliug

It will

5 WHITE SEWING MACHINES,

Clara Hopkius, who has been with
her husband, Capt. William Hopkius of sell.
Star of the Sea, during the past winter, returned home last week and will visit her
parents for several weeks.

Correspondence.

in

Halldale.

Mr. T. B. Emery and Mrs. A.
Grelton, Ohio, arrived May l‘*th
and will spend several weeks with their
brother and sister here.. .Mrs. Emily Hall
is very low and can live but a few days....
Sam Thompson had the misfortune to break
the ligaments in one of his wrists a few days
ago... The ground is getting very dry and
farmers are wishing for rain.
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ring of the telephone bell will, it is
stated on good authority, he heard before
long at tlie Cove, as an agent of the c..mp my
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One family, one faucet.- 5 ho
Each additional faucet nut specially
rateil.. 2 00
More than one family supplied by one
5 oo
faucet, each family.....
One approved water ch.-set, used hy
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Each additional family..
Water closet and Hushed from sink..

Urinal..
Bathtub....
Sill-cock or for hose used on any faucet not more than two hours per day.
..
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2 '*>
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3.00
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Each additional water closet..
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Urinal. 2.00
One liorse.
3 (K>
Each additional horse.
1 iK)
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tages according
pants.

responsible for water
no water will he
until all arrearages are paid.
No consumer shall supply any other person with water or allow any one to take o
away under penalty of being deprived ,.f
water.
All rates must be paid on or before August 1st, or water will lie shut off
Wlu-n water has been >htit oft as a penalty,
it will be again turned on when amounts
due are paid with fifty cents for turning
it on.
Owners will be held

furnished to tenants and
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If Fountain Pens Had Ear-

Town

would not guarantee the eoiupanv -m- hundred dollars a year for merely hav eg it
placed here. It is underst-"-d the
u.pmy
will place one at the livery stable of Mr. A.
F. Elwell and run the chances of it pr-wiug
a success

JONES.;

&

Main Street, Belfast. ~le.

;th

.\

*

7zz—:-■

----

at

Never niiud it is u ;!ag
ancient appearand has

(}j.

handsomely

--

Temple Heights, besides many are occupied
every Sunday by people residing at Belfast
and other near-by places. The place Is looking very pleasant and inviting iu the freshness of its May adornment of Nature's most
lovely raiment.
Capt. A. F. El well has erected a new flag
pole on the northern end of his stable, from
which tlie stars and stripes can be seen from
every direction, proudly floating from its
sight ly elevation; that is, if one looks pretty sharp, for the contrast in the color of the
ensign and the whiteness of the pole :s very
conspicuous indeed.

^^5

This is an elaborately ornamented machine, nic'kle
plated Hj wheel, lieautir
wood cover, drop leaf, long center drawer, and two drawers
each end of tat
set nickle plated attachments.
Machines are finished in
figured :i.

citizens.

our

Four cottages

of

$60.o,,

=

=

Probably the Cove never presented the
pleasiug spectacle of so many flags flying at
once as now. From windows posts, and poles
Old Glory is waving m the breezes of May,
certifying in the strongest manner possible
that patriotism still abideth strong and deep

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

The revulsion from the Monitor, the turreted ship pure and simple, to the broadside battery analogous to that carried by
The* fact that the Ancients and Honorthe old ships of Farragut and Nelson, is
able.- of ];.•>!;>!! have not volunteered for
one of the most singular and
interesting
the <'rJ>an war ‘-wiles unfavorable comchanges in men’s thoughts that the writer
ment
Pei! i] s t-ars attuned to the pophas met, either in his experience or in his
; champagne
-ik.> cannot withprofessional reading. The day can be reping
Prosfe< t. Prospect has one volunteer
called when the broadside battle-ship was
stand ti.»- >i;: it ks oi shot and shell.
considered as dead as Cock-Robin—her for the army—Harvey Libby_A doe and
knell was rung, and herself buried with- fawn staid around here most of last week.
j he: i> no longer need foi the cry “Peout honors; yet. not only has she revived,
The fawn was rather long legged and not
tie Maine.''
na.
The Maine will
but I imagine that I should have a very
proportioned for size in body. They preferrespectable following among naval officers red the fields and came close t<> our
:«•!rotten: mu will that dastardly
new
house..
now in believing, as 1 do, that the broad:
iin
wily avenged, until Spain i* stripside guns, and not those in the turrets, The stone quarries are busy and most of our
stone workers have employment.... C. H.
]"*<] u ! ei possessions in America and
are the primary battery of tlie ship—prithe extreme limit in blood and
What- Partridge has sold 40 tons of hay and will
mary, 1 mean, in lighting value.
pays t
finish delivering it to Sandypoint this week.
ever the worth of this opinion—which is
tica.-u; e.
There is m> room on this c. >ntiimmaterial to the present contention—a
.The weather has been tine and the orops
w a;; i'oi; defen< e only.
tineir. 'o; a cowardly race that stabs in the
change so radical as from broadside bat- are about all in the ground. Now we want
1 iui phrase “War fur defence
i*n k and delight in dishonorable deeds.
only" tery to turreted ships, and from the latter rain.
convey^, therefore, a political idea, aud, back to broadside,
though without en:iS such, a
and noble idea; but let
proper
tirely giving up turrets, should cause some
Prospect Ferry.
1 1m e has been a dearth of war news for then* be no
B. C. Averv came
misunderstanding. It is per- ! reasonable hesitancy in imputing obsolete- home from
Hallowed last Saturday. ID
i}i*
week.
Like the ships of both : led 1\ light that the policy of the country
j
The presness to any armored steamship.
will go to work at Mt. Waldo_Charles
should dictate the character and
conn;: ies the public has been at sea, with
strength ent battleship reproduces, in essential
of the military establishment; the evil is
the ships that preceded the Banks visited at Capt. A. A. Ginn’s last
what was ha]»pening or might |
i'-i/ai.i
principles,
when policy is controlled by ignorance,
epoch-making Monitor—the pivot guns of week-Miss Martha Harrimau eame home
lie Spanish Admiral Cervera j summed
.app< ?.
up i> a mistaken but captivating the earlier vessels being represented
;
by from Bangor last Friday, and returned by
i ;js
] i in-iitiy been as elusive as the j catch-word—“foi defence only."
the present turrets, and their broadsides
train.... Capt. F E. HardAmong all masters of military art—in- ; by the present broadside. The prevalence Monday im-ruing
ii.-lui au’sliea. (due of yesterday’s dailies
ing went t- Bangor last week on business.
therein naval art— it is a thorough- I of the Monitor
eluding
was
an
interlude, powtype
:ej
po.-itively, that lie i> in the harbor ly accepted principle that mere defensive 1
.George Silver arrived home from Boston
erfully affecting the development of nau sainiano. in the
position of a rat in a war means military ruin, and therefore vies, but making nothing obsolete. It did last- Friday... .Capt. Thomas Bowdoin came
Dap, with tin- fleets: of Sampson and national disaster. It is vain to maintain not effect a revolution, but a modification from Boston last Friday and will spend the
a military or naval force whose
power is 1 —much as homoeopathy did in the ‘regu- summer at W. ('. Bowdoiu's.Mrs. Mary
m Lit \ at hand ready to pounce
upon him. not
equal to assuming the offensive soon lar practice.’’
Smith went to Belfast last week_E. lv.
This won id be reassuring—if true.
An- or late, which cannot, first or
last, go out,
There is, of course, a line on one side of Batchelder was at home from
Bangor and
other daily has it that Cervera is en route assail the enemy and hurt him iu his which the term obsolete
applies, but it spent Sunday with his family, returning
vital interests.
A navy tor defence only,
be
said
that
is
for Manila, w hile it is also rumored that
no
for
obsolete
may
ship
in the political sense, means a
navy that | which lighting-work can be found, with Monday morning... .George Brown and wife
he is bound for Cadiz.
The situation at will
only be used in ease we are forced a tolerable chance—a lighting chance-—of of Frankfort visited Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Manila is reported unchanged.
into war: a navy foi defence
only, in the her being successful; because, though un- Batchelder last Sunday... .Oliver Perkins of
military sense, means a navy that can equal to this or that position of exposure, Penobscot visited his mother, Mrs. Harriet
await attack and defend its own,
only
The first principle in road building
she, by occupying an inferior one, releases Perkins, last Sunday.
leaving the enemy at ease as regards his a better
From the time she left the
Thorndike. Rev. F. S. DollifT of Jackought to be to secure proper drainage, own interests, and at liberty to choose his hands ofship.
the designers, a unit of maxihut in the inajoiity of cases it receives no own time and manner of fighting.
imum value, throughout the period of her son preached at the Centre church last Sunattention, and often the work of ‘im- HOW I.AHGE A XAY'i DO WE NEED FOR gradual declension, many years will elapse day.... Mrs. Rebecca Fles has received
during which a ship once first-rate will be news that her son Beslie L. Higgins of GorYiGOP.OF
DEF hXCE ?
]nuvemeut'! fills up gutters that although
an object of consideration to friend and
The biggest navy that, ever existed canham, Me., fell from a building last Saturday
inadequate had doue some service. The
foe.
She will wear out like a garment, and was
1
not all be sent on one mission, in
very badly injured_Mr. E. L.
any but she does not
road n ay lock very nice to the casual oh ;
necessarily become obso- Bartlett is in Baugorfo:a few days_Mr.
j probable state of the political world. A
lete till worn out.
seive
It may be added that
but the frosts and sprinn- rains 1 much smaller foice,
A.
H.
favorably placed, |
Higgins and wife passed last Sunday
are
that radical
will make it impassable to man or beast. ; pr<’d*uccs an effect, far beyond its pro- the indications now
changes of design are not to be expected with friends in Burnham_Mr. and Mrs.
When the road machine has cut away the I portiouate numbers: foi to quote agaiu
Burton Gross made a trip to Belfast last
Wai is a business shortly, and that we have reached a type
Napoleon s phrase,
shoulders of the road and heaped the dirt of
Thursday.. ..Mrs V. S. Higgins and son
This idea is by no means likely to endure.
positions.
|
in t.ie centie <>i the travelled way, to be 1 new even to unprofessional men: on flu- WIIAT OBSOLESCENT UATTI.K-SI1IHS a BE
Richard visited friends in Bangor last week.
OOOD FOB.
..Mrs. Mary E. Ware visited Mrs.
P ih eriztd and blown away in dust, and contrary. it is so old that it is deplorable
Joseph
to see such fatuous arguments as the ;
-Now, as always, the best ships in the Heath May 2dd....Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
thi* process is repeated season after seanecessity of equalling Great Britain’s; greatest number, as on shore the best Stevens were ir Freedom last
Monday_
son, the time will come when the road navy adduced against any scheme of extroops iu the greatest masses, will be car- Mr. V. N. Higgins h;.s sold his house and
will be lower than the pound on eaeh ternal p dicy. The annexation of
Hawaii, ried as speedily as possible, and maintain- lot in I'nity to Mr. Charles G. Call of
to reem to that, may be bad
Troy.
sice and in wet weather there will be a
policy for j ed as efficiently as possible, <m tlit* front -Mrs. Annie Cole vent to
of which J am no
Hampden last
good of operations. But in various directions
a
ml in place <•! a load. The time is near at many reasons,
judge: but as a naval student, 1 hesitate ! and at various points behind that front Saturday. Her brother, Mr. Leonard is
hai«. wben ihe increasing demands for nut to
say that while annexation may there are other interests to be subserved, by dangerously ill with tvphoid pneumonia.
"'‘i d roads w
have to he met, and the entail a bigger navy than is demanded for \ vessels 01 inferior class, as garrisons
may I
Monroe. There w 11 be services at the
i"i
the mere -exclusion of other states ! be made up
oi inci mpeteucc and r.egitct mimt
wholly or in part of troops no church
}
next Sunday afternoon by Rev. Geo.
ti<'in the islands—though I
do
well
fitted
for
the
Meld.
But
should
personally
longer
1
n hi ; t«
«: for b\ huge
.\j nditores.
not think so—it is absurd to
say that we I disaster occur, or the foe prove unexpect- S. Mills of Belfast under the auspices of the
shoulil need a navy equal to that of Great ; edly
strong, the first line of reserved ships G. A. R. Rev. I. H. Holt of Morrill will deIn 17'.'4
I-Mis Review:
Gouverneur
Morris j will move forward to till the gaps, analog- ! liver the Memorial address at the town hall
Growing accustomed uIhita.n.
1(,tc that if the United Mates hail
!•
.vai j.'o.ssioilities. which are
twenty i ous in this to the various corps of reserv- May ,‘»0th... .Mrs. Martha Cousens is visiting
mostly fai ships of the line in
commission, no other j ed troops who have passed their first j relatives in Belfast and Swanville..
I: ‘in joobabilities of evil, and finding the
Mr.
state would provoke her
At
that youth, with which the Continental organenmity.
and Mrs. Fred Moody are
nation moving along steadily in its in- time Great Britain’s
rejoicing ever the
navy was relatively 1 izatioas of military service have made us
birth of a little son, who arri\ed last Sund 'ti ies. people are grasping the idea that moie powerful than it is now, while she familial.
This possibility has been reaud France were rivalling each other iu cognized so well
by modern naval men that day.... Mr. Beamier Staples has returned
it ,s throwing away some mouths of active
testing the capacity of our county to stand some even have looked for decisive results, from a trip to Massachusetts where lie met
an
profitable life to wait until war clouds kicking; but Morris’s estimate was per- not at the hands of the first and most
with big success selling halters_Rev
have passed
Western prosperity has so fectly correct, aud shows how readily a powerful ships, but from the readiness
John S. Blair will arrive this week ready to
can
sagacious
understand
and
a
milinumber of those which have passed
layman
greatly overbalanced timidity of eastern
begin his year’s work among us. He wi,l
if only he will put his mind into the reserve, and will come inti)
tary
play
capital that actual business done increases; to it question,
at the Centre next Sunday
and not merely echo the press. Great after the first shock of war.
morning.
That a re- speak
railroad earnings promise better for
May Britain then could not—and much more serve force should decide a doubtful -The Church of God sociable met with
than a month ago for April, and payments France could not—afford to have
twenty battle or campaign is a frequent military Mrs. Isaac Cook Tuesday afternoon and
of the line operating against hei in- experience—an instance of superior
stay- evening. There is great interest in church
through clearing bouses for the week in ships
terests on the other side of the Atlantic.
ing power.
affairs in that district, where Mr. Henry R.
May show a gain of 00.0 per cent, over They could not afford it in actual
war;
Dawson is among the leaders, and many inlast year, and 7.0 per cent, over 1892, they could not afford it even in
Wentworth Cottage
peace, because
uot
teresting
meetings are held... Dr. Holt and
war
arise
at
while a month ago the increase over last
only might
any
Walter Clark attended the teachers’ conDedicated at the State Reform School.
time, but it would be much more likely
year was 00.0, and compared with 1892 to
At the State Reform School, Portland, I vention in Belfast last week-Rain is gladhappen if either party provoked the
theie was a decrease of 7.2 per cent. L. nited States to
Wednesday afternoon, May 18th, the sec- ly welcomed in this section, where it is so
hostility. The mere ond
cottage erected for the accommodation I
Several large contracts kept back for some- menace of such a force, its mere existence,
dry that crops cannot get out of the ground.
would have insured decent treatment of a ■•family" of 30 hoys was dedicated under
weeks because of hostilities have now
the name of Wentworth cottage, in honor of
-Some of the buildings at the
trotting
without war; and Morris, who was an E u
be Wentworth.
been placed, and instead of works clos- able
have been painted.
park
that
to
financier; conjectured
Hon. A. Little, president of the board of
support
ing or reducing force, returns show the a navy of such size for twenty years would trustees, presided, and the address of dediWinterport. The Epworth League gave a
cost the public treasury less than five
cation was delivered by Hon. Fred Atwood
to their new pastor aud wife Rev
years
starting of some works long idle and of
reception
of
who gave au interesting talk
war would,—not to mention the
priv- on Winterport,
increase of force or of hours at others. ate
the methods and achievements of the in- and Mrs. D. FI. Piper, at the vestry Tuesday
losses of individuals in war.
Government work occupies many estab- >F.A POWER AS A SAFEGUARD OF PEACE. stitution. Fitst he briefly reviewed the his- evening, to which the public were invited.
tory of the school, spoke of the gift of the A large number were present. A program
lishn cuts, but it counts for little compared
It is til be observed also that the most farm by the city of Portland to the
State, in
beneficial use of a military force is not 1850, and the erection in that year of what consisting of music and recitations was
with other demands.
now
constitutes
the
main
to wage war, however
Its first given, ice cream and cake were served, ami a
successfully, but superintendent was W. R.building.
Lincoln. Every pleasant social time enjoyed_The funeral
to prevent war, with all its
exsuffering,
Resolutions of Respect.
sent there in the early days was locked
service of Mr. Nathan Downs was held at the
pense, and complication of embarrass- boy
into a cell at night. In 1874, when the presments.
Of course, therefore, a navy for ent
Ezr-iM. Billings, W. Ii. C., No. 9, of Monsuperintendent became connected with home of his daughter, Mrs. Thomas Eaton.
defence only, from which an
enemy need the institution, he had hail half the cells Wednesday afternoon, Rev. D. il. Piper
roe has adopted the following resolutions:
fear no barm, is of small account in
diplo- abolished and the dormitory system tried
Mr. Downs was an aff ectiouate
W hereas our Divine Commander above
matic relations, for it is nearly useless as as an experiment. The next year the re- officiating.
lias <-ai ed our sister Jane Patterson, a mema
maining cells were removed, and since then husband and father, a kiud neighbor aud a
deterrent from war.
Whatever
there
».ur
of
order
to
ber
ome up higher; therethe aim has been to reform, rather than to good citizen, and he will be greatly missed
may be in our conditions otherwise to
fore, be it
punish the youth sent there. Mr. Atwood in the home circle, ill* age was 78
Peso veil, That we the members of Corps prevent states from attacking us, a navy said that
years.
2.204 hoys have been graduated
No. 9 express our high appreciation of her “for defence only” will not add to them. from the
school, and the present number He had enjoyed very good health until the
Fur mere harbor defence, fortifications connected with it is 132. Of 08
many values, and remembering her known
sent death of his wife, after which he failed
fidelity and devotion to our cause we feel that are decisively superior to
* out on the last parole, favorableboys
ships,
reports
until only two mouths after their
though dead she yet speaks to us to he faith- where peculiar local conditions are except
have come from «>0; two were reported rapidly
found.
ful to every trust, and may we so perpetuate
All our greatest cities on the Atlantic and “fair," and the other six have not been re- separation they were reunited on the other
iri our lives and conduct the principles of
Gulf coasts can he locally defended better portel. He highly commended the cottage side. Two sons and live daughters survive
Fraternity, Charity and Loyalty that it
plan and praised the management of the to mourn their loss. The funeral was attendby forts than by ships; hut if, instead of a school.
shall stand a living memorial.
Col. Atwood then paid a high and
ed by a large number of sympathizing
Resolved, That we tender the bereaved navy “for defence only,” there be one so feeling tribute to the
memory of the late
family our heartfelt sympathy in this their large that the enemy must send a great Eben Wentworth, once superintendent of friends aud relatives and the lloral offerings
hour of affliction, and through their sorrow many ships across the
Atlantic, if lie the school. It was during his administra- were very beautiful-The free instruction
may they remember all that was true aud sends any, then the
question whether he tion that the cells gave place to dormitories, in physical culture given to a large class of
noble in their wife and mother and their can
spare so great a number is very seri- and the idea of punishment was changed to
hearts be more firmly bound together, aud
that of reformation. “And now,” said Col- young ladies by Miss Eleanor Barrett is
ous, considering the ever-critical condimay they calrniy say “Thy will be done.”
Atwood, ‘‘By the direction of the trustees I highly appreciated-Mrs. Ijillie Garland
tion of European politics.
for
Suppose,
in
dumb
submissister
we
bow
dedicate
this building as Wentworth Cotrest,
Rest,
instance, we could put twenty battle- tage.” This announcement was received of Ellsworth visited her aunt, Mrs. Charles
sion,
in
commission
for war in thirty days,
Bryer, last week-H. R. Rowe has gone to
The God of battles is a God of love;
ships
with applause, heartily participated in by
and that we had threatening trouble with the boys.
Beyond the perils of our low condition
Conn., where he has employment at his
Rev. John O’Dowd, Hon. E. P. Spofford,
He beckons us above.
either Germany, France, Great Britain, or
trade
of
harness-maker-Capt. Beuj.
George M. Seiders, Mr. Snow, a gradResolved, That these resolutions be plac- Russia. There is not one of these, ex- Hon. Levi
Turner and superintendent Went- Thompson aud wife of Boston are boarding
uate,
ed on our records, Secretary forward a copy cept Great Britain, that could afford to
worth spoke.
at the Commercial House-Mr. Frank T.
to the family of the deceased, and they he send over here
twenty-five battle-ships,
Trustees Albion Little and M. F. King of
sent to the Lewiston and Republican JourBussey has fixed up his grounds and is ready
which would be the very|fewest
Ansel
of
needed,
Lucius
Portland,
Auburn,
Briggs
nals and Bangor Commercial for publication,
seeing the distance of their operations C. Morse of Pittsfield and Fred Atwood of for summer boarders-Miss Julia Foley is
also our charter be draped for thirty days.
from home, while we have friendly
Belle J. Palmer,
ports; Winterport were present, as were the fol- at home from Portland on account of the
j Com.
while Great Britain, relying wholly on her lowing members of the governor’s council: illness of her mother-Floy Feruald has
Belle A. Barden, l
on
E. Dudley Freeman of Yarmouth, Edward
Alice M. Palmer, ) Res.
navy for the integrity of her empire,
S. Marshall of York, Roswell C. Boothby enlisted in the 7th Mass., Regt. and gone to
equally cannot afford the hostility of a of East Livermore,
Elmer P. Spofford of Tampa, Fla_Mr. and Mrs. James Torrey,
nation having twenty battle-ships, and
Port Elizabeth, May 18 Barque R. A. C.
Deer Isle, Henry W. Mayo of Hampden and have
returned from their wedding trip.
Smith, Hooper, which sailed from Port witli whom her points of difference are as Voranus Coffin of Harrington.
Most of
Louis, Mauritius, April 26 for New York, is inconsequential to her as they are with us. these and several members and ex members
Augusta, Me., May 24. Nothing new has
ashore at Woody Cape, and probably will
It should be remembered, too, that
of the legislature, were accompanied
by
any
be a total wreck. The crew remain on
that will in any way tell when
developed
ladies.
to
a press of official business
war which
arise
with
Owing
the
naval
namay
board. Assistance has been sent. The R.
Governor Powers was unable to be present. the Maine volunteers will be ordered to
tions
of
with
which
was
built
Europe—or
at
ACS registered 628 tons and
Japan,
There are now 132 boys in the school and
will soon rank with them—will not be
Cliickamauga. This has been a very quiet
Belfast in 1889. [A later dispatch says that
64 out on probation. A still further extenwith reference to our own territories, but
with no drillsjon acall of the crew with the exception of the
sion of the family system is looked for in day at Post lowers,
were
and
officer
second
to our external relations.
saved.]
captain
In the Monroe the near future.
count of the rain.

List Price,
Our Price, to close out,

Mrs.

Is ▲merlea’s Greatest Medicine, Ail druggists.

Sisty

war scare.

Mr. W. A. Whitney and family arrived
last Thursday from Boston and are now settled in their fine cottage for the summer.

Vitalize Your Blood, Overcome That
Tired Feeling.
Get a bottle of
Hood's Sarsaparilla and begin to
take it TODAY, and realize the great
good It is sure to do you.

E.

the

P. Reed and family of New Jersey
will arrive in a few days, and will occupy
the Witherley cottage as formerly.
Mr. F.

Sharpen
Your Appetite,
Purify and

County

cheat

summer

America’s
Greatest
Medicine.

Fi%

14 qt. Dish Pans, (' "u;
nr
10 qf. Tin Pails,
A New Lot of Useful 5c. and 10c. Goods just received,

The prospect for the return of the usual
visitors is very encouraging, not

This is

fci

Extensionioc

White Curtain Poles and

Last week eight of the children of Mr. aud
Mrs. Joseph Heald were down with the
measles at once.

Says:

5

ShadesJ
Sash Curtain Rods

family.

Sam

pet

2-000 Felt

Mr. Elmer Flauders has bought the Sol
Palmer place and taken possession, with his

Uncle

Papers at

Look Here,
Young Man

MY CLOTHIER,

If you want

maki'
i
HI !.

ini),n''siou
TO .-I- I:

u-

'.V II I N

Uusmo Buttermilk Toilet Sc.vp makes
the .skin soft, white and healthy.
S >ld by
A. A Howes
t\».

Women noti-

a

<-

m.o

dressing, and ai «■
appreciate good taste,
ot

What Shall
Be Done

what makes

/%SUiJS

Come

thing

FOR THE DELICATE GIRL

Men’s

You have tried iron and
other tonics. But she keeps
pale and thin. Her sallow
complexion worries you. Perhaps she has a little hacking
cough also. Her head aches ;
and she cannot study. Give her

and

in

w

the

seen

in

Furnishing

Gloves,
Neckwear
White and Coi<
Shirts,

A POINTER

The oil will feed her wasting
body; the glycerine will soothe
her cough, and the hypophosphites will give new power and

V'.',

Dwight P, Pei

Is generally worth following, anil it always
points the way to this store as the leaders ;
in nobby goods and low prices.
Our stun- ;
tner suits arc incontestably superior to any- ;
thing shown elsewhere in every particular, j,
from material and fir to style and linish. ji
Such price- for suits as

vigor to her nerves and brain.
Never say you “ cannot
take cod-liver oil ” until you
have tried Scott’s Emulsion.
You will be obliged to change
your opinion at once. Children
especially become very fond
of it; and infants'donot know
when it is added to their food.
$1.00

main

Hats, Caps,

Scon’s Emulsion

50c. and

so

customers success!'-;

Masonic

Temple.

Beh

$5 no, $4 00, $(> 00,
$7 50, $10

and

$12,

for hue suits has made <>ui store
td
\V;i'do
quarters lor tile clothier, bmoCounty. IPs prettx deep surgen wc ai*
lining, but oni aim is to convince even
man or boy in this county that this stoic

HEADQUARTERS

IS EVERY

all

druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNK, Chemists, New York.

!

j
4

|
;j
-{
J

jjlj

CAPITAL S I'OCk, $ I 5(1,0'

j

SURPLUS,

TOR

..
DEPOSITS

I'HlNCi HE W EARS
AT MONEY SAVINCi PRICES
Safe

deposit boxes

tor

$8

rent
a

at

year.

»■»
new vault
iiMeyinb*-'
UNEXCELLED o.

<)ur

and
•

and burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes ran ha
privilege of taking their boxr-.

Notice is hereby given that all taxes for 181*7
must be naid before .July 1, 1898, to avoid costs,
as after that date I shall serve notice for suit for
the collection of taxes due on real estate and
serve warrants on all persons owing poll taxes
and taxes on personal estate. 1 shall he at my
office in Memorial Building on Wednesdays from
8.30 to 11 30 a. m., and Saturdays at 8.30 to 11.30
a. m., and 1 30 to 4.30 i\ m

Belfast, May 12,

IV1.C. MILL, Tax Collector.
1898—tf30

1

va

DR. W. L. WES’

House for Kale.

Veterinary

The late homestead of FRANK W. PATTERSON,
at the corner of Main Street
and Waldo Avenue, in Belfast, Is offered for sale
at a bargain.
For particulars inquire of
R F. DPNTON.

Bargain.

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and.on
40tf
easy terms.
M. CJ.

HILL,

39 Miller St., Belfast.

Sunr*.'

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary c'nlle

deceased, situated

Great

1

nit.

Office and

Phurmacy at Belfast Lot

Residence and
Office

Hospital 17 t'onKre-s

Telephone H-‘d.

Result

m

DR. JOHN STEVES
Two

family

Church and
tfl9

tenements,

corner

Opera JHouse Bloo

of

Bridge Streets, Apply to
CALVIN HERVKY.

;

Special attention given

broat.

to dise.'
thi.'-'

i
|
I

OF BELFAST.
jUl NEWS

The June calendar of the Belfast Printing
Co. will be a patriotic and unique design,
printed in colors.

Circle, Kings Daughters
meet next Wednesday even-

arer
v,

v

mother’s meeting will be held in the
rooms
to-morrow,
Friday
afternoon at 3 o’clock.
A

Annie Shute.

sh

kindergarten

Evening Transcript in a notice
American paintings in
i: of
\

rv

mentions “two

highly

E. Clark Camp, Sons oi Veterans will
meet for drill at their rooms to-morrow, Friday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
A.

de-

still-life by Hart L. Wood-

;

Mrs. Wm. H. Quimby has bought a handcoupe and will use one of the Belfast
Livery Co.’s large grey coach horses with it.

Circle of Kings Daughters
Mrs. Sarah Condon on Bay

Tuesday evening.

\t
lie
ss

some

present

as

All
there is im-

buoy tender

was

the

in

buoys

port

ones

dance

to be

a

Spauisb

large buckboard party from this city
spent Sunday at the farm of Joshua Littleheld in Waldo. They were, as usual, royally
A

gun-

There

but four prisoners in Waldo
county jail and their sentences expire in a
few days. If no new arrivals appear Sheriff
Norton will soon be without boarders.

ief

1

seven

arms were

was

“

Was

8°res.

was

“

?CRA Resolvent,

washed with CcTicr?.A
on CcTirrEA
Soap,
(ointment), and found
great relief instantly, and
got a clean faco
again, thanks to Cuticora.

TAIfflm* EGNER,
March 7.1898. 108
Stagg St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
h,,h'
"o'lYsoIy™ilT,*ATc*"I _W*rm
CuTicLWAMntimn,I,

wi,h C™-

entertained.

of the T. H. Marshall

Corps, is requested at
Friday at 2 p. m., to elect
ike preparations for Memorial
v
Friday the meeting will be
H-rx'on at the same hour.
[Per.

il''hy kind
J,*fd f Mema ,°f my,calTand
i‘°Ught f“H face
«f large white scales
?"7V “y face fu‘lof
I
ashamed
in t
i° g° 1eompany. 1 took five bottles of Cunthe

ptjt

ments.

and

Bay. As usual the strange
.'lit by some of the more exi

FACE
ON FIRE
m

Non-Partisan Alliance will meet toFriday afternoon with Mrs. E. P.
Alexander. The hostess will serve refreshThe

morrow,

to transact.

"’king after

Local Phases of the War.

are

The Mayor and City Marshal have caused
all places of business in the city to be closed

j^^s^rssijss&sisssti
Walter Arey will
wild this week.

launch his sloop Idle,

The writer witnessed the launch at Chester, Pa., in 1874, of the big steamship City of
Peking, which has sailed from San Francisco to carry troops and supplies to Manila.
She

was

Washington

took

Congressmen, officials

of
1

men

THE

built by John Roach, and

train from
to the

a

a special
large number

and

newspaper

launching.

incident of the recent engageas related in a despatch
from Key West, which has a local iuterest:
“During the heavy tire of shells, and just
after the lighthouse was blown up, five
Here is

ment at

an

Cienfuegos,

MOXIE

Spaniards, who were running together in
an attempt to escape, were picked off by a
shell from the Marblehead, the gunner being ordered to tire upon them by Ensign
Pratt. They were torn to pieces.”

SEASON
HAS OPENED

John Randlett, Jr., of Rockland, a naval
recruit who weut to the Charlestown, Mass.,
Navy Yard with Oakes Aldus of this
fror. the receiving
city, has written home
ship Wabash that he is perfectly satisfied in
that when you first
every way. He says

The private boat
hoard ship you are taken down on
landing in Carter’s come on
the berth deck and your name taken, your
bakeries, which are dock has been in position a week or more.
open a short time in the early morning.
clothes sent home and new ones sold to you,
Mrs. Maria McIntosh gave
Rev. C. H. Wells will deliver the
Memo- the
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the rial address at
supply costing about $20 to $25, which
i<arty the evening of May 19th,
Stockton Springs next Monis taken out of your wages—such things as
Belfast post office for the week ending May
and
a
anniversary,
day.
very pleashammock, blanket, blue navy suit, under21st : Ladies—Miss Bertie Jackson. Gentlewas passed
by all. Sherbet,
It is expected that Mr. Burton Leavitt will clothes and stamp to mark your clothing.
men—Mr. E. A. Clark, Mr. Maurice Hamlin.
were served.
The party in
be in Belfast next Tuesday and
Wednesday Then the doctor vaccinates each one and
v
il their hostess many reA Belfast family cut up a squash for pie and will
conduct rehearsals for the
care is given to every
opera the very best medical
this spring and
the head of the house
dav.
“Frogs of Windham,” soon to be given in one. The living is something fine, everyThe the Opera House.
House at Castine opens for planted some of the seeds therefrom.
thing out of the market fresh. You go to
day they ate the squash pie the new plants
ou the 29th of June under
Jimsey Walker’s Little Game. A
bed at 9 o’clock, get up at 5.30 and get
highwere
and
up
growing finely.
"f W. A. Walker, who has
ly amusing farce-comedy bearing the above your breakfort at 6.30; at 7 o’clock all hands
an enviable
The Belfast teachers desire to express title was
reputation for
presented at Belfast Opera House are called to muster and then one or two
:miner resort by the success
their sincere thanks to all those who so
Wednesday evening, May 25th, by local ama- hours to clean up the ship. You drill one
The location is one of the kindly furnished food and in any way cona
half every forenoon and your
teurs for the benefit of the Belfast Band.
The lo ur and
n the Maine coast.
tributed to the success of the Teachers’
plot is highly amusing and the play abounds work is done fcr the day. A band comes
forenoon for
in laughable situations.
every Tuesday and Friday
:.tg-raising at the residence Association meeting.
In brief the plot is
Horace W. Pitcher on Conthree hours and the music is the best. ReA girl named Minnie A. Nickerson, aged that Leopold Fifczjocelyu, while
summering
i:x*sday evening, May 18th. 15, was sent to the industrial School Monday at Brighton, gets up what he considers a m:id ligious services are held every Sunday.
-re sung, and the dag was
bv Judge Rogers on complaint of her mother, flirtation with a widow, Gloriana. He is
air
The Bowling Tournament.
by little Miss Gladys who claimed that, the girl was getting into engaged to Jessie Chadwick, an American
thed iu flags. Icecream habits that might lead to a bad life.
girl with a rich father, and aithemrh
served to the company after
Following is the score of the games of the
The Belfast post office will be closed from Gloriaua is engaged to a Russian Count,
1 to (I p. m. on Memorial Day.
The carriers Evert off, slie takes Leopold's advances se- Bowling Tournament the past week :
SIXTH GAME.
it liering of the descendants
will make morning delivery aud the usual riously. To help Leopold out of his dilemma,
will be held at Danvers, collection. No evening delivery by carriers. his servant, Spinks, tells about a game which
Orients—Spinney. 254
his friend Jimsey Walker used to
Welch. 248
play when
The place of gathering The mail will bo delivered from the general
Smith. 255)
in similar predicaments—that of master aud
site of John Porter’s land- delivery from 7 to b p. m.
Wilson. 235
servant exchanging places for the time.
Th. se of the family who
Waterman. 269
The Grand Army officers have spiked the
The
is
and
a
"f
series
unforeplan
adopted
ed a circular should send cannon in front of Memorial Hall to
prevent seen difficulties
Total.1,260
all
of
which
are
arise,
dually
the secretarv, Martha A. the possibility of any mischief by the boys.
225
adjusted aud the play ends happily. Fob owImperials—Caudage.
also
in
have
and
They
put
tompions
painted ing is the cast.
Dickey. 230
247
Cliaples lias abandoned them. The guns are now ornamental and
Blazo.
Will Havener
Spinks, Leopold's valet,
E. Decrow. 260
killing caterpillars on fruit perfectly harmless, as the boys*cannot fire Leopold Fitzjocelyn,
Will Quimby
Healey. 294
Count Evertoff,
-t .if the danger to
E. lb Frost
buildings them if they want to.
G. 1*. Lombard
Chadwick, Jessie's father,
*" trees.
He finds that a
Total.1,256
Club Reorganized. The Elm City Club
F. T. Chase
Richards, a servant,
by dissolving a teacupful of lias disbanded and has re-organized aud be- Gloriaua,
Mrs. F. J. Rigby
SEVENTH GAME.
Jessie
of
Helen
Batehelder
water is just as come incorporated under the name of Waldo
gallons
Chadwick,
Crescents'—W. A. Decrow. 250
a servant,
Vanuie Dolloff
aterpillara and their nests Club. Following are the officers : President, Kitty,
Geo. 1 >arby.. 240
The
costumes
and stage settings were due
a
without their danger.
Norton. 258
James H. Howes; Vice President, Win. H.
and appropriate to the piece, and every part
Follett. 249
isions. Hon. W. P. WliiteQuimby; Secretary, W. J. Dorman; TreasW. Darby. 246
was well taken.
There was a large audi1 the April term of
Supreme urer, Herbert T. Field: Directors, Frank ence and the
showed that the play
applause
Wm.
C.
R.
m Belfest, has
Total.1,243
Woodcock,
Libby, Geo. R. Doak,
forwarded to
was highly appreciated.
Esq., Clerk of Courts, John G. Damon, Ben D. Field.
Orients—Spinney. 278
Welch. 232
in
the ease of William
Election Clerks. The Municipal Officers
Secret Societies.
245
Smith.
from the decree of the Judge have appointed the following ballot aud
Wilson. 215)
278
Cmirt, denying discharge; ap- election clerks. The names lirst given under
Waterman.
F. A. Conant of Sa:ita Barbara California,
'udgment of the Court below each ward are denominated as ballot clerks. has been elected Eminent Commander of
Total.1,252
Republicans—Ward 1, Chas. L. Fletcher, St. Omer Commandery, Knights Templar, of
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
f soli. Georgia A., who ar- W. H. Thomas; 2, M. C. Hill, W. B.
Wash- that city.
Lost.
Won.
Team.
burn ; 3, Chas. F. Cobbett, Adalbert Knight:
Played.
week from St. John, X. B.,
Matters of personal interest to every mem3
2
tiling of any warships, Span- 4. F. M. Bailey. Freeman T. Wentworth; 5, ber of the Order will come before Enterprise Orients.5
2
3
Crescents.5
hi his trip.
He thinks the C. B. Stephenson, Geo. A. Davis. Demo- Lodge, A. O. U. W., at the regular meeting
2
2
Imperials.4
J.
F.
E.
crats—Ward
P.
ted off the eastern coast were
1,
Wilson,
Giles; 2, this, Thursday, evening, hence a full attendW. F. Thomas, John Dolloff; 3, F. O.
in or English gunboats and
ance is desirable.
The Battle=Cry at Manila Bay.
which are always on duty Greer, O. G. White; 4, S. A. Payson, C. H.
The twenty-sixth annual convention ot
or the regular merchant
Monroe;5, John Carr, Leroy Staples.
the grand lodge Kuightsof Pythias of Maine Protected by their forts they lay.
Steamer Notes.
The Penobscot was was held at Pythian hall Portland, May
Secure, they thought, within the bay
18th and was largely attended. The report of
i.erry-go-round was set upon detained about four hours at Bucksport last the grand chancellor showed that one lodge, Since!none Cavite’s guns would brave
grounds last week_New Friday,wliile the U. S. officers were planting that of Alfred, surrendered it3 charter dur- With all their ships upon the wave.
ing the year, ami 11 lodges were instituted.
berries and grape fruit ap- torpedoes aud laying the cables across the
Of the general result the grand chancellor The morning sun revealed a sight
market last week....E. K. narrows.The Silver Star went to Rock
said:
Which blanched each Spanish cheek with
land
for
and
her
“It has been a very successful year in our
repairs Saturday
large invoice of harnesses
place on
fright:
grand domain, marked by a large accession
f Burnham last week.
the Castine, Isiesboro and Belfast route wa?
to our membership roll
and to our roster The Yankee squadron there to meet
ne a nice job of
trading in taken by the C. P. Conners of Castine. of subordinate
as
I
bv
a
believe,
lodges, and,
u-uioe of A. C. Burgess,
Cavite’s guns and all their iieet.
esq., Capt. Ingraham of steamer City of Bangor
growing sentiment among the citizens of
the state that our order is a conservator of
had a life-boat and crew remain in the bay
A Spanish shell, with scream and tea".
in a community and is eutitled to the
.Albert C
Burgess jammed Tuesday, while the steamer was up-river, good
respect and confidence of a people represent- Burst o’er Olympia’s deck, in air:—
badly while at work in his and repair the buoys along the shore south ing, as dqes ours, a high conception of what From keel t<» turret, the refrain
•nst Thursday.. Miss
an advanced e.vilization demands of
men.
Gladys, from Belfast.
Rang out, “Remember now the Maine!”
This success cannot be attributed to the
-id Mrs El bridge S. Pitcher,
North Belfast. Mr. H. H. Worthly of efforts or influence, of any man or coterie of And every lip set firm and tight,
on Congress street
Friday the Bangor Theological Seminary began his men, nor to the discovery of any new means As bared each ready arm for light.
severe scalp
for the securing of it.
It is the result of the
wound. Dr.
summer’s work here last Sunday.The
united efforts of our loyal Pytl.ians, earnest A master-spirit in command,
g(,d to take several stitches m
school was reorganized last Sunday. in their purpose of advancing the best inSunday
Each gunner true and firm of hand,
Francis Jones stuck a nail in
The following officers were elected ; Super- terests of our order.”
Those crashing broadsides, roar on roar,
b C e at work a few
The report of Wesley G. Smith, grand
days ago, intendent, Harry Furbish ; vice-supt Ar’iue
iii wound-Capt. Otis Inkeeper of records and seals, showed a net Thundered aloud o'er sea and shore;
Walton; treasurer, Abbie Roberts; librarian, gain in membersh p of 88_. The total mem- Each
belching cannon’s awful tire
ou-r City of
Bangor had his Emily Gilbreth-The young people of the bership in the grand domain is 11,184.
Hurling destruction wide and dire,
kle quite badly bruised by
Tbe grand lodge elected the following
will
an
concert
at
community
give
ebony
officers: Waldo Pettengill, hum ford Falls, Till, one by one, those ships of Spain
against them on the wharf in Flanders’ hall
Wednesday evening, June 1st, G. O.; George Taylor, Lewiston. G. V. C.; Went down
beneath that iron rain;
niay morning.. H. E. Brad- for the benefit of the church and
society. Augustus B. BrowL, Portland, 0. P.; Weslev Nor ship nor man nor masthead true,
■vhfork in his foot a few days Admission 20 cents for
G. Smith, Old Orchard, G. K. of R. and S.‘;
adults, children 10 Edwin
Before the Yellow bowed the Blue;
C. Millikeu, Portland, G. M. of E.:
bnets of which he is suffering
cents-Mrs. Relief S. Brier arrived home
Henry F. Libhy,Pittsfield, G. M. at A.; Fred And from his noonday height the sun
from Charleston, Mass., last week, to remain C. Dunlap, Skowhegau, G. I. G.; Fulton J,
Beheld a glorious victory won.
Green, Madison, G. O G.
Cape Cod mackerel were in during the summer.
The grand officers were iustalle 1 in the
i'T week
And over all Manila Bay,
weighing from 3 to 3

Sundays except

the

-•

*

.-.f

\ ;.t-

Druggists

sell Moxie by the glass.
deliver it to you at your house

The Churches.
Dates for the religious county conventions
have been fixed as follows: Waldo Confer-

Shipping Items. Sch. Levi Hart arrived
from New York May 19, with coal for Swan
& Sibley Co-Sch. Henry Whitney arrived

light May 19, from Dover, N. H_Sch.
weighing 14 1-4 Sophia Willey took a load of telephone poles
inham, Friday-The Fish to Isiesboro last week-Sch. Georgia A.
ir No. 3 left
Bucksport for up- arrived May 20 from St. John, N. B., with
-r> train Tliursday with a carcedar shingles for Cooper & Co... .Sch. Levi
salmon fry to be placed in the Hart is
loading ice for Belfast Light & Power
■ver 101,000 Atlantic salmon
Co. for New York-Sch. Geo. B Ferguson
cd were, placed in Toddy
was in port the first of the week, Bangor for
"•'k
•rook

Sunday Bicknell & Hop-

salmon in their weir at
The wind has been eastertime, which is unfavorable,
no

tide

quite a variety of small
id, alewives, trout, harbor
The writer had some of the
'’tlier

day which

were

ou

the

hour after they were
water, and they were tine.
start, their lobster buaib. Maria Ellen, one of the
"tn's Island bay fishermen,
1 '-sday with a
good fare of
F'hiiiiud Wilson caught forty
f

an

Duantabacook pond one
the week-Ed. Hall was
bty with a string of 100 hand»t

rout.

Willis J. Knowltonof Libthe Police Court May 17th
f State Constable Mears on
keeping a drinking bouse and
*1* aud common nuisance. He
imination in both cases and was
1
f< the
September term of S. J.
■> loth Constable Mears searched
and Phoenix hotels and made
” both.
At the Windsor he found
entities of whiskey, rum, wine, ale
At the Phoenix he
got a large haul,

Staten Island with staves-Sch. Paul Seais at Richmond loading ice for New
York.

vey

New Advertisements.
The furniture
sale at the store of J. C. Thompson & Son
has been extended two Saturdays. .Mrs. Etta
Lancaster, 138 High street, lias returned from
Boston aud is prepared to treat feet in a
special manner. See hercard_Mrs. E. A.
Rhoades (formerly Mrs. W. P. Clarke) is
well known to many of our readers as a
manufacturer of and dealer in hair goods,
aud gives prompt attention to mail orders.
Address P. O. box 139, Rockland, Me_
Lost, a pair of glasses, nickle bows and gold
bridge. .Carle & .Jones’ lamp sale will continue this week-Crash suiting and crash
suits in stock or made to order at Win. A.
Clark’s, Phenix Row.
crash

1

1

H

demijohns
whiskey, and bot•ieioijohns of whiskey, wine, rum, gin,
1

of

n‘m aQd

hats,

new’

styles

Men’s ami women’s
and lowest

,,,

■

were

new grand chancellor, Hon. Waldo
Pettengill, has long been prominent in
public affairs and in the Pythian order.

Steamer. The secfor the season by
steamer Castine left here at 3 o’clock a. m
A

ond

Fishing Trip by

fishing

Papers

excursion

May 22d, with a complement of thirty-two
besides the steamer’s regular crew. Their
destination was Swan’s Island, and they
went via Eagle Island and Deer Island
At iS wan’s Island
they
Thoroughfare.
took a pilot, Captain Gott, who carried
them to the fishing grounds south-west of
Marshall’s Island. The sea was smooth and
the wind favorable, but their success in
fishing was moderate. N. W. Delano was
high line. His catch was 37 good sized fish,
including one chicken halibut. The other
fish included all the kinds of “bottom fish”

and Periodicals.

year.

J. H Ogier, who has owned and edited the
Damariscotta Herald for the past five years,
has been succeeded as proprietor by Geo.
W. Singer and Osmar Sumner of Hallowell.
Mr.

Ogier

will take

charge

of

the Camden

Herald June 1st
The Bath Daily Times announces that beginning July 1st next, subscriptions to that
paper must be paid in advance. The publisher says:

The present management of this paper has
neither the means nor the desire to carry
several thousand dollars in delinquent subscription accounts. To allow one person to
read the paper year after year without paying for the same while another pays regularly in advance is showing undue favoritism.

This is good logic and good bus. ness

sense.

The Belfast Schools.
regular meeting of the School Comwall be held next Tuesday evening,
postponed from Monday on account of MeThe

mittee

morial

Day.

Superintendent Brick has completed his
census of scholars and finds 1,266 persons of
school age in Belfast, against 1,510, a year
ago, a loss of 244. The number by wards is
as follows: Ward 1, 347 ; 2,260 ; 3, 277; 4, 135;
5, 217.

It

certainly is

a

tribute that any

article which has

come to

one

and

so

I could

not

sit still.

1 would walk around

a

little while, then go to bed expecting to find relief. In place of obtaining it as a rule I would
roll and toss until exhausted, then finally fall

asleep, only to wake up in the early morning with
the same pain across my kidneys. I also had a
weakness in the kidney secretions which was very
annoying. I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised
and got them at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store.
A Card from A. I. Brown.
The first box did me so much good that I got a
To the Editor of The Journal: Inas- second and they cured my backache. My nervousness left.
I could sleep better at night than I did
much as a report has been extensively cirfor a long time. The kidney weakness was less
culated that I am no longer a resident of
annoying and the secretions of the kidneys be*
Waldo county I desire to say that for nearly came
nearly normal. Doan’s Kidney Pills did me
twenty years I have paid taxes and voted in lots of good. I have recommended them to my
Belfast, and although having of late business friends and will whenever I have a chance. Doan’s
engagements elsewhere I have been at my Kidney Pills are a good medicine and are worthy
home every wTeek, and intend to make Bel- of recommendation.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
fast my home in the future as in the past.
box. For sale by all dealers; sent by mail on reArthur I. Brown.
ceipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
For a perfect complexion and a clear, Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S, and take no subhealthy skin, use Cosmo Btttermilk Soap.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.
stitute.

E. F. STAPLES

AND^

S. A. RENDALL& SON
Having purchased

the

FURNITURE STOCK

of

J. C. Thompson & Son,

highly enjoyed by

was

the

No. 39 Main Street Belfast,

congregation.

North church at 7.15 this, Thursday,
evening there will he the usual prayer and
conference meeting. Topic, “Different types
At the

»

would say to the people of Waldo County that ih.v have
decided to remain at the above store until

religious inquirers." Luke

of

19: 1-10; John
1-21; Acts 9: 1-8; 24: 22-27. The Sunday
services will he as follows: Morning worship at 10 45 with sermon by the pastor, Rev.
G. S. Mills. Sunday school at 12 m. Consecration meeting of C. E. Society at G 15 p.
m.
Topic, “Christian Growth,” Ps. 92: 7-15;
Eph. 4: 11-1G. The pastor will lecture at 7.15
3:

m.

p.

in the

SATURDAY, JUNE 4th,

vestry.

i mi an line n uni iie.

Uuder the auspices of the Maine State S.
S. Association, normal classes for the training of Sunday school teachers are being organized throughout the State. The text
books employed are Prof. Hamill’s Normal
Bible and Training Lessons. These lessons
are contained
in two little books costing
twenty-five cents for the two. Each book
contains twelve Bible and twelve Training
lessons. Among the subjects discussed are
the following; New Testament Books and
Writers, The Holy Land, The Life of Christ,
Doctrines of Christ, The Sunday School,
It’s Place, It’s Organization, It’s Officers,
It.’s discipline, The Primary Department,
Old Testament Books, Jewish Institutions,
Old Testament Geography, Old Testament
Prophecies, etc. Certificates and diplomas
will be conferred by the State Sunday
School Association upon all students in the
Normal classes who have completed the
and passed a satisfactory examinathereupon. These normal classes may
be organized in connection with any church,
Young People’s Society or Sunday school

course

tion

and the teachers may be the
church, the S. S. Si.pt., the

to stay ought never to lose sight of ami at a time
when so many preparations are before the public
all claiming representations that border on the

kidney trouble for years and it grew worse all
the time. It was brought on, no doubt, by hard
work, such a lifting heavy trunks and other freight
and exposed to all kinds of weather. 1 did nothing to relieve it, hoping that in time it would pass
oil. On the contrary, my back across the kidneys
pained me so that I often had to walk lame. At
night, when my day’s work was done, 1 have sat
down to read the paper, but my back pained me

manufacturer,

^Phenix Row, Belfast, Me.

gave a talk on Gladstone.
spoke from the standpoint of an Englishman au«l an admirer and political follower of
the “Grand Old Man.”
Mr. Harbutt in his
early life worked in the political field in the
Gladstone party and knew whereof lie spoke.
The address was able and well presented,

in-

had

William Al Glarkf

He

Belfast

miraculous, it should stiffen the backbone of the
timid and prove to the skeptic a hard nut to crack.
Read this:
Captain S. R. Cottrell of 5 Bell street, says: *‘I

styles and lowest prices,

ing, by request,

opinions to be made
community where he is well known he

an

new

JOHN W, SLEEPER, Manager Retail Department,

Harbutt of bearsport preached
North church last Sunday forenoon in
exchange with the pastor, and in the even-

have incontrovertible evidence to back it
up. Whatever his neighbors’ estimates might be
of his ideas, one thing cannot be disproved—his
convictions as far as he is concerned cannot be
terested in

from Xew York manufacturers,

He will

Rev. R. G.

must

shaken.

MEN'S AND WOMEN’S CRASH HATS

at the

citizen allows his
a

BIG ASSORTMEXT O c

The services at the Universalist church
Sunday will be as follows: Morning
worship with sermon at 10:45, followed by
Sunday school and rehersal of music for
Children’s Sunday. Devotional meeting at
0:15 led by the pastor, topic, “Our Heroes.”
At the morning service the choir will sing
“Praise the Lord, O Jerusalem,” by Clare,
and “God is in His Holy Temple,” arranged
by C. H. Wells.

Belfast People Might Doubt This But
They Can’t Disprove It.
a

IX STOCK AXI) MADE TO ORDER.

next

Flew Stars and Stripes at close of day,
Dewey’s men, each nerve a-strain,
Knew they had well avenged the Maine!
[Faustina Highborn.

When

CRASH PANTS

Services
at
the Methodist Episcopal
Church, Sunday, May 29th, will he as follows: Sermon by the pastor, at 10 45 a. m.:
Sunday School at 12 m; Meeting of Junior
League at 3 30 p. m.; Meeting of Epwortli
League at G, Leader—Miss Millie Grout,
Topic, “Our Brother’s Burden and Our
Owu,’’Gal. 0:1-5; Prayer and sougservice
at 7.
Tuesday evening prayer meeting at
7.15 and class meeting at 7.15
Thursday evening.

And

public in

Extra size, up to .“>() breasl, ST.OO,

E.

preach both forenoon and evening.
graduate from Newton in June.

New Ideas, Philadelphia, is full of ’em as
usual. Not Philadelphia ideas, hut the latest
inventions, discoveries, etc., are admirably
presented every month n this excellent periodical. The subscription is only 50 cents a

prices.

lager. The proprietors of
arraigned on search and
Process before the Police
Court,
v
pleaded not guilty. Judge Itog- that swim in these waters—cod, haddock,
probable cause and imposed the hake, cusk, ete. An ample breakfast of
v
,f*nalty f a line of $100 and costs baked beans, brown bread, etc., was served,
n jail.
Both appealed. The and at noon an excellent fish chowder was
n
''bels will be held June 4th. made and partaken of by the hungry fishM*'ars searched the places of men, The passengers are loud in their
\V u1;.
ini
Jo8«ph A.. Gilmore and
'r!1!11-V
of the menu served them by the stew
hquors at each. The pro- praises
prietiMs
return was by
arraigned in the Police Court ard, William Libby. The
M()uqa‘v
**
»Jlr <>a8es took the same course way of Eggemoggin Reach, and they arrive of the
hotels, above reported.
ed here at 6.45 p. m.
s

ug.

The

trout

the East Orland hatch-

from

ist

even.

.vnril.

Regular sizes in sto<*K,
Mad
to order, 8<>.0().

Herrick of Colby University
preached at. the Baptist church last Sunday,
forenoon and evening. His evening
subject
was “Habit,” and his discourse was a fine
one.
The house was filled at both services.
Next Sunday Mr. Randall T. Capin, a student of Newton Theological Institute, will

..

The largest sold for 35
coming in in good numbers
by weirs... .Ambrose Morri-

per

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S WEAR.

Men's Crash Suits

Services at the Unitarian church neid Sunwill be appropriate to Memorial
Day.
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., will attend in a body.
The sermon will be by the
pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton. The music
will be as follows: Cornetsolo, Mr.
Roundy;
Ivellar’s American Hymn, Break forth into
joy, Stone; Solo, The City Beautiful, Gardiner, Miss Sullivan.
C

Witle, 1,8c.

FOR

day

Mr.

SUITINGS,

t2>x Inches

1st.

-•

are

CRASH

of Congregational churches at Searsport Harbor (Park) Tuesday, June 14th;
Waldo C E. Union at Sandypoint,
Tuesday,
June 21st; Waldo County Sunday School
Convention at North Belfast. Friday, July
ence

■

1'

Any Grocer will
by the bottle.

teacher,

or

work.

Graduating

of the

pastor
High school

any person qualified to do such
exercises for the stu-

the normal classes will form a part
the program of the State S. S. Couventiou at Skowhegan, Oct. 18, 19, and 20.
For
further information address the Supt. of the
Normal Department, Mr. Geo. H. Archibald, Wood fords, Me., or the Cor. Sec Miss

After the above date all the remaining
will be removed from Belfast.

goods
Reward,

9100

9100.

The readers of this paper will he pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its stages
and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the

only positive cure now known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the svs'
tern, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength by building
up the constitution and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers, that they oiler One Hundred
Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
F. ,1. CHENEY A: DO., Toledo, o.
Address,
4w‘Jl
U^r*Sold by Druggists, 75c.

dents of

!
1

North Stockton Sprinos.

of

Nellie B.

Jordan, Alfred,
Good

Me.

Templars

Partridge

visited

regular quarterly session of Waldo
District Lodge, Good Templars, will be held
with Sebasticook Lodge, No. 101, at Burnham Village, Saturday, May 28th. The session will open at 10 a. m., in District Degree
and the regular business will be carried out
as follows:
Opening in District Degree;
report of cedential committee; Initiation
of candidates into District Degree; appointment of committees; reports of officers;
noon intermission; opening in Subordinate
Degree; reading records ot a. m. session ; address of welcome by Sister Fisher; response
reports of committees; reports from Lodges;
miscellanceous business; Good of the Order;
reading records of p. m. session; closing
ceremeny. The M. C. R. R. will sell round
trip excursion tickets from all stations on

Belfast branch at the following rates:—
Belfast, $1.25; Waldo,IK) cts; Brooks, 75cts:
Knox, 50 cts; Thorndike, 40 cts.; Unity, 30
cts. Tickets good to return May 30th. Dinner
will be furnished by Sebasticook Lodge.
the

Miss

friends in town

(.race

Spring Style, 189"
WILLIAM A. CLARK,
I'll KMX

recently.

Inez Staples is attending the
Grammar school at the village.... Mr. Isaac
Partridge was at home from Bangor for a

....Miss

BOW,

1«||.

SOLE AGENT FOR BELFAST.

days last week....Mr. Wyman Berry
been quite sick, but is now improving.
....The pupils of the Roberts school hung
their teacher, Miss Bertha Partridge, a Mayfew
has

basket last
The

Lamson & Hubban

into

Friday night.

the house

The

party

came

spent a very enjoyable
the little sou of Elder

and

veiling.... Frank
Stairs, is quite sick.

e

Messenger’s

MAS RHTl RNFI) FROM BOSTON.
Feet treated by a
No plasters used.

special method.

Gentlemen treated

Monda;.s.
Implements disinfected after each patron.

3tli21

38
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Notice'.

Office of the Sheriff of Waldo County, »
State of Maine, Waldo County ss.
Belfast, May 19, A. D. 1898. )
This is to give notice that on the 19th day of
May, A. D. 1898, a Warrant in Insolvency was
issued by Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court
of Insolvency for said County of Waldo, against
the estate of J. O. WHITNEY of Unity, in
said County, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor,
on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
filed on the 19th day of May, A. D. 1898. to
which date interest on claims is to be computed;
that the payment of any debt to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any propertv
by him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of
the Creditors of said Debtor to prove their debts
and in case there are assets sufficient to authorizthe same to choose one or more assignees of his
estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be
hoi den at the Probate Office in said Belfast, on the
15th day of June, A. D. 1898, at two o’clock in
the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
F. N. VOSE,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of In2w21
solvency for said County of Waldo.

[

Mrs. E. A. Rhoade
(FORMERLY MR?. \V. I*. CLARK)
Manufacturer of and dealer in

Hair Goods.
Mail orders receive prompt attention.
Office 400 Main St., (up stairs)
3m2i*
P.O.Box 130.
ROCKLAND. ME

FOR

SALE!

The building and land, No. Ill Uhmnix Iti
known as the Andrews store, in Belfast. Apply
GEO. E. JOHNSON,
Or JULIUS ANDREWS,
30 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

Belfast, Me.
l‘Jtf

War

A Valuable Book Issued by the Maine Commandery of tlie Loyal Legion.

War Papers, Volume 1, issued by the
('omniandery of the Loyal Legion. The

Commandery

of the State of Maine, Mili-

tary Older of the Loyal Legion of the
United states, has through a wise publication committee brought out a most valuable book of War Papers.

The book is

a

title page, preface and table of contents;
three hundred and forty-three pages of
leading matter; eight pages of a careful
and complete index,
ihe press work is
of unusual excellence, clear, pleasant
type, most attractive page, beautiful
w hite laid paper.
The binding is of dark
blue cloth, with the imprint of the insignia of the order of the Loyal Legion on
the cover. There are two full-page plates.
The book contains nineteen papers, arranged in the order of their reading before the Commandery at meetings between the years 1888 and 18UG.
These
papers were all w ritten by members of the
in
ease
perCommandery and are
every
sonal experiences.
No writer is represented by more than one paper.
They
are printed almost exactly as they were
read, very few changes being necessary in
the editing.
Most of them display a literary merit fai above the ordinary description of similar experiences, and a
few rise to the standard of the very highest order of historic studies.
None is
w ithout commanding features and interest.
To one whose lot forbade his entering into active participation in that most
sad and glorious 'period of our country’s
history, the Civil War, the experiences
themselves are like to go on record in
mathematical order, as so many skirmishes, battles or campaigns.
They lose their
vitality, their “iiesh and blood5' significance, becoming merely the chronicle of
tin- calendar’s sequence or of geographical juxtaposition.
From such meaninglessness our history is saved by the kind
of papers in this volume.
Tlieii nature
gives them the greatest value. They are
of
the
most interrecollections
personal
estiug and absorbing experiences that
ever came into the lives of tiie writers.
And more than that, they are words of
intimate recitation from friend to friends
in tin.- freedom of companiouable associations.
un this account they furnish the
truest kind of history, for the events and
episodes here recalled are clothed in the
garb of living reality, born as they are
«*ut of favorable soil of friendly solicitation. Every paper has a reality of its own.
Each presents a picture of the original
episodes, adjusted to the -ourse of future
events, by maturer judgment and more
than a generation of weighing in the memory. but preserving at the same time all
those little details of individual impression which make a book of this kind so
clear, so real and of such unique value.
The papers cover each year of the war
and carry lie reader from northern Vermont and Eastport to Mobile and the Red
River expedition of lsd.
“The hoys of
*01,” by General < onnoi gives a picture of
unusual value of just how the war entered into the life of the youths who responded to the first call of President Lincoln.
Major Charles li. Boyd gives in
his “Incident on the Coast of Maine in
1n>],' an account of something done in

Passamaquoddy Day, including

a

and Notes.

fomfort -jp onder

The June number of Harper’s Round
Table contains the story that captured
the tirsr prize of the Round Table “.ShortStories Competition.” it is entitled “The
Comedy of The Herr Professor," and its
author is Ida Kenniston.
Among the
‘The
other features in the number are
Troop that Was Not,” by F. L. Pollock;
“Tom’s Vindication,” by Albert, White
Yorse; “The Lost Voice,” by F. 11.
Spearman; and “The Mayor’s MusicBox.” by W. S. Rossiter.

belliger-

picnic party, in which ships were
captured and the first Confederate flag
Everything at the moment is keyed to
seen in those waters.
Gettysburg is re- the concert-pitch of the war, and Harhearse..! again by Lieutenant and Adjuper's Bazar, lecognizing the universal
A
tant Cba
Rt berts, who tells his
feeling, takes special note just now of
part in the battle, his misfortune, his woman's share of flu* work in wartimes,
kind ti'ailment as a wounded soldier, and I)r. (Dace N.
Kimball, in the Bazar
then a glimpse, lie had of it all after issued on
May lil.D, gives practical details
Brevet
twenty-live yeais: by
Brigadier- as to the equipment of nurses, and
General Tln ruas \V. Hyde, who gives his states what women
may do in the way of
recollections and incidentals many opin- I lelief to the \\> aided and
suffering,
ions u generals' iigaged and comparison
i Edith Lawrence will tei! in a later humof Gettysburg and Waterloo:
and the ! her about the
of
New
Voik
society girls
work
1 the Seventeenth Maine is recalled
and their organizations lolu-lp the soldim s.
a
a
the
first
art
by
paper by Captain The number of the B. zai dated May 14th
j
George W. Yerrilb The second part of tells of the Patrioti-un of Club Women.
Captain Verniks paper takes the Seventeenth

Maine to the Wilderness, the
and
excitement and hard
lighting cf which are again brought out by
“An Experience iu the Battle of the Wilderness,” by Brevet Major Holman S.
Meither. Li utenant Henry N. Fairbanks
tells biiofly the story of four battles in
“The Bed liver Expedition of I8t>4.”
Commander Oliver V. Batchcller.
L.
.8. X
gives an unusually interesting account of Farragut’s naval tight in Mobile
Bay, iu vvhioa light he himself was an
officer of the Monongahela.
Perhaps
nothing during the war appeals more to
our sympathy than the sad prison life.
Five of these papers treat of imprisonment.
“Twenty-two Hours Prisoner of
War in Dixie,
by Brevet Major General
Htnry G. Thomas is indeed far more of a
than
a
comedy
tragedy ; and the strangely
complicated story of “My Capture and
\\ hat Came of It,'’ by Brevet Major Henry 8. Burrage, w herein, as the result of
an attempt t
exchange newspapers, he
was captured, and
by a unique chain of
circumstances held prisoner, part of the
time at Libby, dismissed from the service for disobedience of orders, Anally restored to rank and released, appeals more
to our sense >f justice than pity.
But
.lie sad stories in “Our Escape from
Camp Sorghum,” by Lieutenant Charles
O. Hunt, “In 8ix Prisons,” by Brevet
Brigadier General Charles P. Mattocks,
“Personal Observations and Experiences
in Rebel Prisons, 1804, 1805,” by Major
Akuer H. Small, bring us face to face
with the possible horrors of warfare.
The other side of suffering in war is
given by Major and Surgeon Seth C. Gordon in his “Reminiscences of the Civil
War from a Surgeon’s point of View.”
Major Sidney W. Thaxter’s “A Remarkable Reconnaissance,” gives an attractive
incident in the fortunes ot the Army of
the Potomac in the fall of 1803.
Showing bow the army closed around Richmond at the last, there is the brilliantly
planned, but unfortunate “Battle of the
Crater,” by Captain Horace H. Burbank;
the experiences of one who followed
“With the Seventh Maine Battery,” by
Brevet Major William B. Lapliam. located
at Fort Hell; and the longest paper in the
book, “The Mi itary Operations on the
White Oak Road, Virginia, March 31,
1805,” bv Breve: Major General Joshua
L. Chamberlain.
This last ranks with
any historical paoers written concerning
our war, gives in letail the work of a
day
and uight of the Fifth Corps of the arm},
and purports to set right certain incidents in that campaign that have been
wrongly recorded in our national reports.
“The Darkest Hour,” by Brevet Brigadier-General Charles Hamlin gives the
sad story of President Lincoln’s assassination in Ford’s Theatre in Washington,
and the excitement in Washington at the
time.
Papers like these record as nothing else
can
just what men do and what they
think when in actual service.
The occupations of prison life, the ingenuity to
prevent capture or to preserve valuables,
the building of tunnels for escape or destruction of the enemy, the frightful
mortality in a battle like Gettysburg
(p. 200), the familarity among pickets
(p. 2), the strange experience of being
within the enemy’s line unconsciously (pp.
25, 32), the ability to think one’s self ill in
anticipated danger (p. 143), the strain of
personal interest and responsibility—these
and a multitude of other conditions and
characteristics are found in such papers
that more conscious historical writing
must fail to retain. Not the least attractive feature of the book is the wealth of
personal opinion that creeps in almost
unconsciously—the motive of going to
war (p. 327), the estimates of
generals
(McClellan, p. 129; Halleck, p. 192;
Meade, pp. 19, 195; Butler, p. 137,) the

tiuual changes of the meaning and pronunciation of words; so that the written words
of three hundred years ago, while undergoing no change to the eye, no longer
convey the sense or the sound of the
These vernacular
original to the brain.
changes have been such that we now
either misunderstand, or wholly fail to
understand, even famous passages of
.Shakespeare, which we imagine we appreciate, because the sound and the meaning, and ofttimes the spelling, have been
so changed.
He makes a strong plea for
all writing to be done in bold straightforward English words, because “such a
habit of direct expression would surely
bring with it clear thinking. The teaching of English would become what it
ought to be,—the training of the mind to
think clearly, to formulate thought unconsciously, to get knowledge through the
channels of thought worn for it by countless
generations of English thinking
minds.”

“A Yankee in Spain” is the title of a
series of articles by Poultney Bigelow
begun in the number of Harper’s Weekly
dated May 14th. Mr. Bigelow made a
bicycle trip through the Peninsula, in the
interests of tin* Weekly, to ascertain the
sentiment of the people of all classes in
regard to many subjects that are now of
vital interest. The articles will be illustraThe
ted with photographs by the author.
opening of communication between Dawson and the outside world brings letters
from Tappan Adney, the Weekly’s special
correspondent in the gold fields.

ent

earnestness

Daughters Should be Carefully
Guided in Early Womanhood.

What suffering frequently results
from a mother's ignorance; or more
Literary
frequently from a mother's neglect to
properly instruct her daughter!
The first of a series of very important
Tradition says “woman must suffer,”
educational articles on Manual Training,
and young women are so taught.
Ilauford
will
C.
Henderson,
l’rof.
apby
There is a little truth and a great deal
pear in the June number of Appletons’
of exaggeration in this. If a young
Popular Science Monthly.
suffers severely she needs
woman
The Spanish Sketches by Pierre Loti,
treatment and her mother should see
which The Living Age is printing in an
that she gets it.
excellent translation made for its pages by
Many mothers hesitate to take their
William Marchant, exhibit the picturesque |
descriptive powers of that charming daughters to a physician for examinawriter at their best. One sketch in the
tion; but no mother need hesitate to
first group gives a glimpse of the Queen
write freely about her daughter or
Kegeut of Spain.
herself to Mrs. Pinkham and secure
the most efficient advice without
but
"'he picturesque
rapidly decreasing
Mrs. Pinkham’s address is
charge.
Indians of Southern Alaska present probably the most fertile field in America for Lynn, Mass.
The fol lowing letter from M iss Ma rik
Prof. George
the student of Indian life.
A. Dorsey, of the Field Columbian MuF. Johnson, Centra lia, l*a.. shows what
seum. will describe a recent visit to this
neglect will do, and tells how Mrs.
search of
anthropological Pinkham helped her:
region in
material, in Appletons’ Popular Science
“My health became so poor that I
Monthly for June. Numerous illustrahad to leave school. I was tired ail the
tions will add value and interest to his
time, and had dreadful pains in my
article.
side and back. I was also troubled
The Living Age lias bought the right to
with irregularity of menses. 1 was
use serially Neil Munro’s
striking story very weak, and lost so much flesh that
“John Splendid," which is now running in
friends became alarmed.
My
my
it will begin in
Blackwood’s Magazine,
mother, who is a firm believer in your
The Living Age for May 28, aud will be
published in weekly instalments until it remedies from experience, thought perIt is Scotch—but nut too
is completed.
haps they might benefit me, and wrote
Scotch: and as W. L. Alden has well
you for advice. I followed the advice
said it marks a wide departure from the
you gave, and used Lydia E. Pinkham's
"kailyard school” of fiction.
Vegetable Compound and Liver Pills as
you directed, and am now as well as I
Besides the article on the causes of the
I have gained flesh and have
ever was.
failure of the Spanish Armada, by Capa good color. I am completely cured of
tain Mahan, the June Century will con••^reVu laxity.”
tain “Ten Months w ith the Cuban Insurgents,” the experiences of a major in the
A boon to fleshy people to relieve chafing is
on
army under Garcia, aud an article
Service”
“The Confederate Torpedo
by
the electrician of the Torpedo Division in
It soothes ami heals all irritation, nml b called a
the Confederate Navy who laid the mine
“healing wonder.” R. K. Maim, of Florence,
which blew up the first guuboat ever deMass., s;ivs he is very heavy, wears a tru»>, aud
•gets great comfort out of it.’ L’o aud 60 cents.
stroyed by this means.
News

pages of

large octavo, containing eight

THE DUTY OF MOTHERS.

many theories as to how the battle s hould
have been fought, etc.
The Maine Commandery is congra tulated for giving to the public a book
of such valuable suggestions, careful narIt is
rative and historic significance.
hoped that the imprint, Yol. 1, may be
the promise of a second volume at an
early date. [Portland Press.
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The announcement of the contents of
June Harper’s shows a large proportion of
timely subjects. “Current Fallacies upon
Naval Subjects” is
b\ Captain A. T.
Mahan, U. S. N. : Professor Albert
Bushnell Hart contributes an article on
•’Our Diplomatic Relations with Cuba" :
“The situation in China” is analyzed by
“one of the most distinguished European
I correspondentsand Julian Ralph contributes “The
Cazar’s
People"—the
|
I second of a series of articles treating
as a militant power in the forefront
Russia
|
i of modern political and territorial inoveA story of the Maine woods by
I mentsHamblen bears; “A Rebel Cipher Despatch,” by David Homer Bates;and “A
Study of a child,” by Lousie E. Hogan,
are other nutworthy features in an exceedingly valuable number.
The youngest person who has ever
illustrated a magazine article is without
doubt the boy whose drawings are reproi duced in the June Harper’s to illustrate
the article entitled “The Study of a
Child,” by Louise E. Hogan. The author,
who is interested in the development of
the new science of Infant Psychology,
busied herself with collecting authentic
records of spontaneous mind development.
The child studied was allowed to grow up
as much as possible as his own nature
prompted. He learned to count and to
write as nature taught him, and almost
from infancy he drew things he saw with
The
a pencil or cut them out of paper.
article is full of amusement, and is besides, an important addition to the science
of bringing up children.
In 1801,the Atlantic Monthly showed its
spirit by putting upon its covers and title
pages the Flag of the Union, in place of
the effigy of John Winthrop, its original
emblem, while its real patriotism was
evidenced by the character of the contributions which enriched its pages. In earnest
of which it is necessary to recall that Paul
Revere’s Ride, Barbara Frietchie, Our
Orders,The Battle Hymn of the Republic,
The Man Without a Country, and the Biglow Papers (among many others), first
appeared in the Atlantic. In the number
for June the Atlantic will publish the
same flag on its cover, and give the place
! of honor to a calm, judicial, but patiiotic
summary of our Cuban relations with
Spain;the causes of the present war and
to arise from it.
The
I the problems likely
I Atlantic finds the collision to have been
val
the
media
methods
inevitable
between
j
of Spain and the highly civilized ideals
i and strong ethical sentiment of the
I United States.
Atlantic contains two forcej The May
ful and valuable papers on educational
topics. The first is by Prof. Hugo Muusterberg of Harvard, who recently sounded
in the Atlantic a warning to teachers
against expecting to get mental facts for
educational uses by dabbling in psychology. He now contributes a paper entitled
“Psychology and the lieal Life;” he analyzes the nature of real life, the conception of personalities, their action and relations, and he points out that psychology
is not the study of real life, and that it is
that
not a substitute for the sciences
consider the inner life as a will system to
be anayzed and explained,—but is a supplement to them. If properly directed,
he sees before it a welcome future.
‘Psychology is an end, as the last word of the
naturalistic century which lies behind us;
it may become a beginning, as the introductory word of an idealistic century to
In English Literature
be hoped for.”
and the Vernacular, Prof. Mark H. Liddell vigorously follows up his April Atlantic plea for better teaching of English.
He points out the tendency of a live language to drift away in its vernacular—its
every-day use—from its literary forms,
not only in construction but also in con-

|

|
|

Day.

Department Commander Southard of j
the Maine (i. A. lb lias issued his orders!
relative to the observance of Memorial ;
Day as follows:
I.
General orders No. G from National I
Headquarters concerning the observance
of Memorial Day is hereby promulgated ;
and together with these orders will be
lead at the public exercises on that day.
|
Comrades: <>m Memorial Dut is drawing
near.
With it come sacred memories and j
sad rites but pleasant duties, which are
performed with glad hearts and ready
hands.
Garland each grave with beauti- 1
ful flowers that God has kissed into existence by the touch of sunshine and dew
drop. Tread softly among the sleeping
dead; there rests the dust of heroes; dis- j
1
turb not their slumbers; they have earned
a long Uninterrupted rest; theirs was tinfight which had upon it the seal of liberty
and the sanction of God.
Comrades, May. 30th is our day; no
other day in the } ear is so sacred to us.
See to it, as much as in you lies, that the ;
day is sacredly observed. If need be in
order to prevent innovations and dese- !
orations of this day, petition city govern- J
ment or town officials for its protection.
As members of the G. A- lb of the State
of Maine, we protest against races or
games of any kind which interfere or j
interrupt or detract from our solemn services which are held on May 30.
This is a National Memorial Day for
the Nation’s dead of the war of ’01.
Comrades, let no grave be forgotton.
Plant a flag on every spot where lies the
dust of a dead comrade; it signals your
interest in them and your love of coun-

Register of

Deep

Water

What a British Official Says Concerning it.
8HIPS.
Abner Cobarn, M L Park, sailed from
Mr. J. B. Keating, the British viceHong Kong Dec 4 for New York; passed St
consul at Portland, in the report to his
Helena prior to April 23.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at New
government, which he is just completing,
York March 20 from Liverpool.
will touch upon the operations of the
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at HonoMaine liquor law. The report will say
lulu April G from New York.
the success of the system:
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, cleared from concerning
“From the inquiries I have made from
New York May 10 for Yokohama.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Royal many competent authorities, I
gather
Roads April 14 from Yokohama.
that the condition of the Maine farmer
arrived
A
S
F
Pendleton,
Emily Whitney,
has been improving in every way during
at Shanghae May 14 from New York.
the last 40 years, and the neat, progresEmily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from New sive and
thriving farms now existing
York March 5 for Zanzibar.
Gov Robie, B. F. Colcord, sailed from New throughout the State stand as proofs of
this statement. It seems to be the genYork April 7 for Hong Koug.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, sailed from eral opinion that a great deal of this
Honolulu March 30 for New York.
progress and prosperity are due to the
Josephus, J. H. Park, sailed from New | Maine liquor law. 1 am told that a little
York April 1G for Hong Kong; spoken April j
over 40 years ago a farmhouse shingled or
27, lat 3G 25 N, Ion 4G 48 W.
was rarely seen,
and that
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed clapboarded,
the average farmer of that period who
from New York Jan 14 for Hong Kong.
was
to
his
a
able
front
door
coat of
give
May Flint, E D P Nichols, arrived atHiogo
red paint was considered fairly well off.
May 1 from New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San The farm laborer at that date, before
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
beginning his daily work, required
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from New York
an allowance of Medford or Jamaica rum,
Feb. 10 for San Francisco.
and his refreshment during the day is
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at San Fran- stated to have
consisted of liquor instead
cisco April 23 from Philadelphia.
of
oat meal water.
R R Thomas, O G Nichols, arrived at
from
Manila.
“It
is
7
to
Hong Koug prior
May
universally admitted that tlie
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, sailed from Sing- Maine liquor law is not enforced in the
apt re April 4 for Boston.
cities, but I think it may safely be said
S D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at New
that throughout the rural districts the law
York April 10 from Singapore.
has had a wonderfully good effect, and
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from New York
whenever the mass of inhabitants desire
March 20 for Japan.
St Nicholas, <' F Carver, arrived at San its enforcement the law is on the statutes
to support them.
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
While, however, it is
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, arrived at •allowed that temperance may be credited
Hong Kong May 12 from New York.
with much of the improvement that has
Til lie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
taken place during the last 40 years, it
from Honolulu Fell 13 for New York.
must also be remembered that the coverWin H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
York Nov 14 for Yokahama; passed Aujer ing of the State with railroads, the openMarch 31.
ing up of new inaikets and the work perWm 11 Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from formed by the experiment station and agNew York April 20 for Shanghai.
ricultural societies, has also had much to
W J Roteii, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived do with the
present condition of the Maine
at San Francisco Jan 20 from New York.
farmer.
BARKS.
“As connected with agricultural proAlice Reed, Alanscm Ford, arrived at j ducts, 1 may allude, in passing, to the
Providence May 18 from Turk’s Island.
efforts which are being made by the State
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
board of trade to obtain reciprocity with j
YorApril 20 for Port Natal.
Resolutions favoring the project
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu Feb Canada.
have
been adopted and forwarded to
14 for Sau Francisco.
at
Monteviedo
Ethel, Dodge, arrived
May Washington.”
10 from Boston.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, at Auckland, N
School-Teacher. “Now, Willie Higgins,
Z, April 17 for New York.
tell me what Commodore Dewey
Harriet S Jacksou, arrived at Portland you may
did ou the first of May, 1808.”
May 11 from Boston.
Willie. “He did the Spaniards, ma'am.”
Herbert Black, W H Blanchanl.sailed from |
[Harper’s Bazar.
Apalachicola March 7 for Buenos Ayres.
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York |
May 10 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from !
Boston Maid. 11 for Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, arrived at Philadelphia May 4 j As well as the handsomest, and others are invited
from Havana.
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at New of
Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
York April 20 from Boston.
that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
j
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Newcastle remedy
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis I
March 9 to load for Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell,M G Dow’, at Barbadoes and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.
April 40 for Boston.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Rio Janeiro April 10 for New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at
Rajang Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
At a l-’robate Court held at Belfast, within and for !
from New York.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of j
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grithn, sailed
May. A. I). 1898.
from Rosario March 12 for Boston.
CiEORGE 11. FISHER, Executor of the last will
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, at Tu;ks ;
vJ ot WM. F. LOW. late of Frankfort., in said !
Island Apri 40 foi New Y'ork
»
iiuity of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that he may he licensed to .-ell at
SCHOONERS.
private sale and convey certain real estate belong- ;
Georgia Gilkey, W It Gilkey, sailed from \ ing to the estate of .-aid deceased, parii< ul.;rl\ deBath May 18 for New Y’ork.
scribed in said petition, in accordai ee wiiii aii adGladys, H B Colson, arrived at New York vantageous oiler therefor.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notn* to
May 14 from Port Spain.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from all persons interested by '-.uising a copy ot this
order
to be published three weeks successively in
Philadelphia May 7 for Key West.
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Bosthey
may
appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held
ton May 12 for Brunsw ick, Ga.
at Bella-t, within and
for said County, on the
Lester A Lewis,
Kimball, arrived at seci.nu lues day o! June next, at ten of the clock
Salem May 12 from New' Y ork.
bef ore noon and show cause, ii any they have, why
the prayei ol aid petitioner should not be Planted.
Lucia Porter, harrow, sailed from Perth
i. E<). E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Amboy May 4 lor Gardiner.
A true copy.
Attest:
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from B<>s- |
p. Hazkltine. Register.
Ciias
ton May 11 for Jacksonville.
It F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at, Phila- i
At a Pr (bate Court held at Belfast witl
and for
deiphia May 14 from New York.
the Coiiiuv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
K \V Hopkins, Hiehborn, arrived at Port i
A. 1). IS',is;.
May
7
from
Tainjta May
Cienfuegos.
Sallie r6n,\V H West, arrived at Peruaiu- i \I \KY J. SME1HU !i<i, widow of JOHN S
JL SMEDRl'RG. ace ot Coiiy. ii -aid County
btico April 2e from New York.
cl Waldo, deceased. having presented a petition
Tofa. A S Wilson, arrived at Sabine Pass
pray
mg lie dower in the real estate of \\ hie 11 said
May 4 from Vera Cruz.
deceased died seized and possessed, may be as\\ illie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
signed and set out to her and that commissioners
may be appointed for that purpose.
Bangui May lb from Philadelphia.
Ordered. That the said petitiouei give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
jllie Kind You Hate Always Bought
Bears the
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
tin- second Tuesday of June next, at ten oi' the
clock before noon and show cause, il any they
have, why the praver of said petitioner should
not be granted.
On Rag Carpetings.
CEO. E JOHNSON. Judge.

important

AN OPEN

To MOTHERS.

the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty yeai
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that
the kind you have alwhys bought
—* on
r
and has the signature of
p
per. No one has authority from me to use my name ex
The Centaur Company, of which Chas. II. Fletcher is Pres; I

March24,1898.

A true

carpets,

as

age of progression in rag
in the more elaborate works of

One may even go into tlie mountains
and learn many new things. There the old
life.

gins. "is the possibility of an invasion.
Suppose Spain should land 100,600 men on
our

shores ?”

“That would le easily handled, my dear,”
“Congress could imsaid Mr. Spriggins.
mediately pass a tariff act charging 60 per
cent, duty on all
ruin Spain to pay

Spanish tie ops. It would
it.” [Harper’s Bazar.

PYNY-PECTORAL
A

copy.

an

THE CENTAUR

QUICK CURE FOR

COUGHS AND COLDS.
VERY VALUABLE
affections of the

remedy In all

THROAT OR LUNGS.
Large Bottles, 25c.
DAVIS & LAWRENCE CO., Lim.,
Prop’s

of

Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer.
FOR

A. A.

SALE BY

Howes'& Co.

<

COMPANY,

77 MURRAY STREET.

At a Probate Court neiu at Belfast, within ami
for the Countv of Waldo on the second Tuesday of May, a: I>. 18B8.
T>RADSTREET H. MASON, grandson of HANI) NAH V PATTKE, late of Monroe, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that Walter Bartlett of Monroe,
in said County may be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased.

granted.
A true

copy.

|

1

!.

II'ALOO SS.— In Court of proba'*-.
»\
fast, on tin* second l uesday
MARY A. LIBBY Administratrix
of BENJAMIN LIBBY, late of lb

GEO. E. J< HINSON, Judge.
Attest
Chas. P. Ha/.ki.tink. Register.

County, deceased, having presented

final account of administration
allowance.

of

m.

Ordered, That notice thereof be
weeks successively, in the Repui'
primed in Belfast., in said county, Hi
interested may attend at a Probate
held at Belfast, on the somd Tue~
next, and show cau~e.it any they '.
said account should not he allowed.
GE*). E. JOHNS'
A true my. Attest:
H AS. P. II A/.S.l. II N
o

Malered. That the said peri: h net give notice io
all persons interested by cau-iug a ropy .>•' this
order To be published t ill '-, week- -urre--iv 1 > in
tin- Republican Journal, nriiii.-d at Bellasl, that
they may appear at a lToiute ourr, t* he held
said oimty. ni; he -ecat Beita-t. with, in and i<
o'.id Tuesday of June next. at. ten ol the dock
before noon, and show a use. if any :k.
have,
why the prayer ot said petitioner should not be
granted.
GEO. L. JoIINmiN, Judge.
A trite copy.
Attest
C’has P. IIazelti.m:, Register.
■

..I IT.
lit <
Y ,VLU<
fast. 'h ; lie St1.
>.>
n
I»EM1 Ml 'l > U. Ml
IIA\ A 1 mi:Ms:
",
I...ISH A H. CAKTEK. am
estat
11
in said ('■ .l.t > dei ea-e<
! t.
I
i; t.:
"! a- u
second a i.d dual s•
said est-Tte I"- aI h wain e.
Drdere*!. That notice, there"!' U
weeks seee, <>ividy. in the liepuMi
j in ted in Be Mast.' in s.'ii ! e.aimy.
interested may attend at a 1 ln -i a;
T
held at Bellas!, on the secmi
next, and slew eause.il any the;
said ace >ei,t -ii■ 11 i•. e"t I a a a
< E<». E. it >11 Ns
Attest
A me ..p\
( n vs. 1*. 11 a/.i:;.
—
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Probate Court heldat Bella-:, wit bin and for
the Colin tv ot Waldo, i.n the seem id Tucsda' of
May A. I). 1 898.

At a

*■-

A f \ l: \
W. Bl'KNES. lorincrh VAR\ W
i!.ELY. guardian ot JAMEs II. C1LI.KY,
ESTHER M < II.LEY aiei I’.ERN It 1. A Cl LI.!. V
minor heirs ol NELSON R Cll.l L Y la;. *>t Waldo, in saiii County >>: Waldo. deee.i-c I. li.ivit c
presented a petition playing ihat -he may he*
iicctised to sell at public <u pri\ate sale and -oiivey certain real estate belonging t< -aid imteos.
and particularly described in said petition

<

M

i)rdered, That the said petitioner give noti. to
all persons inteiested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three week- suc'-essivcly in
the Republiean Journal, printed at Belta.-f. that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to lie held at
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock before tmon. and show cause, it any they have, why
the praver of said petitioner should not lie granted.
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
( has. p. Hazei.tink, Register.

WALD
\>
last.

lie

1

s,

HATTIE H. SlMl sOX -Ydm.i
V,
"t MAK\ S. IIAI.1
late m
said County, deceased. h..\ in a pm"iiu
ami final aeeoitu: "f admints
estate tor allowance.
h d-reil, That, im; ithere a !•»
weeks suceessivtdy, it: the Kep'd .a
printed n, Belfast’, in sain County.
sons interested mav attend at a 1T..>
ond T
he held at Belfast on tinnext, and show cause, it any 111• *\
said a.■••"tint should not he allowed.
GEo. 1. JnllNs
Attest:
Atrueeopv
Cn.vs r. 11 az id. IN
late

1

••

1

Il
t I'l'i.i .;i
A U'n > Ss.
urt
YY
>>
the si-1',md Tiiesd.!.
last.
\S
\\\
VOSE,
Adiniii'.strai.
THOM
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami tor
\\
the Countv ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol "f CA BUIE I. liOKIVAN. late
said Couuiy. deceased, having pres."
May, A. I). 1898.
and final account of administration
LOW, widow of W M. E. LOW. late tor allowance.
of Frank fort, in said County of W aldo, deOrdered. Thai notice there"! he
ceased. having presented a petition praying for J
weeks successively, in the Uepuhli,
an allowance out of the personal estate of said
]>rinted in Belfast, in said county, th.i
deceased.
| interested may attend at a lTohaie
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to 1 held at Belfast mi the second Tuo
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
next, and show cause, il any they h.
order to bo published three weeks successively in
j said account should not he allowed.
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast that
GEO. E JOHNS'
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held i A true
copy. Aitest
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
HAS 1’. H A/.KI. list.
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and -how cause if any they have,
SS.
hi Court >! Pta.hah
why the prayer ol said petitioner should not be ITTALlM) on
the second Tuesday
VV last,
granted.
OTIS O. BOWEN, Adnnnist’.u
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
OLIVE \V. BOWEN, late of BehaA true copy. Attest
ty. deceased. ha\ ing presented lit- In
( has. p. Hazeltine, Register.
administration ol said estate for ali< v.

WEALTHY

■

!

|

>

Probate Court held
County of Waldo,
May, A. 1)'. 1898.

At a

the

at
on

Ordered,

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

a. ordway, widow of gkorge b.
ORDWAY. late of Swanville, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of tlie persoual es
tate of said deceased.
Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
lield at Belfast within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clock before noon) and show cause, if and they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

1

Probate Court held
the Countv ot n aldo,
May, A. P. 1898.

At a

j
I

at
on

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

certain instrument, purporting to lie the last
will and testament, of Bnl'NPS C. PINS
MORE, late of Belfast, m said County ,.l Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate,

\

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
he
by causing a copy of this order
published three weeks successively in th. Ke
! publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they

j

interested

may appear at a Probate Court to lie held at
Belfast within and for said County, on the
of the
Executors of the last
testament
; second Tuesday of dune next, at ten
! clock before noon, and show cause, it any they
MARY REILLY, late of Frankfort,
i
the same should not be proved, apin the County of Waldo, deceased, and given have, why
and allowed.
bonds as the law directs
All persons having de- proved
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
mands against, the estate ol' said deceased are
Attest
A true copy.
desired to present the same for settlement, and
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
THOMAS F. REILLY,
The snhseriher
MATHEW W. REILLY.
Frankfort, May 10,1808.
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
with the will annexed,
I of the estate of
NOTICE. The subscriber
MARY JANE FRENCH, late of Palermo,
hereby gives notice that he lias been duly
appointed Administrator of the estate of
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
AMELIA S. ERSKINE, late of Montville,
the
law directs. All persons having demands
as
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given against the estate of said deceased are desired to
debonds as the law directs. All persons having
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
mands against the estate of said deceased are thereto are requested to make payment immedidesired to present the same for settlement and all ately.
MARTHA BLANCHE FARRINGTON.
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
SIMON S. ERSKINE.
Skowhegan, May 10, 1898.
immediately.
Montville, May 10, 1808.
NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apNOTICE. The subscriber pointed Administrator of the estate of
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
CHARLES CLARK, late of Belfast,
Administrator of the estate of

APMINlSTRATRIX'SNt>TICE.

appointed’Administratrix

ADMINISTRATOR’S

ADMINISTRATOR’S

ADMINISTRATOR’S
appointed

|

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having debonds as the law directs.
mands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are.requested to make payment
immediately to Wm. P. Thompson of Belfast, my
CHARLES CLARK.
authorized agent.
East Sound, Wash., Mav 10, 1898.

That notice thereof

he

weeks successively, in the Repul
printed in Belfast, in said county.

.*•

interested may attend at a Proh,u.
held at Belfast, on the second Tmnext, and show cause, if any tin y
said account should not be allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNS
A true copy. Attest:
< 11 as
r. Hazki.tini-

Maria

I

LOUISA THOMPSON, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands
as the law' directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediJOHN M. THOMPSON.
ately.
Unity, May 10, 1898.

1

(

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
duly appointtestament of
GAY, late of Belfast,

The subscribers

..

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
.May, A. 1). 1898.
\f A KY A. LIBBY, Administratrix of the state
M of BENJAMIN LIBBY. late ot Belfast, in
said County ol Waldo, deceased, haviug preset.ted a petition praying that sai
Court may ilertermine who are entitled to tin- balance of the estate
of -aid deceased now remaining in her hands for
distribution, and their respective shares therein.

Executrix
RICHARD S.

NOTICE.

NLWYUHK CITY.

’ALDOSS.—In Court oi Probate,
fast, on the second Tuesday
GEORGE A. WARREN. \ ituinis’
fate of MILTON !. \\ liITt OMR,
in said County, deceased, having ;
first and final account of adminis 1.
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof !•••
weeks successively, in tin.1 Reptile:
printed in Belfast, in said County
interested may attend at a Probate
held at Belfast, on the second Tue~o
next, and show cause, if any they
said account should not be allowed.
GKO. E. JOHNS'
A true copy. Attest:
ClIAS. 1*. H A/.KLIi:

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they max appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten oi the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be

EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that she has been
ed
of the last will and

hereby
KXECUTORS’
igive notice that they have been duly appointed
will and
<>t

Always Bougl,

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You,

IT/’ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelVl
fast, on the seond Tuesday of May. 1898.
GEORGE WORKS, Guardian \>f JCDSO.N J
HARDING, minor child ot JEREMIAH C. HARDING, late of l isity, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of guardianship of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, m the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast., in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of June
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas P. ILazeltine, Register.

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber here! v
J gives notice tiiat he has been duly appointed
Executor of the last, will and testament of
SAMUEL CHASE, late of Monroe,
! in the County of Waldo, deceased,and given bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having demands
; against the estate of said deceased arc desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
I thereto are requested to make pawnent immediatelv.
OLIVER 1\ CHASE,
j Belfast, May 10, 1808.

endanger the life of

BEARS THE SIGNATURE GF

At a

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demauds against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Ei-LEN C. GAY.
Belfast, May 10, 1808.

not

“The Kind You Have

Register.

Probate < 'ourt held at Belfast, within ami for
The Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav ot
May. A. D. 1898.
TOHN F. ('BEASEY. administrator of the estate
of WILLIAM T. < BEASEY, late of Morrill,
m said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition pray ing that he may he licensed
to sell at private sale and convey the'whole of the
real estate of said deceased, and particularly described in said petition.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at.
Belfast, within and for said County,on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of tin* clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
praver of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Uhas. p. Hazkltine, Regieter.

/

your child by aco
substitute
which
some
cheap
druggist may offhe
makes
few
a
more
(because
pennies on it"), t
gradients of which even he does not know.

—..

Attest
Chas. I*. Hazeli ink,

^

a

6,'T"

There is

J

Do Not Be Deceived.
Do

PROBATE NOTICES.

—.-.

LETTER

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “CASTORIA,” AND
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” AS OUR TRADEMARK.

THE HOMELIEST MAN INiBELFAST

women, who for years have been carpetweavers, no longer sew their woolen and
cotton strips together for their rag balls
but follow au ingenious method of slipknotting two ends together.
Cut the rags in strips about one-half
inch broad.
Snip near each end of each
strip a little slit or opening large enough
Place the
for a rag strip to slip through.
try.
over
II.
We trust every Post will attend slits of two strips to be joiued one
divine service, uniformed and in a body, the other; take tlie opposite end of one of
them and pass it through both slits: pull
on Sunday preceding Memorial Day, (May
the loop together gently and firmly; then it
29th).
holds as thread never can.
The mounIII.
All Post Commanders in the Detaineers of Maryland use this plan in prepartment are requested to cordially invite
with
satisfacthe co-operative services of the Woman’s ference to the old-time style
Relief Corps, the Woman’s State Relief tion.
Extremely pretty rugs for the bathCorps, Sons of Veterans and the Ladies’
Aid Society as special participants in the room are made by having balls of white
a blue thread.
cotton
woven
Sunday service and the decoration service, These strips should upon
he three yards in
rugs
and provide all necessary arrangements
for the efficient observance of the days so length, and have fringe of the blue thread
that no soldier’s, sailor’s or mariner’s at each end.
They wash easily, and are very pretty,
graves in the Department shall be negtrouble of cutting up
lected.
Also to extend invitations to all and quite repay the
civic and benevolent societies, schools all the old bits of white cotton, which
and patriotic citizens to participate in the would otherwise descend to the ragobservance of Memorial Day, in evidence bag.
But all these simple fashions are not to
of their appreciation of tlie sacrifices made
the beauin defence of the flag and for the perpet- be mentioned in connection with
tiful “catalon” made by the weavers in
uity of the American Republic.
most
the
manufacture
They
IV.
Let all flags hoisted be displayed Quebec.
beautiful and artistic carpets or bangings
at half mast.
to
Blanks are enclosed which should out of cotton scraps, and it is well
V.
be filled immediately after Memorial Day known, now that there is so much travel
dominion in
into the
by tlie adjutants and sent in the enclosed that the Queen’s weavers will summer,
work up
Quebec
envelope to J. W. Webster, Newport, Me., for a
trilling price any quantity of colored
Department Chaplain.
It
is not
cotton into beautiful designs.
By command of
necessary either that the cotton goods
Charles A. Sovthard,
shall be prepared into strips for them, as
Department Commander.
there is no additional charge for cutting
James L. Merrick,
and piecing out the balls.
Quebec also
Assistant Adjutant General.
makes a specialty of silk portieres, and
its workers take the utmost pains in their
Inspection of Feeding Stuffs, 1898.
combination of colors.
Bag carpeting lias
been
called native American tapestry, and
Bulletin 44 of the Maine Agricultural
in out-of-the-way corners one
Experiment Station, contains the analysis sometimes
of the samples of feeding stuffs collected comes upon au unexpected display of
Several native taste.
[Harper’s Bazar.
under the new inspection law.
analysis have been made of each of the
“All that I am afraid <-f,” said Mrs. Sprigconcentrated feeds and
more
these are given in tabular form, together
with comments on the goods, and the
way the law is being observed. The bulletin states that the Station has had the cooperation of dealers, manufacturers and
consumers in the enforcement of the law;
and that there have been no wilful violations of the law. The following quotation
sums up the way the law is operating:
The most noticeable thing accomplished
by the law is the driving out of the State,
the adulterated cotton seed meal which
The law has
was so largely sold in 1897.
come into effect without friction and by
another season it bids fair to be running
as smoothly and satisfactorily as the ferIt protects both the dealer
tilizer law.
and the consumer. It tends toward a
moie rational use of feeding stuffs, which
will be alike beneficial to the feeder and
the dealer.
Bulletin 44 will be sent free to all who
apply to the Agricultural Experiment
Station, Orono, Me. In writing please
mention this paper.

The Maine Law.

Vessels

•

a Probate Court held at Belfast
for the Countv of W aldo, on the
Of May. A. lb I8l»8.
a
certain instrument, purporting
A will and testament of At.Bloviate of Belfast, in said County of No
ed. having been presented for proha:
Ordered, That notice be given i.
terested by causing a copy of this
published three weeks sucoe»ivel>
Mean Journal, printed at Belfast, in
appear at a Probate Court to he ltd
within and for said County, on tinday of June next, at ten of the C
and show cause if any they have, w
should not lie proved, approved ami
liF.t» E. JOHNS*
Attest:
A true copy.
C 11 A S. 1'. 11 A / V.

At

>.

|

••

SHERIFF’S SA!
la ken
1|TA 1.1 M)
>' tlie inhabitant

i-

d

e\e< ui

the

tv

K «•

litSprings against
now ot
1’iesipie Isle, in Aroosio
will be sold at public am ioi
ISAS,
second day of duly A. D
Anna

clock in the afternoon, at the store
belt, in Stockton Springs, in said
right, title and interest which the
ley has or had on the 24th day
hours and no minutes a. m.. a. 1». 1
time of the attachment on the "ii-1
and to the following described pare*
the buildings thereon standing, sit
Stockton Springs and bounded as !
Beginning in west line of the mill r<>
at northeast corner of Annie M. Ithence westerly, by said Berry’s land
Amanda S. Costigan to the shore of
said Stockton Spiings; thence northsaid shore to land >>l Mrs. Mary U V
easterly, by said Nealey ’s land to sai
thence southerly, by said road t-<

bound, containing

ten acres, more

<-i

Dated this tenth day of May. A 1*.
EUGENE BLANCHARD, Dcpe

Proposals

for

Collecting

Sealed proposals for collecting the s:
ami city taxes of the city o! Belfast teipal year 1898, will he received by tk
until Monday, June 0, IH98. at 5
the City Council reserving the right t
of said proposals or to reject all.
L. li. MURCH, Ui
Belfast. May 5, 1898.-4wl9

l

Only Daughter.

An

Waldo

County

for Good Roads.

evening shadows are gatherThe latest bulletin from the
State
mking of a dear friend, with Board of
Agriculture is a good roads numVl, passed many pleasant hours,
ber.
We give the reports from Waldo
.penta'. vision I see her sparkling County:
ling face. She belonged to a
v. and was an only daughter
few that praise and petting

..j

.'he

are.

the

light
daughter

was

I never

saw a

of
so

aim seemed to be, to do
dd to make her parents

; let

brothers

e

I'

had

'in

were

very
sweet sunny dis-

a

arm'd suusliine wherever

I
1 ife

she

united in

was

ithful choice.

desired in

mar-

She was all

life partner.
Jit never made right. She
ieu rule the rule of her life,
red that her mother-in-law
the little
was

a.arn

led

angel,
sea-faring

vessel

a

■v.is

a

a

when

man,

quite

smart, energetic man,

a

ii navigator.
commanded for

:ie

years
While it was

very lucky.
made its nest among the
.red its young.
That was

u

good omen, and the vessel
Robin.
wife often went quite

long

with her husband.
They
hei early home.
It was

they

a

not

were

away at
often to-

unities to be

f

they were smoothly sailf life, rough winds besad
>r

reached home

news

had died at

son

sea.

great for the mother
taken ill.
Anxiety soon
m»

her, and after a short illThe mother sura.\ay.
little time, but did not
ness
She joined him on
The surviving

and

sons

it their great loss in the

parents.
of ‘e“ the Robin sailed
t to Mobile.
The eapi

a

'h him.

und

(>n arriving at
there from

friends

and his wife.
The cap•■•anl his vessel with yel-

n

aptain of the Robin and

<■

oard and rendered all the
mid.
It was not long be-

.!

passed

away.
the Robin sailed from
the Chincha Islands,
n
few days before

for

but

it

taken ill with yelpassed through the gather-

t-.ie was

the land that is

bright

and

-plain left her remains on
hoping that some of his
'ail that way and take her
>r to the nearest port for

thought that none but those
n similarly situated could
-tin's feelings as he left the
'loved one" on that lonely
see her
smiling face, nor

I
(

;

I

voice again.
he Robin safely arrived at

suit

j

unis,
r a
_e

and after

:.<i survi ved but
;

were

i

.is

lt
|

loading with

port in hreat Britain.
the captain was taken
made,

a

short time.

on

board the

remains home.

reached

But be-

her destination

h another vessel and went

board,

m

j;

1

save one man.

vessel went to the bottom

r

■

the

i

captain,

called

at

tile after, but the remains
ie not there.
The surviv-

\

the “only
0

daughter,M

are

ih.
short time before the cap>
companion, in that land

[■

l

than

day.

Their memory
tresli and green with those

J

l

j

earth,

on

J I'Ll A C. MrnGETT.

j
I

:i.igs.
while looking through some
rhes, I made such a lucky
Mred a new dress on the
“What was it, dear?”
'hecks that had never been

;
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Brooklyn

Life.

•‘•lie! In Six Hours.

Kidney and Bladder disease
'■'Muirs by “New Great South
!-e.“
It is a great surprise on
xceeding promptness in reMadder, kidneys and back,

i.

|
j

male.

Relieves

immediately.

;

retention of
If you want

this is the remedy.
Howes and Co., Druggists,
ly‘28
ore

>

Papa,

L
:

iiii'H is

}

person

News.

what

does repent-

the sorrowful

feeling

after hefgets caught

horses, dogs and ;
mange
•"><■ minutes by Woolford’s
This never fails. Sold by
Druggists, Belfast, Me. i
wants is his profit, and i
liis book.
Pay him his'
Globe.
coney.
or

[".Atchison

SHOO.
Deletion's Anil Diuretic
i

you more than $100 if
who soils bedding from in;iter during sleep. Cures
ike.
It arrests the trouble
8"hl by A. A. Howes & Co.,

i
!

Iy28

ist.Me.

hnny,

t

that vqu give
of that orange.”

see

ids share
s, ina.”
Ethel:

[■I
L-

me

ia
'•

any.”

“Mamina, he

Johnny: “Well,

Lions don’t eat oranges.”

►or Over

Fllty fears.

Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
k< j,
thing Syrup has been used for
€'•
P'^rs by millions of mothers for
11 while
M,,1'
teething, with perfect
d
"thes the child, softens the
s
tiiH
pain, cures wind colic, and
r^Ilu:<ly for Diarrhoea. Is pleas'’t'tC
if,, ;
-»8te. Sold by druggists in every
fc
world. Twenty-five cents a botllu*‘ is incalculable. Be sure and
fe
y
h.
/; Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
"'T kind
S

'•

'CVSTOni A.
/t the Kind You Have

L

t0
4l.

.j*

'lres
n

sutler from

Always Bought

that

horrible

itching piles. Doan’s
quickly and permanently.

store, 50 cents.

That there is need of imroads is very evident.
we
Perhaps
already have all the legislation we can live up to.
Don’t thiuk a
State highway commission would be for
the interests of the rural towns.
Think
it better for the towns to manage their
own affairs, roads included.
Towns can
build roads with much less expeuse than
a state
and
less
commission,
hardships to
its citizens.
The one point to be taken
into consideration, should be that of making the roads as permanent in their construction as is possible with the material
from which they are built.
All bushes
should be cleared from the limits of the
the
traveled
made
roads,
portion
wide,
good ditches made and kept clear, and
the same common sense and energy
applied to the business that a good,
thrifty business man would apply to his
Work should begin as
private affairs.
early in the spring as the nature of the
soil will allow. Should use a road machine,
using the plow first and removing all rocks
or obstructions.
Then the machine will
be doing the work intended for it to do.
Expect to see the roads improved under
our present system.
fB. F. Foster.
Monroe.
A State road commission
would be an expensive board that would
gi.e no adequate service for their pay.
As for the best method of repairing roads,
can only say that no method cau be
given
that will apply to all roads.
One piece of
road may be best repaired by one method,
and another piece may need a good deal
of a different kind of work.
In brief,
roads can best be repaired by that article
known as common sense.
The new law
is meeting with lots of opposition, and its
success depends wholly on the way it is
executed,
li has possibilities, both good
and bad.
In this respect it does not
differ from other laws. Is anything known
of the apple called Princess Louise*? What
is its season in Maine? is the tree hardy
here? [E. C. Dow.

__/

ditches inside the old.
done, a good job, look after
A~fn’ having
for it afterwards. Cut turnouts
on
hills, and do not allow water to run
aown wheel
ruts, and thereby leave the
roads rough and
stony. Half an hour's
sometimes save $25 in tepairs.
r«r
n
,,
[M. B.
Hunt.

;

j

The Physical Factor In Public-School
Education.

new

HOME DYEING

Every well-equipped school system
should include in its
teaching-force a
“Director of Sports.” Such Director
should be a skilled exponent of the best
systems of physical culture; he should be
an athlete in the best
sense; he should
have the
military instinct; he should
possess a fair knowledge of anatomy and
hygieue; he should be a high-minded
gentleman, capable of distinguishing between sports that ennoble and those that
degrade; in fact, he should be a “born
leader.”
Who can bound the influence
for good that such a man might exert?
The suggestion starts a train of
thought;
vision and the imagination become active;
and, while yet playiDg within the range of
the practical, we see the co-ordination of
the mental and physical powers,—each
helping the other. Some of the nervewearing work of the confined class-room
might be transferred to the yard, the
play ground, the field, or the woods; still
more might be rendered much easier of
accomplishment under the stimulus sugWhether the play ground
gested.
be the school-yard of limited dimensions,
or the more liberal
common field, the
sports therein could be supervised in a
general way by the Director of Sports.
I hough it is not claimed for a moment
that such care would be possible as to
forestall everything that a refined mother
might wish her child to avoid, it is
believed that a great improvement
might
be made as regards the
language, tricks,
and contentions that are too
frequent accompaniments of uuwatched sports in the
streets, back alleys, and on forbidden
fields.
\\ bile it is not desired that all
games should be played under the eye of
a director, nor
supposed that a majority
will be played under rules best calculated
to adapt them to the physical capacities
of the players, nor that the twelve-yearolds will play Rugby football in clerical
garb and with corresponding sanctity, it is
nevertheless held that the direct influence
of a director of sports of the
right mould,
and his indirect influence exerted
through
boys whom he has reached, may l>e
reasonably expected to lead to conditions
that must make
for better physical
development, for nobler manhood and
womanhood, and, therefore, for purer
morals. [Mr. E.
Willard in the May
Forum.

A Pleasure at Last

our

Manure, How

I Use it, and

Why.

NEW
STYLE

For forty years I have
used all ray dressing, except for a small
gardeu, to top dress
my grass laud, with most
satisfactory results a steady gaiu iu
quantity and qualit} with a grand saving of
plowing, cultivating and re-seeding. It keeps the ground
warm
winters, cool and moist summers,
/ great saving of the fine parts of the
bl°Wing and waslliug into waste

OLD
STYLE

MAYPOLEsoap r

WASHES & DYES

W1,

pHces°m
All

life that lives
through our cold winters, the vegetable as well as the animal
kingdom, need both food and clothing.
Therefore do not turn
your stock on to
the mowing land to rob the roots
of their
or
to
tread the life out of the
clothing,
same.
Many say that the grass binds out.
I never saw the like. It is
starved out
The light, pale color of our
every time.
old grass fields speaks louder than
words
“I am hungry, feed me.”
You cannot
hne
manure on the grass
spill
ground, no
matter what the soil
may be. without
that
turning
light, pale color to a dark
green, and make it hold up its head high
to thank and reward
you for your kindness and plant food.
Many say they are afraid to top dress,
as their manure will
dry up and wash
When one top dresses his
away.
grass
land it tills the ground with roots which
act like a sponge to absorb all the moisture that falls from the
heavens, and dry
ing up only locks up the plant food and
1h Ids it until again unlocked by moisture.
The whole history of the guano islands
proves this to be true, where the manure
lies for unknown ages exposed to sun ami
w ind.
Yet it brings in the market ninet'
dollars per ton.
Many say the scent of the manure w hen
spread on the ground is a loss, but l3rof.
Johnson says that which we smell is sulphureted hydrogen, which lias no market
[A'otk—We do not know of this apple hav- value. it Supposing it does have a small
proves nothing.
ing been grown in Maine. Shou.d want to value,
b omstock in Itis philosophy iu speaking
handle it only experimentally.—St'-/rr<trt/.]
of thedivisiblity of matter says that a sinI think the State should
Bi'K.vh.vm.
maintain bridges of a certain length.
We gle grain of musk, the four-hundredth and
should have our roads at least twenty eightieth part of an ounce, will scent a
feet in width, with good ditches, and large room for years, yet the nicest adkeep the water drained off. 1 think two justed scales fail to detect a loss. In
rods of road built iu May or June are bringing it home to our senses the little
worth more than three built later. Each animal that creeps about our fields, called
fat raer should be obliged to keep t lie a polecat, will scent quite an extent of
F. A. Bacbelder, country for days and weeks, yet the
hedges cleaned out.
Commissioner.
amount of liquid mixed with the urine
Belmont,
(food roads make better which does tlie mischief is but a few
farmers in the long run, and the first drops.
That same force that w ould take
a grain of dressing into the air would take
move tu make i>, to have competent men
to oversee the work of road building.
We your hat from your head.
I would as
soon think of fulling against the clouds as
can get more labor done on the road under
the state highway commission, for the a grain of dressing going there.
Ail laws
reason that the commissioner can
hire of gravity are the other way. Old Mother
just the men he wants to work, and if he Earth claims her own. no matter w hat the
takes an interest, as he should, he will Advents say about it.
All manure spread on the ground,either
hire a crew of men that will work instead
1 think for top dressing or to plow under, should
of leaning on their hoe handles.
the best tin e to work on the road is the be made line before it dries.
If it once
month of J ane, as the soil and other ma- dries no ordinary amount of rain will
terial for building roads are in better con- soften it.
When
dry lump is plowed
dition to work.
Have had no experience under it is more likely to be harrowed up
with snow rollers.
When we have the on top than to mix with the soil.
When
manure lying on tb> ground is
team, the best method we can find is the
dry enough
old-fashioned triangle, which we think j to fall apart when disturbed, then is the
makes a nice, smooth, hard road. 1 think time to pulverize it. no matter what you 1
the best method to clear the hedges is t«» j are doing. Small white birch trees fasten- j
take a good team and pull the stumps ; ed into a header is about the cheapest and
aud bushes out by the roots.
I think best to do this work.
Vegetation has no i
towns would do well to purchase rock j teeth to eat.
Do not fail to make your
crushers and crush some of the rocks and j dressing line.
1 spread my manure with Kemp’s ma- ;
stone walls by the side of the road, and j
then you will have a building material nure spreader immediately after haying, \
that will wear and make a good road. before fall rains, when the ground is dry |
Another thing, I think that one reason and thirsty so the grass and soil will l
why we have poor roads is that when we absorb all the liquid that leaches from the |
The same liquid that would
work on the roads we do not clear out the manure.
old ditches as we should, to give the water wash iuto the creeks and streams to feed j
a chance to drain off'.
think
the
our
fish
aud
1
sea life when the manure is
legislature would do well to make a law that spread on frozen ground.
It is estimated
1
all wagons should have wide tires, allow- by learned men that when fine manure is
ing no carriage on the road with tires less thoroughly mixed with water and then
than two inches wide, and team wagons well drained the water will remove me i
four to six inches wide.
[L. F. Allen- half of the plant food, the most soluble
wood.
half.
The vegetable as well as animal
I am very glad to see in life receives all nourishment through the i
Searsport.
the issue of Bulletin N". 2, that our Sec- liquids.
Can the farmers afford to lose !
retary is not only helping the good work the better half of their manure? Many
of looking after agriculture, but is looking noted farmers build theii ban s without
to the benefit of our roads; for we ueed ; storage room for manure
Sj reading it
good, substantial roads to drive upon, as J as made will do at some seasons of the i
well as to haul our produce, wood, etc. \ year but when the pores of the ground
It also gives to the public the idea that we j are filled or locked up with frozen water
1 do not it is all wrong.
are alive, progressive and neat.
How can men leach at.d j
think that we ueed a State highway com- waste their plant food faster t.ian spreadBut if our road commis- j ing it on the snow to be washed away and
mission as yet.
sinners of the several towns do not give j leached when the snow melts and spring j
perfect satisfaction, then 1 deem it neces 1 rains come? Is it not as safe piled up b\
sary that we should have one, or that our the side of the barn?
town officers see to it that the roads are
Because ground bears a good crop after j
properly cared for. The most effective the manure has beeu spread the winter
That argument
way to repair roads is to be sure in the fall before, proves nothing.
that the culverts are all clear and in good reminds me of the old lady s goost that
that
the
fall
for
are
sure
then
are
all
before
and
killed
all
behind.
repair,
you
Why j
and spring rains, which are quite often kill all behind? Simply because the dressDo farmer* want weak j
very heavy, will run off', and if the cul- iug is too strong.
verts are clogged there is bound to be an
manure for their land because it will prooverflow, washing the roads to some ex- duce two or three good crops? If so why j
for plios- i
tent; then, too, the gutters or ditches pay 5d)0 per ton for grass or
along each side of the road should be deep phates? Old, weak, line manure agrees
water
from
the
its
take
tlie
centre.
with
hut
it
soon
lose*
effect.
to
vegetation
enough
I would not expose man or beast to the
Take the earth from ditches and place in
centre of the road, making the centre of cold winter winds and storms for the sake
the road at least eighteen inches higher of having the manure where the better
Sand or gravel part will wash down the hill into the
than the outer sides.
should not be put on roads which have brooks.
Oftentimes the snow is so deep
any down grade, for it costs money and for weeks and mouths that a team cannot
time to haul it and it will wash away in haul a load over the fields where wanted.
the first heavy rain.
[Thos. K. Howe.
Again, in the fall and spring the ground
is too soft to drive a loaded team over,
Monhoe I think a State highway comBushes should and will cut up and destroy the fields and
mission is not desirable.
What
be cut and rocks removed.
The rocks also the roads if there are any.
should be hauled away, not dumped in would cue do with manure at such times as
the ditches as commonly done.
Plow the this? In the barn cellar under the cattle
ditches and scrape in with road machine. to receive the liquid and bedding as made
It makes the dressing
The grade should be a true grade from will do, 1 think.
bottom of the ditch to the center of the none too strong fo" me.
road. The advantage of this is, that a j
The man who works hard through the
wTagon can be hauled into the ditch and long days of summer, markets his crop
not upset.
The best method of breaking aud cares for his stock winters, dues well.
roads is with our only available tool, the Is it not better for him to subscribe for
I have had no experience and read a good agricultural paper and
snow plow.
with snow rollers.
[\Vr. B. F. Twombly. learn how to feed aud care for his stock,
Skaksmont.
The most important thiug handle his milk a»d market he same, I
to be looked after in road building or rethan to toil tlie year around? Intelligent
pairing, is thorough drainage; and if the labor is what pays and gives success torD. Dyer, Wintcrport, i.i the Turf, j
present law does not give power to carry day.
drains where needed it should be given,
Farm and Home.
•
The second most important thing, relative
to its cost, is to take out and keep out all
The Maine Democracy.
These
stones from the surface of roads.
would
two things, if thoroughly done,
The Democratic State committee comimprove our roads as they now exist, 50
on the terms of the call to be isAs all of our country roads are | promised
per cent.
the State convention in Bangor,
supposed to be built for the accomrooda- | sued for
tion of the general public, it would be ( June 30, and it will be addressed to those
highly desirable that the expenses of in favor of the Chicago platform, and all
building and maintaining them be equaliz- others interested in the welfare of
the
ed throughout the State if it could be done
without too much complication and “red party and opposed to the present adminThat is an artful invitation to
istration.
tape.” [Otis D. Wilson.
The improvement of our the sound-money fiy to come in and be
Belmont.
us
swallowed up by the Bryanite spider.
highways is something that interests
all, but in order to improve our roads, The terms of the call are plainly to be
construed as including the National Demsomewhere,
more money must be had from
and the important question is, from whence ocrats, those opposed to the Chicago
It
shall it come? When feasible, one good platform as well as those favoring it.
without saying that the former are
way, I think, to improve roads in springy, goes
wet places, would be to open them length- interested in the welfare of the Democratwise, wide and deep, fill with stone and ic party. They want to get it back to the
The road machine, old moorings of sound finance, revenue
with dirt.
cover
when and where properly used, is a great tariff, individual freedom, right of private
fault contract, independence of the judiciary,
improver of roads: but through no
of the machine it has proved a curse to maintenance of the public faith and
the roads in many localities. The desire credit, and preservation of the federal
of many seems to be, iu using the machine, government in its constitutional vigor—
a
all of which principles are attacked by the
to go over as much road as possible in
or
Chicago declaration. The old-time Demoday. Instead of going over a mile,
a
crats
job
can hope to do nothing in the congood
even half a mile, and making
make
distance,
that
of it, they go twice
vention, where they will be overwhelmed
the road narrow, and make new ditches by numbers. If they go in and remain,
inside the old, into which the water flows, they will simply be committed to the supand in a few years runs away with what port of Chicagoite candidates for goverIhe nor and
dirt there was with which to work.
Congressmen. It is probable that
more road the bait will be declined.
[Portland Adplan should be to go over no well
be
done,
vertiser.
with the machine than can

j
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;

Moxtville.
provement in

and make no

No Trouble.

No Muss.

MAYPOLE
SOAPWASHES

M9

DYES

OPERATION

AT ONE

..ANY COLOR.
The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for
Soiled or Faded Shirt Waists,
Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Underlinen, etc., whether Silky Satin,
Cotton or Wool.

by Grocers and
mailed free
for 15 cents;

Sold in All Colors

Druggists,

or

Address. THE MA YPOLE SOAP DEPOT,
127 Duane

Typical
\

Moiismt

Street, New York.

.New York Places.

I’uihling That
In

Mrs
utes

Itself.

Is

a

tillage

>ehuyler Van Ueusselaer contribto
The
Magazine a
Century

u
'Places in New York," in
paper
the course of which she says: If you enter
one of
the largest office-buildings and
go up and down and around iu it, you
will see that it is not a mere house, hut
almost a town itself.
It nearly covers the
space of an entire city block.
Thirty-two
elevators serve the persons and the wants
of its denizens and their visitors, and
they cany > one forty-thousand passengers
each day.
The great business concern
which owns it tills a whole floor, with
halls as big as churches, and regiments of
clerks.
On the other doors live many
anothei big company, and many an individual doing a big business of this sort
or of
that: and their number will not
amaze you as much as the
luxury with
which prosaic tasks of money making now
surround themselves.
1 wonder sometimes what my grandfather would have
thought of it. No one in New York did
business in a bigger way than he, sending
his famous clipper-ships to encircle the
world and traffic in a score of ports.
Yet
when my father began to “clerk” for
him, the first of his duties was to sand
his office floor: and 1 can remember how
small and plain was this office, even at a
much later day, with the bowsprits of
vessels almost poking themselves in at the
window as they lay along the border of
South Street.
The people who dwell iu the typical
office-building of to-day walk about on
polished marble floors; the government
has given them a post-office just for themselves; a big library and a restaurant exclusively serve the the lawyers among
them; another restaurant generously
serves whomsoever may wish to
eat; there
are rows of shops in the
huge, barrelvaulted main ball;
there are barbers'
rooms and bootblacks’ rooms, and so forth
and so on.
You can almost believe that
a man might live in this
building, going
foith only to sleep, and he supplied with
pretty much everything he need desire,
except the domestic affections, a o’: rch,
and a theatre.
It seems rather surprising, indeed, that a missionary chapel has
not been started in one of its corners and
a roof-garden for daytime performances
But up
up on the hilltop called its roof.
on this roof you
may find the bureau
which breeds our weather for us, and
down iu its underground stories, in the
very entrails of earth, you may confidently leave it your wealth to guard.
Truly, the steel-clad burrows of a great
safe-deposit company look capacious
enough to contain all the wealth of New
York, and whether your share of it he
large or small, your needs can he exactly
met.
You may hire a safe so little that a
diamond necklace would almost fill it, or
so big
that it is a good-sized room, and
ts rent meaus the income of a good-sized
fortune—seven thousand dollars or so per
annum.
Narrow lane after lane is walled
py tiers of these safes, as streets are walled
by house-fronts; there is a second story
below the first, and there are other places
where other things than gold and silver,
precious papers, and jewels may be stored.
There are rooms full of trunks, and
I remember a big one with the sweat of
steam glisteniug on its walls and ceilings,
which was filled full and heaped and piled with bales of a shining cream-colored
stuff—raw silk, costly and also perishable,
needing to he kept perpetually moist lest

it lose its

Mrs. Tred way to her
“Harry,”
j husband
at the breakfast table, “I am
out
of
quite
money, and I want to spend
j the
day shopping. Let me have sixty
cents."
“What do you want sixty cents for?”
“Ten cents for car fare and fifty cents
for luncheon.”
[Harper's Bazar.

The “Veteran.”
We proposed, in our issue of week before last, that the ex-Union and ex-Confederate soldiers should unite their contributions to build a warship to be presented to the Government and to be known
as the Veteran.
Some of our brother editors have spoken kindly of the project,
but we hope all will take hold of it in earnest.
We have not talked with a veteran
of either army who did not receive the
proposition most enthusiastically. Some
of them expressed a willingness to contribute at least five dollars. Make it
known.
[The Mountain Echo, Keyser,
West Virginia.
WHEN NATURE

Needs assistance it may be best to remedy it
promptly, but one should remember to use
even the most perfect remedies only when
needed. The best and most simple and
geutle remedy is the Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co.
HOOD’S PILLS cuVe Liver Ills, Bll*
lousness. Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.

Philip-

the

Cases of Consumption
Have Been Cured.

Consumption is Catarrh
of the Lungs.
Po-ru-ua the Catarrh Cure, Over-

Consumption.

comes

TAR,

Indian Terri-

Dear Sirs :
I take great pleas-

—

Itory,

in

ure

informing

you of my wife’s
recovery from catarrhal affections.
The catarrh

spread

to

her

lungs, causing
an

abscess

on

her

left lung, which
broke.
Her
weight was reduced from 1,0 to 97
pounds. Xo one believed it possible
for her to live.
We heard of Dr. Hartmedicine Poman and took his great
She now
ru-na.
It cured my wife.
weighs 165 pounds. .1. J. McAdams.”
I)o not let catarrh go unchecked until
it roaches some of the great vital organs.
It is a disease of the inner linings of
the human body —the mucous membrane
At
—and so may appear anywhere.
the tirst symptom < f trouble, take Peru-na.
Pe-ru-na annihilates catarrh and
drives the poisonous secretions t'eat are
the result of tins foul disease from ; lie
system. Druggists everywhere sell Peru-na.

New, Up=to=Date.
NEW STYLE BELTS

In ililVerent

jfha<L>

..f wlvet ami silk.

ROGERS A 1 FLAT WARE.
We

SOUVENIR

CARTERS

can

fit your

We Cun

KVK8

SPOONS

j

Many

Shirt Waist Sets,

j
;
!

HOPfl

THERE IS

pines?
“What will be done with the Philippine
Islands?” is a proposition which we are
beginning to discuss, a little prematurely,
perhaps. During the remainder of the
war our
occupation of the islands will be
purely military, and their future ownerwill
ship
depend entirely upon the terms
fixed in the treaty of peace by which the
war will
be terminated.
Whether they
shall be ours or not, it may not be unwise
to consider in ‘ftdvahce the
question as to
whether they shall again be Spain's.
As
we have
already said, we are not seeking
territory or gains of any material kind iu
this war.
If the war is to go on in the
spirit in which it was begun, we must
come out of it with clean hands in this respect. But every nation going into war
in a just cause has a right to demand and
to exact
security for the future. That
our cause is a
just one must now be assumed by every American. The war must
be conducted upon that theory. So far
as the cost of a reasonable resistance
by
Spain is concerned, we do not believe that
this country is desirous of exacting indemnity for it; but if there is to be any “last
ditch” about Spain's resistance, if her
honor is not to be satisfied until she has
put us to an enormous expense and has
practically driven our commerce of! the
seas, then we may well think of insisting
upon a material indemnity, and upon a
valuable security against the future. If
the Philippines are ours to do with as we
will, we sincerely hope that they will not
be retained as a colony of this country,
because we haveuo machinery for colonial
government, and any attempt to provide
one will
immeasurably increase the problems of our politics, and indefinitely postpone the carrying out of the reforms at
home which demand the undivided attenI
But it may be
: tion of our public men.
quite the part of wisdom to dispose of the
Philippines in such a way that they will
fall into the hands of a power friendly to
the United States, which, in turn, will
pay for them a sum sufficient to recompense us for some of the expenditures of
the war.
[Harper’s Weekly.
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MAINE,
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Tiver
I PILLS

WATCHES,CLOCKS and JEWELRY repaired

cured
these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsiness, BadTastcin the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORITD LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose
Small Price.

and warranted

H. J. LOCKE Si SON.

T^s::.‘

SICK HEADACHE FRED
Positively
by

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing Over Twenty Million

Assets.

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSIRANC!
SecuritySBonds tor Cashiers. ContractU3f**STEAiVl BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
ors, Administrators and Trutsees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

THROW YOliRTRUSSm

experience of Others.
East Sebago, Me.,
Feb. 28,'cjs.
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You Must
If a¥e Bread

MtI consider the “L.
veood's Bitters a blessing to ti.k
overworked, both in mind end
bode, restoring the nervous func-

Of Men. Women and

tions, building ub the svdem,
and giving new life a id vitality
to the weak.
(Sigiu d)

children, cured by the
Fidelity Method.
No cutting opeiation,

JOHN

P.

HILL.

no

“l

You could

si

do without shoes

}

I

Poor bread

\jij

is

only

a

DR. MOTTS

They overcome Weakness, Irregularity anil omissions, in—
| crease vigor and banish "pains
'of menstruation.” They aro
t;

flour to

use

“Life Savers”

everywhere.
COOMBS, Cold water. Mich.

Office Hours, 1 to 4 ; 7 to 8 I*. M.

DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio
FOB SALK Bl

B.

H.

The Burgess Press,

lyrSS

MOODY.

JOB

J
Thirty years in
finest stock of all

ghastly

man

me

easiness

Liberty.

at

terror

PRINTERS,

The

grades to be found between the
Penobscot and Kennebec rivers, from tlu* cheap,
est wood casket to the finest, broadcloth and vel
vet, white and black. Terms reasonable ami sat
I..
MOllsl-:.
isfaction guaranteed.

Opera

House Block, Belfast, Me,

Liberty, Me., Jan. 1<>, 1898.- Cm2

con-

stares

call and investi-

already effected.

Operating Surgeon.

is thrown away.

sumption

to

cures

E. L. STEVENS, M. D.,

girls at womanhood, aiding
development of organs anil
body. No known remedy for women equals
them. Cannot do harm life becomes a pleasure.
Sold by dru^irists.
$1 per box by iniiil.

be-

it's the best—makes

of

lu.ijOD

Consultation and examination free.

j to

bread than other brands

the

Over

Belfat Office, Johnson Block,

more

tv II. A.

cure

Physicians iuviied
gate.

Sold and used
L

a

accept for treatment, ami
required until cure is eoin-

make

can

cause

none

daily

ease we

money is
p lete.

bread of

cheapest

every

no

sure
you get the
Avoid imitations.

He

*

FLOUR
and

iii

lituj n

ROB ROY
The

cure your
troubles also.

none.

how to make bread

good

nervous

“LF.” kind.

If yours
[/is poor you have the wrong
flour. Everyone who knows
better than

We guarantee

will

Bitters

®

but not without bread.

j

”

■■

detention from

duties.

IVitnt’ss: ifetiry //'.

pliability.

When in this treasure-house of uncountable riches we see marble floors which
can be
lifted by levers so that they lie
against the bases of doors impregnable
without them, and vents which can throw
curtains of scalding steam down upon the
head of any one who may try to tamper
with them, it seems as though the days of
Oriental magicians had returned, with
conspicuous modern improvements. Of
course there are rows and rows of little
cabinets where Crcesus may handle his
wealth very privately, and fine large waiting-rooms, too, all shut in by gates and
bars and pass-words.
“The ladies’ waiting-room is a great convenience,” said
the grav-coated guardian one day. “When
gentlemen bring their wives down town,
and have business to do elsewhere, it’s a
nice place to leave them in.” So it is;
but if it is much used for this purpose, I
hope that its niceness, not its terrific security, determines the fact.

What shall we do with

HALES GEO,

HOHEY

a

in

| CARDS,

F. EAMES, M. D.. D, D.

The Nose and Throat.
No. 'J lil

OF

(Near

the
HOREHOUND
AND
face who neglects a cold. TAR
It’s so simple to get rid of a cough or
throat trouble by Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar. Acts like magic. Sold

by druggists._
Drops cure in

Pike’s Toothache

one

minute.

! POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
1
LETTER HEADS,
j PROGRAMS,
| PAMPHLETS,

S.,

Newbury Street,
MASS.

BOSTON,

And all kinds of

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
October. 1897—ly45*

For Sale

or

My farm tn Waldo, Maine.
4wl8

no

pain

or

risk;

deither knife nor ligature; harmless operation
and complete relief. Give me vour address if you
suffer, and I will tell you how l obtained safe and
speedy relief. Send stamp. Address N. B. S.,
lml9
Lewiston, rie., Box 220.

7t(

Rent Newton $. Lord & Co.

JOHN B. LOGAN,
Street, Springfield. Hass

13 Caven

I finiPQ
LMUIlO

Legal Printing

neatly and promptly done.

j

SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors

The
PILES
are
AWFUL. I had suffered for 15 years.
Was cured easily,
quickly and safely;

|

of Fairfield Street)

Corner

Who Have Used Them
Recommend as the BEST

HR. KINO’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS. x

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain. A
Used tor years by leading specialists. Hundreds ot testimonials. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
iu case of suppression. Send ten cents for surnple and
book. AH Druggists or by mail |1.50 box.

KING MEDICINE CO.. Box 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

to

J. W. Frederick &

Co.,

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
Duck, Cordage,\Paints, <Pe.
No. 31 From

St.,

Belfast, Mo

schools, etc., are requested to give a helping
hand, as the Post ranks are growing yearly
Photographer Tuttle is at his studio this 'thinner.
All patriotic ladies are invited to assist
week.
Dr. Thompson and wife of Boston are at i the ladies of the Relief Corps in the preparation for decoration exercise^, and furnish
the Searsport House for a few weeks.
LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

cut

Edward Giikey, sou of Capt. Isaac F. Gilke\, has enlisted in an Illinois regiment.

evening

churches will

be^in

meetings

at 7.30

at

during the

the
sum-

the

operations and
the sidewalks.
visit this week

is

at

Saxouville made a short

to

lus

parents, Capt. and Mrs.

K. Harriman.

George Carlow, who has been employed
a bicycle factory in Boston, is at home

in

short vacation.

Tyler Crockett

wife, who spent the
winter in Boston and vicinity, returned
home by steamer Sunday.
The be

and

By Command of
A. E. Nickerson

of yeast cakes found on the shore
road between Searsport and the harbor belonged to Capt. W. A. Griffin.

NORTH

Mrs. Hannah Cilley of Brooks
relatives in town.

George

W

arren

command of

Gilkey while Capt.

the
W.

remains

Fred Ward of Dixfield is visiting at liis
a few days.

C. O. Fernald and wife visited friends and
relatives in Dixmont last week.

a voyage.
Iiev.il.G. Harbou had quite a busy day last
Sunday. He drove 30 miles, and conducted
three services—one of them a lecture on Mr.
Gladstone, delivered at Belfast in the even-

ing.
Frank G. Parse, formerly of
Searsport
married at Denver. Col., March
8th, to
Miss Mabel E. Herrod of Denver.
Mr.
Parse has been in Denver eight
His
years.
friends here offer congratulations.

was

Commander Nickerson suggests that all
tbo comrades assemble at the
regular Post
meeting this, Thursday, evening, that they
learn

which
At

are

dome

matters

be talked

to

over

of

importance
at that time.

meeting of the corporators of the
Searsport Saving bank, held last week,
James G. Pendleton, .1. W.
MeGilvery, J. A.
Clement. B. O. Sargent and C. E. Adams
were elected trustees for the
ensuing year.
A government boat lying off tlie western
shore of Sears island, Thursday
afternoon,
a

created

excitement until it was exinnocent buoy boat there
for the purpose of painting the beacon that
marks Mack’s point ledge.

plained

some

she

was an

Wo are under obligations to Charles A.
Matthew s, chief ticket clerk for the Northern Pacific 11. IE. at St.
Paul, Minn., for a
of their pamphlet entitled Wonderland, which is profusely illustrated with
scenes along the route of this road to the
Pacific.
copy

Some of

partially responsible.

merly

W Parse has received from his brother
James B Y*bo is on steamer Emeline, now
M

government

employ, several valuable

taken from the wreck of the
Among them is a cartridge throwone- >ound conical steel
projectile, said

souvenirs

Maine.

ing

a

be capable of piercing 28 inches of solid
oak another smaller cartridge
tiring elongated shot, and said to he very destructive.

u

Tuesday

was

a

busy day

in

Searsport.

Belfast officials were here looking after the
dug interests of their city and were particularly interested in a canine belonging to
Elder Levi Walker. Officer Gerry,
learning
their bus.l ess, waited on Mr. Walker, collected the

in,behalf of Searsport, and our
fifteen cents richer.
State Constable Webb brought tw?o cases of
search an l seizure before trial
justice Runnells. The parties were from
up river towns.

treasury

fax

s a

dollar and

They plea Jed
over

not

guilty

for a] pearance at the

and

w

ere

September

bound
term

of court.

|

place, passed peacefully away
last week at his home in Worcester, Mass.
The remains were brought here for interment under the care of Alien Henderson,
arriving Sunday morning by boat. They
were taken to the cemetery,where prayer was
offered by Rev. W. H. Abbott of Liberty.
Many friends had assembled to pay the last
tribute of respect to one they had always
held in the highest esteem. A wife and
of this

relatives are left to mourn the loss <>t a
devoted husband and friend. Mr.
Henderson returned home Monday by train.
-C. S. Adams and family visited his sister,
Mrs. O P. Fuller, in Camden last week....
Miss Inez Peavey attended the teachers’

many

kind anti

in

convention

Belfast

last

stopping

week-Mrs.

weeks
with her neice, Mrs. Eugene Clark, in Camden.
Aldana

Gilman

is

a

few

Centre Montville. Allen and Edward
Penney, sons of Ralph Penney of this place,
wrere

the fiwt Montville

boys

to enlist

as

They made their parents a short
visit last week previous to their departure
for the South in the First Maine Regiment,
which leaves Augusta this week-About
thirty of the neighbors ami friends of Mr. O.
A. Ramsay assembled at his place last Saturday with their teams, hoes and shovels,
and in a few hours ploughed, dressed, planted and sowed his entire crop.
It wTas a
great help to Mr. Ramsay, as he has been ill
for several months and is still unable to

soldiers.
MEMORIAL

General

DAY.

ler No. 1. Headquarters FreeMcGilvery Post No. 30, Department
of Maine, Grand Army of the
Republic,
Sears port, May 21, 1898.
By the martial movements going on in the
mobilization of troops for the National defense, we are reminded of those stirring
days of 1801 05, when we rallied for a similar
or

man

purpose.

This should bring forcibly to our minds
memory of those who fell in our Holy
Cause, those whose graves it has been our
improvingcustom to annually decorate upon the 30th of work, although gradually
Mrs. Ralph Howard passed away last week
May.
It seems fitting that we should endeavor
after a lingering illness.
She was at the
this year to make the exercises
doubly im- home of her parents in Londonderry, N. S.
pressive, that the attention of the youth of
The husband, who has been with her, will
our land may be called to the
great sacrifices
made by those whose graves we
decorate, return to Montville with his two little girls.
that they may thereby become
strong in the
love of country, and ever ready like our Mr. Howard’s friends deeply sympathize
with him in this affliction... .The farmers
Grand Army to rally to its support.
The following committees are appointed are improving the fine weather. Mr. Clifton
the

details m ide:
Executive Committee—J. W. Black, E.
Hopkins, M. M. Whittum, Wm. Kelbert aud
John B. Ames.
Marshal, Allred Stinson.
To visit surrouudiug cemeteries:
Prospect—A. Iv. Gray.
Stockton Springs—Henry Overlook and
Johnson Shaw.
North Searsport—M. M. Whittum, J. H.
Kneeland aud Alfred Stinson.
Swauvilie—A. S. Nickerson and H. M.
Chase.
Smart—E. W. Robbins.
Mernthew'—H. T. Scribner and G. W.
Curtis.
and

The appointment of Committees to visit
cemeteries in the village and vicinity, left to
be appointed by tlie Commander, on morning of Memorial Day.
Mrs. ,J. B. Sweetser, Mrs. J. W. Black,
Mrs. M. M. Whittum aud Mrs. E. A. Small
will receive private decorations at Grand
Army Hall and see them properly placed.
Committee on marking graves in Village
aud Nichols Cemeteries—E. Hopkins and J.
W. Rlack.

On Flags—J. E. Wentworth.
On Evergreens—C. H. Stevens, Fred W.
Porter, E. W. Robbins, E. O. Colson and B.
O. Sargent.
On Soliciting Flowers from Schools—J. A.
Colson.
On Decorating Graves of former Post members in surrounding towns—C. H. Stevens.
On Decorating Church, Hall and'Monument—E. Hopkins, C. H. Stevens, J. B.
Sweetser, William Kelbert, W. B. Sawyer
and J. B. Ames, assisted by ladies of the
Woman’s Relief Corps.
On Music—B. O. Sargent.
To invite School Children to participate in
the exercises—J. A. Colson.
Comrade J. W. Black is hereby detailed to
act as Marshal for the children.
All honorably discharged soldiers and sailors and all citizans are invited to join with
the Post on this occasion; also all societies,

County Pomona Grange will meet with
Dirigo Grange, Tuesday May 31. A large

POWDER
Absolutely

company is expected_Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Daniorth of Fairfield are in town.

Pure

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.,

NEW

Palermo. John Black has bought one
thousand feet of white iron pipe to take
water from a spring on the side hill to supply his house and barn-Herbert Moody is
at work for John Black ditching some of his
low land-Fred Young has built a good
wire fence around his pasture... .Mrs. Alice
Bowler was called to Washington, Me., last
week by the death of her nephew, Charles
Hibbard-John S. Itowe is doing quite a
business this spring running his corn

YORK.

Washington. I\Irs. Viola C. Bliss lias
been having an extensive piece of work
done on her lot in the village cemetery. The
entire lot has been excavated and bricked
The work has been done
up in masonry.
under the direction of James Dorman of
East Union, except the grading done by F.
A. Frost of Rockland-Benj. F. Bowden
an aged and well known citizen of Jefferson
was buried May 7th with Masonic honors.
Many masons from this place attended the
service- Deceased was the father of T. S.
Bowden of this village and Mrs. Willis A.
Luce and Mrs. Geo. M. Gordon of Union.

planter.

...STILL CONTINUES TO OFFER INDUCEMENTS TO THOSE IN NEED
op

Furniture, Straw Mattings and Oil lot ts
That

none

others

can

OUR SPECIAL FREE DELIVERY
—

"■■■■■

—

to

our

line of.

all

Brass trimmed, for ouly $3.50,

Moore

has

put in

an

acre

of

wheat aud is

plant about the same amount
in corn-Mr.
Yolney Thompson finds
ready sale for his fine carriages, which are
being rapidly finished.
Troy. Miss Lizzie Rhoades passed away
from this life at the home of her brother, Otis
Miss
Rhoades, Sunday rnorni ng, May 22d.
preparing

to

Rhoades had been

a

sufferer for many years,
The funeral oc-

will

get

to.
points as advertised

Straw

And Oil Cloths,
In this line

CHENElLL DRAPERIES
for only $2.35 per pair.

The

prices are low, and they are the most economical Refrigerators on the market. Buy one of
these, and your ice bill will he reduced to the low-

in

hurt.Arthur

Moore and

wife

poods

JOINTI.MSS
Also other

EXTENSION SASH RODS
for half curtains. 10c,

Morrill. Mr. and Mrs. Willlard Rich <>f
South West Hart. >r were the guests of Mr.
and Mr. D. O. Bowen last Saturday and Sunday. Mr. Rich is the principal of Freedom

Academy

ami

one

of the

teachers iu the State.
hundred and
is

also

of

one

taught 26

He has

terms of

one

our

most

successful

taught

one

school. Mrs. Rich

teachers, having
Annabel Daggett is

best

terms-Miss

from Rhode Island.. .Rev. A. D.
Thibodeau and a friend Mr. Clark from
Bucksport, and Rev. and Mrs. Wesley
at home

Wiggin, were iu town last Sunday. Mr.
Thibodeau gave us a good sermon_Hou.
1. H. Jackson and wife from Belfast were, at
church here last Sunday_Mrs. Sarah
Clark from Freedom is visiting in town....
Mrs.

Alvin Knowlton of

and children
A. Robinson.

are

Lawrence, Mass.,
with her mother, Mrs. L.

Belmont. L. F. and F. O. Allen wood attended the dance at Centre Montville Fri-

day evening, May 20th-Helen A. Jordan
and her daughter, Mrs. Sadie Knight of Lincoln ville, were iu town Saturday visiting
Thomas Churchill.... Almond
Young of East Searsmont was in town Sunday visiting Mr. Edmund Brewster_Ernest Piper of Belfast was in town Sunday
Mr. and Mrs.

visiting

Mr.

Albert

Marriner-All

the

schools in town began Monday May 16th,
with the following teachers: No. 1, Miss
Sybil Marriner; No. 2, Miss Cora Mahoney
of East Searsmont; No. 3, Mrs. Nettie B.
Marriner; No. 5,Miss Alice Knight of Searsmont. The school in No. 4 has been discontinued-Our road commissioner, Mr. C. R.
Andrews, has started the road machine and
is making better highways.
Our roads
would be a great deal better if there was a
law to compel the use of wide tires on wagon
wheels. Then all towns should have a rock
crusher and build the roads out of the stone
walls beside the roads.
C.
Whitcomb is to go to Camden to take the
practice of Dr. Pearson, who is to go to
Europe for a time. Dr. Whitcomb has made
many friends during the time he has been
with us who are sorry to have him go, but
are glad that he is to better his condition.
Dr. Pearson also has many friends in this
locality. It is but a few years since he went
Liberty.

It is

rumored that Dr.

C.

GIVEN TO

Island; .Meguutii’ook, New Y wk for Port; sclis. Mary E. Palmer, Haskell, Philadelphia : dose Olavcrri, Arey, Savannah
elected to the State Convention to be held via. New York: R. Bowers,
Young, Fernandina; 20,
Lizzie Lane, Closson,
at Augusta June 28, 1898:
r, sch.
E. A. Carpenter,
Eiiz ibethporr : sld, sch. Eliza d Pendleton,
E. C. Holbrook, T. I. Huxford.
The follow- coal
port; 21,ar. sclis. Fannie N Edith,Ryder,
ing were elected Town Committee: F. W. Bellas! : Mary Farrow, Dresden.
Baltimore, May 21. Ar, sell. Daylight,
Brown, Jr., Chairman, Issac Leathers, E. A.
Ni.-kers-m, Bath; 22., ar, ship Edward O'Carpenter, Otis S. Elvvell, J. E. Ellis, I). \y.
Boston.
Brum,
|
Dickey, Jefferson Hobbs.. An unusual
Portland, May 17. Chi, sch. Olive T.
l'fort will be made to celebrate Decoration ! Whittier, Whittier, Kennebec and New
York; 18, cld. sch. Yale, Kennebec and Balday this year. The Post has made a good timore.
effort to awaken interest. The Relief Corps,
j Bangor, May IP. Ar, sclis. .Etna, Chip
the Sons of Veterans and the K. of P. are all
nian, Gloucester; Carrie A. Bueknam, Mc1
Keuz.ie, New York; 20, ar, sch. Mark Peiit*> join in the exercises, and the “unknown
dleton, Coombs, Isle,shore; sld, sch. Annie
dead" are to be remembered. The oration I
J P. Ciiase, Ellis, New York : 21, sld, soli. Gt o.
will be delivered by Professor Chandler of
j B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Readout; 2d, ar,
Brooks and given in the church, which will j sch. Sandy Point, Hurd, Winterport, Eagle,
be decorated. We may next week give a Eaten, Boston; R. F. Hart and Maggie Mulvey, Perth Amboy; Isaac Obertou, New
brief report of Mr. Chandler’s remarks on York, Estelle,
Philadelphia; 24, ar, sell.
this occasion.
Nightengale, Boston; cld, sclis. Isaac K.
Stetson, Maud Snare and Susie P. Oliver,
Prospect Village.
Mr. Harvey H. Lib- New York.
Fernandina, May 17. Sld, sehs. Lizzie B.
by, who has enlisted, came home from AuNew York ; Viola Reppard,
gusta to bid bis parents farewell, remaining Willey, Rivers,
Boston.
Dunbar,
only four hours....Mr. and Mrs. Riley
Port Tampa, May 17.
Sld, sell. D. H.
Bailey of Brooks were here last Sunday j Rivers, Colcord, Philadelphia,
Jacksonville, May 20. Ar, sch. A. B.
calling on relatives... .Mr. R. Killmau of
Sherman, Pillsbury, Key West.
Bangor and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Thompson
Washington, D C., May 17. Cld, sch. S.
of Stockton Springs were guests of Mr. M. Bird, Merrill, Boston.
Bath,
last
Richard Killman
May 18. Ar, sch. Gen. A. Ames,
Sunday... .Mr. and
Salem; IP, ar, sell. Yale, Portland; 20, ar,
Mrs. Hullie Grant of Kingman are visiting
sch. Helen G. Moseley, Holt, New York; 20,
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gooding Grant, sld,sch. Lucia Porter, Baltimore; 21, ar, soli.
and Capt. and Mrs. Robert Killman_ Flora Condon, New York for Augusta (and
sch
J. Manchester
Misses Flora Haley, Sarah Killman and pasted up); 23, sld,
Haynes, Matthews, Baltimore.
Francis Eames visited relatives in Belfast
Salem, May 18. Ar, sch. Paul Seavey,
last week and while there attended the Pattershall, South Amboy.
Washington, D. C., May 17. Cld, sch. S.
teachers’ convention.... Mrs. Hosea LittleM. Bird, Merrill, Boston.
field is very sick with a bad cold.Mrs.
New London, May 21. Sld, seh. Anna
Belle Erskine and Master Harry of Frank- Pendleton, Noauk for Brunswick. Ga.
Perth Amboy, May 18. Sld, sch. James
fort were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
A. Parsons, Augusta.
Littlefield May 21st... .Three of the young
Portsmouth, May 18. Ar, sch. Sarah E.
Sisters and three young Brothers of South Palmer, Whittier, Philadelphia; sld, sch.
Wm. B. Palmer, Newport News.
Branch Grange are to have a potato race
Wilmington, Del., May IP. Ar, sch. Celia
Saturday evening May 28th-Mrs. James F., West, Providence.
Killmau intends to visit her brother, Mr.
Norfolk, May 23. Sld, sell. Leander V.
David Smith, in Winterport this week.... Beebe, Daniels, Boston.
Port
Tampa, May 21. Sld, sch. R. W. HopThe S. B. I. S. meets with Mr. and Mrs.
Baltimore.
Orrin B. Gray this, Thursday, afternoon and kins,
Philadelphia, May 22. Ar, sehs. Isaiah
evening.
Hart, Bath ; Hattie McG. Buck, Pigeon Cove.
Dutch Island Harbor, May 21.
Sld, sell.
Camden. There were nineteen soldiers Sea
Bird, Rolersou, Wareham for New York
who enlisted from Camden but only ten of
N.
sch.
Susan
23.
Sld,
Savannah, May
them were accepted. They were assigned as
Pickering, Haskell, Boston.

May

,

!
I

!
j

J

j
I

18th,

At

a

the

Republican Caucus held
following delegates were

W. F. Hall, Ivory Hall and W. A.
Co. H., T. L. I., 1st Regiment;
Daniel G. Lamphier, Gorham Dean and
Lewis W. Knowlton to Co. K, 1st Regiment;
Frank W. Trull, H. E. Payson and Charles
Freeman to Co. M, 1st Regiment; James E.
Cole, Co. E, 1st Regiment... .The sad news
was received in town Friday of the death of
Fred H. Hill wbo was taken to the Insane

land

FOREIGN FORTS.

follows:

Herrick to

Hillsboro, N. B., May lb. Ckl, sch. Jacob
M. Haskell, Hart. New York.
Anjer, April 17. Passed, hark Sachem,
Nickels, Singapore for Boston; 24. ship
Manuel Llaguno, Small, New York for
Yokohama.

M A Hi N E

M ISC E ELAN Y.

! New York, 28 Captain Rivers of the
boy, and by his
American ship A. G. Ropes, depending on
curred Tuesday afternoon, from her late
own unaided efforts he has acquired an edhis own skill to avoid capture, sails today
His ship passed out at
Francisco.
home, and the interment was in Fairview ucation and is now recognized as one of the Asylum Wednesday. The bereaved parents, for SanHook
at 9 20 o’clock this morning
Sandy
in
the
State.
to
He
best
who
goes
has
been
ill
physicians
cemetery-Fred Carter,
Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Hill of Roekport, his
with the Stars and Stripes Hying at her peak.
with
Lorana Europe to perfect himself in his profession. wife, son and brother, have the sympathy ol The vessel has a cargo of mixed merchanmeasles, is convalescing.
dise
which would he very acceptable to the
Whitcomb
and
from
who
iu
their
A Mr. Skinner
sorrow-Dr.
Boston,
bought all
Harding is thought to have them now, and
have been the guests
Spaniards just at present. The doughty
will have a vacation in her school, as all the a lot of land on the borders of Georges wife of Liberty Village
of Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Pearson at their home j skipper owner expects to take a cruise
midschool children were exposed to the measles Pond containing the somewhat celebrated on
Washington street-Dr. W L. West of which will keep him well out toward belt
Panola Point, is erecting a fine cottage
at the same time-Dr. Dodge is quite busy
Belfast, formerly of Camden called on old ocean as he passes through the danger
West
Indies.
the
other
of
Cuba
and
east
last
week-Capt.
driving now, having several patients in ad- thereon. May others do likewise-Memo- acquaintances ofin town
Taunton, Mass., for whom The vessel was cleared at the Custom House
J. G. Crowley
joining towns-Mr. Benniah Harding is in rial Day will be observed here in the usual H. M. Bean is to build the large five masted several days ago.
Albion this week visiting friends and rela- manner. In the forenoon the graves will be schooner, has been in town on business.
Portland, Me., May 21. Capt. Brown of
sell. Addie Jordan fully appreciates the intives. Mrs. Lue Whiting and daughter Iza
decorated with flowers and flags, and in the Work will commence on the vessel as soon
convenience
of the rule which prevents a
as the lumber arrives, which is expected in a
are also visiting in Albion.As yet our
afternoon the people will assemble at the
vessel from running into port after dark.
very short time.
Methodist divine has failed to arrive on the church and listen to the impressive services
Thursday night the Addie Jordan arrived
It
below this port with a cargo of cement.
charge of Unity and Troy. Has he been cap- by the Post. The address will be by Ralph
was about 10 o’clock when she hove in sight
tured by any of those war vessels, or where I. Morse, with fine singing by a male quarbut
were
of the port. The lights
Capt.
out,
Brown knows the lay of the land so well
is he?-Mrs. Vannie Garcelon Whitney is tette from Searsmont—Messrs. Cobb, Baker,
that
he made up his mind to run her in. No
Prof.
Geo.
and
Cushman—with
Lincoln
having a very successful season in her milsooner had he headed for the ship’s channel
to Cook,
soloist. By reason
linery business.... Elmer Bagley, who broke Goodwin of Pittsfield as
than he was signalled by the patrol boat
will
have
war
Memorial
of
the
Day
present
his collar bone and dislocated his shoulder,
Geranium, and ordered to remain outside.
to Eat,
There was nothing to do but obey the order.
is quite comfortable, but it will be some time a larger significance than it has had for sevHe lay to all night, the vessel rolling and
Easy
to
Digest.
before he will be ready for work... .It would eral years. All soldiers are expected to be
pitching so heavily that, at times her rail
be much better tor the young men of Troy, present, whether they belong to the Post or
was
under water. When daylight came
Oats
and the restriction was removed he lost no
not. All the school children and all Patrons
to quit cycling for pleasure on Sunday.
in
time
getting in.
At all grocers
They would certainly find it far more profit- of Husbandry are invited to join in the proCharters. Ship May Flint, Kobe to New
G.
from
A.
R.
will
move
which
able in more ways than one... .Farmers are cession,
York, general cargo, p. t. Bark St. James,
in 2-lb. pkgs. only
Hong Kong to New York, general cargo, p.
nearly done with planting, and are earnestly Hall to the church at 1.30 p. m. Members of
t.
lyr20tcnrmoff
their
Ship Tam O’Shanter, Hong Kong to
wear
regalia.
the Grange will please
J
wishing for rain.
from

a cancerous

trouble.

out

from among

us a

poor

suit.

to

>

\TTI

M

grades in

giving

are

Still

we are

prices

at

\<

I

*■

satisfaction

them.

22

Brooks.

town

21sr

Mattings

Caskets and Burial goods have all been

i

price.

While our prices are lower th
we still keep the quality way ahead,
calls answered from mv rooms. 4t Hie

R. H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Main Si

Sunday.William Kingsbury
of Frankfort has been iu town looking for a
burial place for ins wife, who died May
were

Others follow.

SPRING BEDS for $2.00.

Undertaking;.

Bucksport. The faculty and graduating
class of the E. M. C. S. are issuing invitations
to the commencement exercises.
The invitations are elegantly engraved affairs with
the school monogram embossed, the finest
that have been issued by a graduating class

"m be continued

■

WUite Iroii Bedsteads,

REFRIGERATORS,

Arthur M. Robinson died May est notch.
aged
years. He was the son of
A. A. and Etta C. Robinson, and was one of
Castine’s must promising young men. Last SPECIAL ATTENTION
winter he went south for his health, but received no help, lie returned home about
ten days ago.
His funeral took place, at the
home of his parents on Sunday. Rev. J P.
Cushman, assisted by Rev. H. H. Woude,
officiated. There were many floral offerings,
among them a pillow from the Normal school*
a wreath from
young men of Castine, and a
large lot of cut flowers from citizens. The
family have the sympathy of the community
SHIP NlfiWS.
in their bereavement.

—

prices.

See our

We would call special attention

Castine.

20th

We lead in low

equal.

....

Easy
Easy

Duaker

LOI Ol

FINK

SELECTED

Al.L

ST<>'

AND LATEST SI'YE!
*

Regular Prices,! 1.50 to v
Our Prices, $1,00 to ;
Come quick before i-r
styles are taken.

•I

Experience of Other
East St’bagi
/•" '/’•
Gentlemen:
I consider the “I.,
wood's Bitters a He,;v
overworked, both is i
bodv, restoring the nerv
tions, bnildiee eh
//>
and yivine
;
/.) //v wan.
ydiyu.

1

our

captains fearing capture by
the Spanish Lave placed their vessels under
the Eng.ish liag, and ;t was observed one
morning recently that, one of these captain s I the presence of scaiiet lever ami canker
us a wide birth.
wives had the English
riag flying at the i rash. Give
front d< or of her domicil.
We have been
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
unable to learn the full particulars of the
affair, but it is hinted that a mischievous
South Montville. Mr. Frank Carter, forneice is

in

R. H. COOMBS & SON

Mr.

for many years.Miss Emmeline Spofford
Wellman Moulton and wife of Lowell, lias presented the Buck Memorial library
Baltimore, general cargo, p. t. Bark Thomas
with an elegant edition de luxe of the Holy
A. Goddard, Boston to Rosario, lumber, 811
Mass., are visiting at Asa Carter’s.
Searsmont. The County Commissioners
Seh. Ella M. Willey, Turks Island, to New
Bible, which will be placed in the reference
PORT OF BELFAST.
\V. T. C. Runnells and wife of Searsport
are to meet at Chas. HeaPs June 1st to hear
York, salt, 8 cents. Brig Havilah, St. Si-1
S. Marshall, chief clerk of the
library.C.
mons
to New York, lumber, 85 25.
Sell.,
the petitioners for the discontinuance of the
village visited this place last week.
ARRIVED.
das. A. Garfield, Charleston to New York,
railway mail service, was in town Thursday road
laid out by them some time ago. A
Holly Perkins and wife of Frankfort on official business-Mrs. James
50. Seh. Anna Pendleton, BrunsLumber
85
11).
Sch.
Levi
May.
Hart,
New
Pendleton,
Seavey
deal of feeling has been caused by this York; Henry Whitney, Welch, Dov1;r, N. wick to Philadelphia, lumber 85. Sell.
visited at Asa Carter's last Sunday.
arrived home Thursday from a trip to great
road. Let the citizens of the town take an H.; Sophia Willey, Rolerson, Jslesboro, P. Aimeda Willey, Brunswick to New York,
Mrs. Susan Towle lias gone to Monroe. Belfast.
lumber 85.12 1-2.
Seh. A L. Butler, New
M. Bonney, Burgess, Yinalhaven.
iuterest in the matter now and let us have
She is taking care of Mrs. Fred’Moody.
| May 20. Sells. Georgia A., Barton, St. I York to Boston, cement 17 rents. Seh. Gov. j
East Searsmont.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
the matter settled. It is proposed to meet |[ Johns, N. B.
Ames, Savannah to Philadelphia, ties, p. t.
Mrs. Sylvauus Woods of Prospect and Mrs. Hills of East Northport, called on relatives
and view the route and then
May 21. Sch. Maria Webster. Turner, i Coal freights: Sell.Mary E.Palmer,Baltimore !
adjourn the | Rockland.
or Norfolk|‘to Key West, 82 and
Philbrick visited at A. Stinson's last Sunday. in town Sunday-Mr. Geo. Kirk of South
discharge.
hearing to Dirigo hall, where all parties will |
May 23. Sch, Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Sell. Augustus Palmer, same. Sell. Sarah
Don’t forget the dance at the Grange halj Union, Me., was in town Saturday, called have a chance to be heard_Misses
E. Palmer, same, Seh Estella, Philadelphia
Lula E | Bangor.
to Bangor, 81.
June 4th. Remember we always have a here by the illness of his sister, Mrs. Stephen Paysou, Alice M. Poor and Mabel
Brown,
SAILED.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
Cables-Albert Marriner went to Belmont
good time.
three of our teachers, and J. W. Farrar, at& Co. reports for the week ending May 21st,
Delia aud Althea MahoMay 21. Schs. Sophia Willey, Rolerson, as follows:
tended Waldo County Teachers’ AssociaMr. E. T. McIntyre of Roxbury, Mass., has Sunday-Misses
Case oil tonnage is wanted for
Islesboro; Jennie Howard, Paysou, Bangor.
ney of East Northport were in town May tion at Belfast
been in town of late, the gutst of O. W.
25. Sch. Georgia A., Barton, St. China and Japan, and though shippers are
Friday. They were much inMay
to
meet
full market rates, the offers
prepared
21st, guests of their sister, Mrs. R. A. Ma- terested in the
|
Whitcomb.
meeting and very much John.
of vessels are exceedingly limited ; on the
j
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harvey Stinson of
honey....
AMERICAN PORTS.
other hand tonnage for India is being sub-|
pleased with the entertainment furnished by
Most of the farmers of this plac e have finEast Belfast were in town May 15th, guests
New York, May 17.
the Belfast teachers.
Ar, sclis. W. Wallace nutted, with intimations of the acceptance
ished planting.
The season has been very
of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. Mahoney... Mrs.
Ward; Tampa; Albert L. Butler, Roekport: of rates slightly below previous fixtures, but j
favorable thus far.
Knox. It is getting to he so very dry in Abraham Richardson,Carver's
Harbor; Mary there appears to be no orders in market for
Georgie Perry and two daughters, Lennie
this
section that all vegetation seem to be at Ann McCann,1 Boston for Bergen Point; pass- this destination. Tonnage for the Colonies !
Mrs. Geo. W. Benson and Mrs. J. Monte- and
of
Rockland
with
Agnes,
spent Sunday
ed Hell (late, sehs. Helen G. Moseley, New is in moderate demand for forward loading, j
a standstill... .Edward Shibles, who lost his
tioreof Belfast were in town recently, guests her
but the lines are opposed to any advance |
York fur Providence; Isaac Orbetun, Port
sister, Mrs. H. M. Donnell-Ward
house by fire last fall, is having a nice, large Johnson for
of Mrs. E. G. Smart
Pendleton is spending a few days in South
Bangor; 18, sld, sch. Jas. A. Gar- upon previous rates paid. Barrel’petroleum :
two-story house built on the spot where the field, Charleston ; IP, ar,sclis. Xorombega and tonnage continues rather scarce, and with a
Miss Louise A. Merritliew has returned to
Union.
fair inquiry experienced the. market is rc-j
other stood.
Charles P. Hutchins and Will Annie Lord, Bangor; Penobscot, Providence
the hospital in Boston, where she is studying
for Carteret; Helen, Batchelder, Sullivan garded as steady m tone. Tonnage for lum-!
Clark’s Corner Prospect. Mrs. Sewell
j
of
Freedom
are doing the ‘arpenter I via
Sibley
for a trained nurse.
Newport; Chas. E. Raymond, Sedgwick ; her from Gulf ports to the River Plate is j
Butterfield is iu very poor health.Oscar
work....E. J. Yose started Monday for Maud Briggs, Bluehill; Odell, Boston; pass- quite actively inquired for, and though shipILe families of Horace Maddocks aud Clark has gone to Milo, where he has
ed
Hell
Gate, sch. Lizzie Lane, Eliz.abethport pers are prepared to meet some advance in
Penobscot county, where he plans to spend
rates, vessels are rather difficult to secure
Charles Robertson, who are sick with scar- employment.Ludella Harding, who has
for Boston; 20, ar, hark Wiilard Mudgett.
a few days-The committee elected to look
Turks
Island; sch. Senator Sullivan, Crock- r»> Montevideo and Buenos Ayres 814" ,vl5
let fever, are improving.
been quite poorly for the last three mouths
after the building of the two school houses ett, Fernandina: cld, ship A. G. Hopes, San could probably he obtained. From the East I
ami Provinces 810 is, the
this met at the Centre school
Miss Lida Green is quite sick, but we is gaining.Fred Cunningham of
rate to Buenos!
house May 20th, ac- Francisco; 21, ar, sehs. Wm. Slater, Buck's
Harbor; Menawa,Bangor: Herbert E.,Shute, Ayres. There continues a good inquiry fori
think she is improving under rlie treatment place has moved his family to Browuville.
to
to
receive
sealed
notice,
cording
to Brazilian and other South Ainerproposals
sch.
tonnage
loel
F.
CarBelfast;
22,
ar,
Sheppard.
-Charles Littlefield and wife called on
of Dr. ('ole of Swanville.
for the building of the same. The bids were ter, Boston; F. C. Pendleton,
Burgess, New- I lean ports, but neutral vessels are very
friends here May 21st.There is some
Don’t forget the Veterans’ meeting at
not opened at that time, and we have not
port; 2."., ar, sch. Georgia Giikey, Gardiner; scarce: where such are available the views
expressed by owners are in most instances j
one around the Corner who is
dangerous. yet learned who the contracts have been A. Has foal, Warren, Rockland.
Winterport Juueliud. We are always welBoston, May 17. Ar, sch. Mabel Jordan, considerably in excess of shippers' limits.
Fires have been set, fences burned up, bars
come in tlu patriotic town of Winterport.
awarded to....Mrs. Mary, widow of the late Deiano, Turks Island; eld, sch. Almeda Further business I, is be, n completed to Riu1
torn down and posts carried away, and
Hiram Bryant, passed away M unlay night, j Willey, Brunswick, Ga; 18, cld, sell. Young i Grande-dt) Sul at >1 .'in o*t bbl., a Maianham
The little red tlag is boating at this place—
Broth* rs, Snow, Kennebec and Washingtoa, ; freight was taken at do cents per bid. and a !
cattle turned at large. Look out; some one
SO
let in fear of the Spaniards, but t. indicate
aged
years.
1). <
IP, ar, harks Rebecca Crowell, Turks j Jacksonville to Cayenne lumber order!

at

home for

may

visiting

old home for

of Islesboro has
schooner Georgia

B. Gilkey

is

Chas. Dorr of Winterport visited at E. W.
Seavey's last Sunday.

The scholars in Union district recently
contributed fur a new flag, which will be
thrown to the breeze Memorial day.

apt.

SKARSFORT ITEMS.

Howard Ward is quite sick at this
writing.
Benjamin Robertson has returned from
Massachusetts.
Mrs.

1 he Givers and Gleaners hereafter, until
bli ther notice, will meet in the Conference
ro‘ m Saturday \> m. of each week.

(

Commander.

J. A. Colson. Adjutant.

x

A ireccptiou is t.. be given Rev. II. W.
^Norton and wife at the vestry of the M. E.
chinch this. Thursday, evening.

taken

be held in
Church, Sunday fore-

Congregational
May 20.

brother and sister.

a

Freedom. Mr. Sherman Goodwin preached at the church last Sunday. He will
preach the sermon Memorial Sunday and
deliver the address Memorial Day.
The Ladies’ Circle will meet with Mrs. J. W.
Libby, Thursday p. m., May 26... Waldo

seryices^will

Comrades will report at 0 30 Sunday
morning, at G. A. R. Hall, wearing white
memorial badge.
Members will assemble at G. A. R, Hall,
at 12.30 P. M., Monday, May
30th, in full
uniform. Column will be formed on Main
Street, near entrance of Hall at 1.00 P. M.
The line of march will be, after a short
parade, to the Soldiers’ Monument, where
prayer w ill be ('tiered, Roll of Honor read,
and decoration services held : after which
the column will march to Union Hall, where
Hon. Edward Wiggin of Augusta, will
deliver an address for the occasion.

Sargent lias begun
doing some good work qu

H. D. Harriman

a

Sailors’

noon,

Road Commissioner

for

and

Soldiers’

for

Memorial Sabbath

The Women's Missionary meeting will be
held in the upper conference room Friday at
‘2 o’clock p. in.

1.

ladies in

wreaths

make

Foster,

about 4 P M. He had been ill for more
than one year with dropsy. The funeral was
held Tuesday at the church....Mrs. Kate
Nash passed Sunday at Mrs. G. Gilmore’s.

graves in their cemeteries.

months.

mer

W. G.

Berry has been absent for more than 20
years-Franklin Mudgett died Sunday,

Prospect, Stockton Springs
and Swauville are requested to meet and

Sch. George Gurney, Capt. Isaac Ciosson,
anchor in the harbor awaiting business.

ednesday

wholesome and delicious.

flowers.

Loyal

is at
W

Burnham. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Berry o1
Michigan, are visitiug G. E. Berry and Mrs.

Royal makes the food pure,

! brought 810. To image m also wanted in the
Wt at India trade, and thoi
tes
j are bid, few vessels are obtainable. From

lurks Island to N w York ami Pirn tdelph:
with salt S cents has been paid.
Coastwise
! yellow pine rates are she nig greater stead| mess, a number of orders being ciosed at,
>5 5u
j "5 75 from Jacksonville to New
25 from
; from Feriiandina. md >5 12 1 2
Brunswick and St. Simons. The coal trad-to the East is quiet, and rates are regarded
j, as easyv Tonnage, however, :s rather sea r> e
at
the moment.
I

j
j

r.

JOHN
“

‘York,

’>

|

La 1

|

Bitters

v

',''rv<
Be

a
*

sure

“L.F." kind

1

you

Avoid imi

BORN.

|

Bridges. Ill Verona, May 2. to Mr. and Mrs
S. D. Bridges, a son.
Brown, in Highland, Warre> May 11. to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Brown, a daughter.
Bunker. In Sullivan. May m to Mi ,ml Mrs.
G. H. Blinker, a daughter.
Bkaiiimn. In Franklin, May 13. to Mr. and Mrs
L. C Bragdon, a daughter.
Cl1Nntni.11aM.
In Surry, Ma>
to Mr. anil
Mrs. Herbert A. ( unninglmm, a daughter.
Dailey. In Rockland, May 10, to Mr. and Mis.
Charles K. Dailey, a daughter.
Gray. In Brooksville, May 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur V. ('ray, a daughter.
Gray
In Brooksville, May 9, to Mr. and Mrs. i
Leonard Gray, a son.
Gross. In Stonington, May 15, to Mr. and Mi- ;
John E. Gross, a son.
Haskell. In Surry. May 8, to Mr. and Mrs. i

DR. moil

m
kkki
A

1

Lyman Haskell,

a

daughter.

Kane. In Surry, May 7. to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Kane, a daughter.
Philbrook. In West Warren, May 5, to Mr.
and Mrs.o. H. Philbrook, a son.
Richardson. In Stonington, May 13. to Mr.
and Mrs. Winslow H. Richardson, a daughter.
MARRIED.

They

environ..

V

1

“LifeSa-

DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cle
FDR SUE

li.

Kl

Black At.lari
In Waldohoro, May 0. Morton
Black of Waldohoro and Lydia W. Allard of

.Made

II

MIHIIII.

UNION

THE

ii k. ii

[at

Washington.

(. i; v 1*1

CYCLE
win

Hfghlaiulville.

Gordon—Smith. In Belfast, May 21. by F. W.
Brown, Esq., Trueman Gordon ot Waldo and Nettie S. Smith of Morrill.
Morse-Dyer. In West Franklin, May 1 1, Everett Morse and Miss Abide G. Dyer, both ol West
Franklin.
In Denver, Col.. March 9,
Parse-Herrod.
Frank G. Parse, formerly of Searsport, and Miss
Mabel G. Herrod, both of Denver.

DIED.
Babridge. In South Deer Isle. May 14, Capt.
Charles E. Babbidge, aged 40 years.
Blake. In Appleton, May 13. Theron Blake
of Cnion, aged 75 years. 9 months and 1 day.
Brainard. In Somerville. Mass., May 18, Elsie
Webster Brainard, widow of the late Joseph P.
Brainard, formerly of Northport, aged 83 years.
Coombs
In Stonington, May 9, Edmund Q.
Coombs, aged 8 years.
Cousins. In Brookliu. May 12. Willie S. Cousins, xged 0 yea's, 3 months and 7 days.
Eaton, in Deer Isle, May 0, Abigail Eaton,
aged 11 months and 2o days.
Hills. In Osceola, Nebraska, May 15.Benjamin
B. Hills, a native of Cnion, aged 77 years.
Higgins.
In Eden, April 20, oiiver Higgins
aged 70 years.
Jones. Iu Belfast, May 25, Israel Jones, aged
80 years, 2 months and 19 days.
Jordan. In Trenton, Oak point. May 15, Capt.
Joshua Nelson Jordan, aged 00 \eais, 7 months
and 0 days.
Lkvcii. In Orland, May 13, Leamiei C. Leach,
aged 39 years, 1 month and 2 days.
.Haddocks. In Rockport, Mav 12. daimtiter of

Mr. and Mrs. A E Haddocks, aged 1 da\s.
New BERT. In China, May 0, Re\. Moses W.
a native ot Waldohoro. aged 04 years.
In Deer Isle. May 11, Mrs. Rose
Stadi.es.
Staples, aged 84 years.
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Belfast

Price
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CALL AND SKK IT
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tlA

BLACK

High

Street

Notice of Foreclose
YI7HKRKAS.

Vt

.h

'Sill

A

M. H KM
<d m

terport, in the Count}

of Maine, In lii> mortgage de.-u
day of November, 1898. and

County Regietr} id Deeds. I»«•
conveyed to R C. ( ani|ibeli. lat
in said Count} ol Waldo, a eei"..•
of real estate' siruate.l in said m
bounded as follows, to wit "A
first division <d Ten Vropriet
W inter pot i. and known as the s
being thy same premises comey
Cushing by A L. Kelley, by de.-;
A. i» 1878. and recorded in s.ii
Register ol DecD. \<>l. 1l»l, Id
deed and the re* >rds special re;c*.
a complete and
particular des' ic

premises."

And whereas the above dt
and debt thereby secured wnby a valid and legal assignmen; m
is’ recorded in said Waldo Count)
Deeds, and whereas the condition.'
remain
gage havd been broken and
therefore, by reason of the bread
lion thereof, 1 give this notice
CHARLKs
mortgage
Bv Kt.i.Kitv Bowim'.n. his Attorn'
\\ interport, Me.. May 17, 1898.
1

1

1

Produce Atarke.

Price Paid Producer.
Apples, pbu, 80@1 QOI Hay, p ton, 101)<>a 12 <>t'
7-/9
"dried, p ft,
4® 5 Hides, p lb,
1 30®. 1 50 Lamb, p lb,
7 ait
Beans, pea,
50075
medium, 1 50® 1 00 Lamb Skins.
405
yel’weyse.l 75®2 00 Mutton, p It-,
Butter, p lb,
Oats, pbu, 32 lb, 35(o40

ltS®18

Beef, p lb,
5®0 Potatoes,
85(090
Barley, p bu,
40®45 Round Hop,
4^i4 1-2
11 Straw, pton, 0 00a7 OO
Cheese, p ft,
lT>,« 18
Chicken, p ft,
10® 12 Turkey, p lb.
1 1-203
Calf Skins,
50® 75 Tallow,
t>va7
Duck, p ft,
14®10 Veal, p lb,
10 Wool, unwashed,
20
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl, p lb,
8® 10 Wood, hard, 3 50ia5 00
Geese, p lb,
13®15 Wood, soft, 3 0003 50
Retail Market.
Retail Price.
Beef, corned, P lb, 7@8 Lime, p bbl,
900100
4
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 10 Oat Meal, p It-,
52 Onions, p lb,
400
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 52 Oil,kerosene, pal, 10011
4
52 Pollock,p lb,
Corn Meal, p bu,
15 Pork, p lb,
Cheese, p lb,
8(09
1.12
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p bbl,
3
Codfish, dry, p lb
5®0 Rye Meal, p lb
00 Shorts, p cwt, 95 /t l OO
Cranberries, p qt,
5 1-20(5
Clover Seed, p lb, 11® 12 Supar, p lb,
35
Four, p bbl, 7 00®7 50 Salt, T. I., p
H. G.Seed, bu, l 75®2 OC Sweet Potatoes,
Lard, p tb
8®1 Wheat Meal, 3@3 1-2

^

trirls at vvcmiai
doveloom-nt «•:
-r
body. No known reined
them. Cannot do harm !tf*- >
ure.
subl
#1 per box by mnil. ;
to

nNJotlce.
are hereby warned "
upon any ol the street
ways any paper, ashes, ollal
whatsoever. Persons violating !-•
hihiring the above acts, will be
manner provided by said oniin.
1
ments have been made for eollebusiness portion of the eit>. thhaving anything of the kind t-si
please place it in barrels on the
on Wednesday and Saturday mwill be removed and the barrels r-Per order of Mayor,
WM. H. SAN HORN
3w20

All

posit

persons

in

or

LOST.
A pair of glasses, nickel bows
in a case with the name of VI!Will the finder leave the same with
'N1
JOHN K
stuck-"11
IwUlz

